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The University of Cumbria–Institute of Education has further developed our Partnership assessment processes to ensure it builds on student progress from phase to phase of placement 
experience (staged expectations). This approach fully integrates the ITT curriculum across student’s learning contexts to ensure that a seamless link occurs between learning and enacting 
parts of their programmes. It explores the ‘what the student’s ‘will have learnt’ and ‘will have learned how to’ and asks them to work on developing their enactment of learning within the 
context they are placed. This relates to and maps directly with the national ITT core content framework (CCF), which is mandatory for all ITT courses and is integrated into the ITT curriculum. 

Students’ assessment will allow us to track their growing progress over time based on what they have learnt and enacted. It is only at the final (Extending placement) that students will be 
summatively assessed against the national teacher standards; however- as with any effective assessment matrix, we have shown how the curriculum helps students to demonstrate growing 
competency in addressing areas of teacher standards at both the beginning and developing phases. 

Our staged expectation grids outline assessment against the ITT Programme curriculum- highlighting what students have learnt and what they will be enacting in the classroom context. 

We have mapped the teacher standards to the staged expectations in our grids beneath. 

The staged expectation is the point in assessment of progress that we expect most students to have achieved during the phase of placement. 

We are aware that some will have exceeded the expectation for the placement phase and therefore will need to be targeted to consider how to increase their breadth and depth (mastery) 
of enactment at each phase of training. 

A few will not yet be on a trajectory to meeting all standards by the end of their training. These will be exemplified by a lack of coherence between or inability to take steps towards 
independence in the staged expectation of each placement phase. These students will require an intensive ‘Intervention Action Plan’ (formally CFC). Failure to make adequate progress 
against intervention plan targets may result in the need to repeat the phase of placement. 



Throughout the school/setting placements we ask students and mentors to work with existing Partnership themes and proformas that relate to how to approach each of the core domains of 
the Core Content Framework: 

Domain of ITT Learning UoC Cross-programme/partnership domain approaches Document or resources - links 
Professional behaviours • Teacher Wellbeing and Workload Charter

Behaviour • Integrated within each programme curriculum
Ambitious Curriculum-
Challenging 
disadvantaged  together 

• Visions and Values- based on research by John Coxhead
• Definition- Ofsted’s (2016, p.12) definition of disadvantage as pupils who are ‘those vulnerable to lower

educational achievement, poor health and well-being and a reduced chance of leading a successful and
fulfilling life’.

Curriculum • Shared Learning planning
• Learning plan – proformas
• Subject knowledge exemplifications
• Cumbria Teacher of Reading

Link for planning proformas 
CTOR 

Pedagogy • Core Content reading & resources Link here 

Assessment • Tracking Progress & Pupil Profiling TP&P Link 

https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/forms/earlyyearsandprimaryplacement/ITT_core_content_framework.pdf
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/forms/earlyyearsandprimaryplacement/0.0-2020.21-Tracking-Pupil-Progress.zip
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fv3.pebblepad.co.uk%2Fspa%2F%23%2Fpublic%2F94jgbwWMzZkW84nbgfbrpjgkbc&data=04%7C01%7Cjan.ashbridge%40cumbria.ac.uk%7C86805c0cffea417caed708d977714d63%7Cb627db1d99584fd18ea48ac3b27cf00f%7C1%7C0%7C637672150772012744%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=fPHgFfSXkMTtYvKuGTg48RHQpBjlMGegQjVJtXvBqHg%3D&reserved=0
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/forms/earlyyearsandprimaryplacement/Initial_teacher_training_core_content_framework-READING-ONLY-(1).pdf
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/forms/earlyyearsandprimaryplacement/0.0-2020.21-Tracking-Pupil-Progress.zip


Understanding how to access the breadth and depth of our ITT curriculum: 

Remembering that: 

• Student teachers (trainees) are on a journey in their learning to become a teacher
• The staged expectations act as progress way markers towards the ‘end point assessment’
• The staged expectations are derived from the ITT curriculums; i.e. the things they cover before each phase of placement.
• The breadth of the ITT curriculum is outlined at the top level in our assessment grids (the modules and subjects covered- with composite knowledge outlined)- Column 3.
• Student teachers have 2 types of learning- (knowledge) ‘learn that’ & (skills) ‘learn how to’.
• Progress on placement should be seen through high quality targets (built from the curriculum) and reflective weekly reviews.

In order that our trainees remember more of what they have learnt and that you as expert colleagues (mentors) can best support their journey through effective target setting we have 
included depth to the ITT curriculums. This depth outlines the ‘essential’ knowledge (components). 

For simplicity in accessing this information we have created this fully e-linked document; that allows you to work down from the staged expectation breath and explore the essential 
knowledge depth (displayed in knowledge organiser formats). 

Below we show you the full range of ITT curriculum documents available (noting that as mentors we steer you towards 2 keys parts of this- green highlighting) 

The purpose is to outline how a student journey through their curriculum is achieved with taught input and your mentor support along the way. 

Top level course documents- inc. Programme 
specification & module descriptor forms. 

We display this overview to you as a grid of the 
modules and sequence throughout the 
Programme- ‘course overview’ 

The progression of the ITT Curriculum. 

We display this to you as the ‘Staged 
Expectations’ 

These give you a clarity of what modules 
broad content and subjects have occurred 
and how they relate to the staged 
expectation- the point at which most 
students will be at the end of the 

We display these to you as ‘Knowledge 
Organisers’ 

New for 2022/23 
You will be able to click through any module 
or subject link in the staged expectations to 
discover the depth of the curriculum learnt by 
the point in the training. 

Session steps of knowledge & Sequence 

This can be accessed through your UPT where 
you feel it useful to have a session-by-session 
sequence of knowledge & skills build in a 
module or subject area. 
They contain a deeper explanation of the 
sequence between sessions and why we 
chose to teach these modules and subjects in 
the way we do. 



placement) Breadth of curriculum- ‘learn 
that’ and ‘learn how to’ statements 

These organisers outline the ‘essential 
(components) knowledge and skills’ learnt by 
our student teachers before each phase of 
placement. 
They outline a rationale for the sequence of 
this learning, how the components align to the 
Core content framework (minimum 
entitlement of any ITT programme) and the 
core research articles/texts used to underpin 
the knowledge. 

This depth should allow you as mentor to 
understand the granularity of what a student 
has learnt; therefore helping set targets that 
build on their prior learning in order to meet 
the staged expectations. 

We use these documents internally to explore 
teaching quality and ensure coverage of 
curriculum. 

The breadth of the curriculum can be seen in: 
• Course overview & Staged Expectations

The depth of the curriculum can be seen in: 
• Knowledge Organisers

Session sequences can be accessed through university staff (UPTs) 

The following document allows you to view this depth of the ITT curriculum. We have 
linked it directly to the staged expectations (via Live hyperlink) so that you are able to 
understand: • The Modules taught • the subject knowledge and skills taught • and the 
Pathway the particular student is following 



Q4 NEW PROGRAMME 2022 

Teaching studies Inclusion with SEND Maths and 
English 

Foundation subs 
Curriculum 
Carousel 1 

Foundation subs 
Curriculum 
Carousel 2 

Extras Placements 

Yr 1 

100 
@5 

ESTC4020 
Beginning 
teaching studies 
(20) 

INCC9010 
Barriers to learning 1 (Q) 

INCC4111 
Barriers to learning 2 (20) 

INCC4112 
Intro to inclusion (20) 

MAEA4001 
Introducing 
English and 
Maths (20) 

CURC4301 
 PE/ SC/ CREATIVE 
ARTS (Music, Art, 
Drama) (20) 

CURC4202 
HIS/GEOG/ 
COMP/RE/ MFL/ D 
AND T (20) 

TCTR9444 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading Beginning 

Safeguarding -Introduction 1 and 2 
preplacement 
Self study Prevent 

Mental health and Well being 

PLCC9080  
Beginning 

Nov – 3 weeks 

May - July 6 
weeks 

Yr 2 

100 @ 
L5 

ESTC9020 
Developing 
Inclusion module 
QPU  32 hrs plus 
4 hrs EY 

INCC5010 
Perspectives on inclusion 9 (20) 

INCC5011 
Contexts (20) 

MAEA5001 
Developing 
teaching in 
English and 
Maths 1 (20) 

CURC5301 
PE/ SC/ CREATIVE 
ARTS (Music, Art, 
Drama) (20) 

CURC5302 
HIS/GEOG/ 
COMP/RE/ MFL/ D 
AND T (20) 

TCTR9555 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading 
Developing 1 

Safeguarding – CEOP 

Mental health and Well being 

PLCC9090 
Developing 1 

7 weeks 
Apr - June 

Yr 3 

20@ 
L5 

60@L6 
Level 5 
and 6 

ESTC6120 
Applying 
teaching Studies 
(20) 

INCC5112 
Policy Discourses (20) L5 

MAEA9001 
Developing 
teaching in 
English and 
Maths 2 (Q) 
& 
6 hrs of EYFS 

CURC6301 
PE/ SC/ CREATIVE 
ARTS (Music, Art, 
 (20) 

CURC6302 
HIS/GEOG/ 
COMP/RE/ MFL/ D 
AND T (20) 

TCTR9556 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading – Developing 2 

Safeguarding  
self-study 
Level 1/2 Cert 

Mental health and Well being 

PLCC9592 
Developing 2 

6 weeks 
Jan to Feb 

May – 
3 week 
experiential 

Yr 4 

60@ 
L6 

ESTC6021 
Extending 
teaching Studies 
(20) 

Subject 
leadership 

PEDG6601 Pedagogy through 
Enhancement: Enhancement 
Research (20) 

INCC9024 Working with adults (Q) 
INCC9025 The 
marginalised child (Q) 
INCC9126 Advanced Barriers to 
Learning 

M Level 
INCC7001 Working with adults 
INCC7002 The marginalised child 
INCC7003 Advanced Barriers to 
Learning 

MAEA6001 
Extending 
teaching in 
Maths and 
English (20) 

TCTR9666 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading – Extending 

Safeguarding input plus FGM 
Mental health and Well being 

PLCC9600 
Extending 

10 weeks  Jan 
- Mar

Use Subject links above to 
access curriculum info

Use Subject links above to 
access curriculum info



Developing Phase Placement 2 (y3/4):  

Build on the experience gained on Developing 1 Placements –  
• Seek to further develop professional practice which supports group and whole class teaching.  
• Increases awareness and engagement beyond the classroom.  
• Teach up to 60% of the time spent in schools- building on students’ knowledge of the plan, teach, assess, and reflect cycle.  
• Develop ability to track impact of teaching on pupil progress over time  
• Have common expectations and requirements for all Programmes- These placements may be paired in some cases.  
This should be done by:  
• Adapting / developing and updating weekly, sequences and individual learning activity plans to support and sustain teaching and learning for all learners throughout the placement   
• Sustaining learners’ interest and engagement in age / ability appropriate learning activities that meet the intended objectives.   
• Planning and carrying out assessment of learning to inform next steps in learning and teaching.  
• Managing a safe and stimulating learning environment.  
• Discussing and enacting informed feedback and personal reflection to identify and support progress in professional practice throughout the placement.  
 
  
Domain of ITT Learning  Staged expectation  

Links made with ITT Core Content Framework  
‘BA Hons Q4 Primary; SEND & 

Inclusion’ curriculum links (know and 
learn)  

Questions to explore with your 
mentor  

Teacher standards that 
are developing to be 

exemplified within the 
context of the 

placement phase  
Professional behaviours    
  

Engage in self and collaborative reflection to 
identify and inform professional development.  
• Showing a developed ability to engage in 

weekly reflection. Critical reflection based on 
sound, current and relevant research.  

• A developed ability to identify ‘student 
teacher’s’ own professional development 
targets Inc. subject knowledge / key concepts 
of subject sequencing.  

• Considering wellbeing and workload 
implications and strategies used by 
professional staff.  

• Contribute to an understanding of progress and 
impact and development in pupils’ learning and 
welfare.   

• Developing pupil profiles and exploring how 
best to track progress of the class/ group using 
case studies as key exemplars of learner 
needs.  

ESTC – to know and understand the 
importance of reflective practice. To 
understand that alternative perspectives 
exist (for example mentor feedback) and 
how to engage with them positively to 
enhance their practice. To understand how 
good quality research and literature 
contributes to reflection.   
  
INCC5012 - Policy which informs 
professional behaviours and expectations.  
  
EALC6020 – To know that you can have a 
positive impact on children’s learning and to 
be able to identify that impact and the 
cause.   
  
Through working closely with one child on 
placement, you know that understanding the 
child’s specific needs if key to supporting 
their learning.   

How well do you:  
• Seek support and communicate 

effectively with other 
colleagues?  

• Recognise the value, expertise 
and benefits to learning of 
cooperative working?  

• Plan for, brief and deploy 
effectively other adults in and 
out of the classroom?  

• Review professional learning and 
practice on a regular basis and 
identify strategies to improve?  

• Seek out guidance and support 
from mentors and other 
colleagues and use the feedback 
to improve practice?  

• Demonstrate sensitivity to home 
background, ethnicity, culture 
and religion when 

S8 Demonstrate a 
sound ability to work 
collaboratively with 
other colleagues and 
professionals both in a 
support and lead 
capacity: contribute to 
an understanding of 
progress and impact 
and development in 
pupils’ learning and 
welfare.  
  
S2a&b, S4d, S8d 
Engage in self and 
collaborative reflection 
to identify and inform 
professional 
development.  
  



• Weekly reflections showing ability to track 
pupil progress and identify next steps to 
learning.  

• Develop ability to independently guide, plan 
and direct other adults to best support 
children’s needs.  

communicating with parents and 
carers?  

Behaviour    
  

Demonstrate a sound ability to model, command 
and create circumstances that support good 
behaviour throughout the school environment   
• Gain an understanding of whole school and 

specific classroom behaviour policies & 
strategies.  

• Develop your ability to enact strategies to 
different learning activities / environments, as 
necessary.  

• Observe and be observed implementing 
behaviour strategies learned.  

• Develop your understating of how high quality 
teaching and engagement in learning activities 
impacts on positive behaviour.  

• Develop your ability to reflect on the range of 
strategies your mentor, class teacher and 
yourself employ with the group of children- 
weekly reflection will give opportunity to 
consider impact on pupil progress.  

ESTC6020:   
To learn that reflection in and on action 
will support their developing skills in 
supporting behaviour in the classroom. To 
understand through reflection how good 
learning behaviours can be encouraged 
and challenging behaviours supported 
drawing on mentor feedback and theory 
and literature  
  
  
INCC5012- Policies on behaviour.  
Children and Families Act, 2014  
SEND Code of Practice 0 - 25  
Inclusive pedagogy  
Voice of the child  
Salamanca Statement  
United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
the Child; United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights; United Nations 
Convention on the Rights for Persons with 
Disabilities. 

How well have I developed my 
application of:  
• Making use of the relevant school 
behaviour policy and be able to 
employ a range of effective strategies 
to secure appropriate learning 
behaviour, self-control and 
independence so that all learners can 
make progress?  
• Ensuring that pupils know the 
boundaries of acceptable behaviour 
and understand the consequences of 
their actions?  
• Minimising the impact of negative 
behaviour of some pupils on teaching 
and the learning of others?  
• Establishing and maintaining 
effective relationships in the 
classroom between teacher to pupil, 
other adult to pupil and pupil to 
pupil?   
• Understanding the link between 
learners’ behaviour and their 
involvement and engagement with 
learning?  

S1, S7 Demonstrate a 
sound ability to model, 
command and create 
circumstances that 
support good 
behaviour throughout 
the school 
environment.   
  

Ambitious curriculum-  
Challenging disadvantaged 
together.  
  

Demonstrate an informed understanding of policy 
and practice to ensure effective engagement of all 
learners regardless of ability and background.   
• Gain an overview of children’s backgrounds 

and what interventions exist to support 
learning.  

• Understand school/setting vison and values- 
develop ways of incorporating aspects into 
everyday approaches to learning.  

PLCC9592: Safeguarding Level 1  
Learn about a range of safeguarding risks 
and how to keep themselves safe and how 
to carry out their responsibility with regard 
to safeguarding in school  
  
TCTR9556 Cumbria Teacher of Reading   
• Core criteria for Systematic Synthetic 

phonics schemes (best practice)  
• Phonics Screening   
• Phase 5 Assessment  

How well have I:  
•Taken into account the key factors 
that contribute to the development 
and wellbeing of learners?   
• Understood the extent to which 
different backgrounds and influences 
may have an impact on learning?  
• Known and developed my 
understanding surrounding the 
factors that can present barriers to 
learning, progress and wellbeing and 

S2, S4 Develop and 
update plans to 
support the respective 
needs of learners 
across the relevant 
curriculum to sustain 
learning and 
progression throughout 
the placement.  
  



• Explore with mentor how curriculums are 
adapted to meet the needs of all children. 
Implement with pupil profile children.  

• Identify PP, EAL, SEND children- use their 
action plans to provide adaptive teaching 
activities to ensure they make progress.  

• Develop your role in understanding how 
subjects are sequenced to support all learners, 
with particular focus around ‘disadvantaged’ 
groups.  

• Adapting teaching or intervention as a 
result of assessment  

 
ESTC6020:   
• Adaptive planning  
articulating a critical perspective on the 
synthesis of professional practice, and of 
theoretical knowledge of Teaching, Learning 
and Assessment  
  
INCC5012:  Know what policy supports the 
curriculum and challenges 
disadvantage. (see above for policies)  
  
EALC6020 -  To know how to support EAL 
children in spoken language, reading and 
writing. To know what strategies to use to 
support children for whom English is not 
their first language.   
  
EALC6020 – To know that there are different 
interventions available to support children’s 
reading and writing development.   

how these barriers might be 
overcome?  
• Interpreted and developed use of 
school level data to identify targets 
for learners?  
• Known how to identify the needs of 
pupils and adapt tasks, activities, 
resources effectively to support 
learners including those with special 
educational needs, those with 
disabilities, those for whom English is 
an additional language and those 
form diverse social, cultural, ethnic, 
religious and linguistic backgrounds?   
•Developed recognition of 
differences in the rates of progress 
and attainment of pupils experiencing 
challenging circumstances?  

S5 Demonstrate an 
informed 
understanding of policy 
and practice to ensure 
effective engagement 
of all learners 
regardless of ability and 
background.  

Curriculum    
  

Demonstrate good personal understanding of the 
relevant areas of learning and a sound 
understanding of how they may be taught to inspire 
learning and address misconceptions   
• Develop your role in understanding how 

subjects are sequenced to support all learners.  
• Develop an ability to adapt and design 

sequences of learning for the young people you 
teach.  

• Enact approaches to both formative and 
summative assessment that allow you to 
understand how to sequence next steps in a 
sequences of learning.  

  
  

TCTR9556: Cumbria Teacher of Reading   
• Core criteria for Systematic Synthetic 

phonics schemes (best 
practice) Planning for progression.  

• Phonics Screening   
• Phase 5 Assessment  
• Adapting teaching or intervention as a 

result of assessment  
 
ESTC6020: Adaptive planning to know and 
understand the principles of adaptive 
planning to meet the needs of children 
with exceptionalities  
  
INCC5012 - Evaluate the curriculum.  
Students will  have examined current Special 
Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) 
policy and practice in a range of settings and 
through this, to evaluate and analyse utilising 
a critical perspective, the ways that decisions 

How well have I:  
• Identified possible misconceptions 
and plan how to prevent these 
forming  
• Developed understanding of how 
learners learn?  
• Selected and adapted teaching 
styles and strategies to suit the stage 
of the lesson, and the learning of 
individuals, groups and whole classes 
as appropriate?   
• Guided, scaffolded and model to 
help learners understand new 
processes and ideas, and remove 
scaffolding when learners are 
achieving a high degree of success?   
• Effectively use questioning for 
many purposes, including to check 
learners prior knowledge, assess 

S1, S3 Demonstrate 
good personal 
understanding of the 
relevant areas of 
learning and a sound 
understanding of how 
they may be taught to 
inspire learning and 
address 
misconceptions   
  
  



based on that discourse have an impact on 
children, families, teachers, schools and the 
wider society in establishing and developing 
an inclusive education that meets the needs 
of all stakeholders within a social justice 
context.  
  
EALC6020 - To know the progression of the 
National Curriculum in English. To know that 
English can be taught effectively through 
and alongside other curriculum areas.   

understanding and break down 
problems?   
• Provided opportunities for learners 
to consolidate and practise enacting 
new knowledge and skills?   
• Managed the timing and pace of 
lessons, intervene effectively and 
change direction and shift in 
emphasis to support learning?   
• Used a variety of imaginative 
resources and innovative learning 
activities that interest and challenge 
pupils’ learning and put this into the 
context of the real world?   

Pedagogy    
  

Demonstrate a secure ability to draw on a range of 
creative strategies to engage learners throughout 
the different stages of a lesson and in different 
learning contexts.   
• Develop and update plans to support the 

respective needs of learners across the 
relevant curriculum to sustain learning and 
progression throughout the placement.   

• Adopt, adapt and, where necessary, create 
resources that inspire and sustain active 
learning and are managed effectively   

• Develop your knowledge of the application of 
working memory, cognitive load in design of 
learning sequences  

EALC6020 – To know that quality first 
teaching supports all children’s learning. To 
know that plans and teaching strategies 
can be slightly adjusted to meet the needs 
of some children.   
  

How well have I:  
• Taken into account pupils’ prior 
knowledge when planning how much 
new information to introduce?  
• Taken account of prior learning in 
planning and teaching?  
• Constructed and scaffolded learning 
and analyse learner’s progress and 
make accurate assessments of their 
learning and achievements?  
• Broken complex material into 
smaller steps (e.g. using partially 
completed examples to focus pupils 
on the specific steps).   
• Monitored and assessed progress 
and give feedback so that most pupils 
make good progress in their 
learning?  
• Planned for continuity and 
progression across the key stage(s) 
building on pupils’ prior knowledge 
and attainment?  
• Sequenced lessons so that pupils 
secure foundational knowledge 
before encountering more complex 
content.  

S2d, S4b Demonstrate 
a secure ability to draw 
on a range of creative 
strategies to engage 
learners throughout 
the different stages of a 
lesson and in different 
learning contexts.  
  
S2, S4 Develop and 
update plans to 
support the respective 
needs of learners 
across the relevant 
curriculum to sustain 
learning and 
progression throughout 
the placement.  
  
S1 Adopt, adapt and, 
where necessary, 
create resources that 
inspire and sustain 
active learning and are 
managed effectively.   



Assessment    
  

Draw on a developing range of methods of 
assessment to identify, communicate and record a 
broader spectrum of learning and development.   
• Monitor and track pupil profile children’s 

progress.  
• Develop ways to communicate with young 

people what they have learnt and how they can 
focus on targeted next steps to their own 
development.  

• Consider and develop summative assessment 
tasks that allow you to plan further sequences 
and interventions where necessary.  

ESTC6020 students will learn to reflect on 
the purpose and effectiveness 
of formative and summative assessment in 
the classroom  
  
EALC6020 – To know how English is 
assessed in EYFS, KS1 and KS2.    
To know that assessments are made of 
children’s reading and writing at the end of 
Key Stages, and that there are expected 
standards that they are assessed against.   
  
To know that not all children can take part 
in the statutory assessments.   

How well do I:  
• Make effective use of the schools; 
monitoring, marking assessment 
and recording policy?  
• Build formative assessment into 
lessons?  
• Know the NC levels of attainment 
and use these appropriately and 
effectively to monitor progress and 
attainment and develop and extend 
learning?  
• Relate assessment to learning 
objectives, learning activities and 
learning outcomes?  
• Use a developing range of 
assessment strategies including self 
and peer assessment in a way that 
promotes pupil progress?  
• Give appropriate and timely oral 
and written feedback to motivate and 
reinforce learning and help pupils to 
set targets to improve?  

S6 Draw on wide-
ranging methods of 
assessment to identify, 
communicate and 
record a broader 
spectrum of learning 
and development.   
  

 
  



 
Tasks to complete as part of your teaching & learning activity   
Domain of ITT Learning  Professional development task:  

Use these tasks to gain a greater understanding of the link between your taught modules and school context in which you are placed.  
Each task may require a Product, conversation, observation or track of pupils learning; accompanied by your critical reflections on their 
impact on your own learning.  

Professional behaviours    
  

Read and reflect on your school’s policy and think about what UN policy it relates to.  
Explore the school’s equality objectives- how do these impact on your day to day teaching & learning approaches  
Reflect on a learning experience with equality objectives in mind.   

Behaviour    
  

Following close observation of strategies used by the class teacher try to develop your own method of gaining and maintaining the children’s 
attention – including for mini plenaries.  
Using knowledge of individual children gained from speaking with and observing the class teacher, personalise your behaviour management 
strategies for those children.  

Ambitious curriculum-
 Challenging disadvantaged together  
  

(INCC9024) Explore with your mentor the relationships that the school maintains with multiagency professionals   
Discuss with your mentor suitable strategies to support good or better progress over the course of placement in your pupil profile children 
and co-plan and review activities in the light of these ideas.  

Curriculum    
  

Plan a sequence of learning for a foundation subject area.  
Show how you can cater for different learning barriers.  
Explore assistive resources with children to help them understand that others may have unseen barriers to learning and how easily they can 
be overcome.  

Pedagogy    
  

What are the core concepts that the subject lead for your ‘enhancement subject’ uses to ensure that staff across the school have a clear 
understanding of best practice of teaching that subject? (discussion & reflection)  
Co-Plan a sequence of learning for a subject where you expressly identify the core knowledge & skills you expect the children to progress 
against.  
Identify a pedagogical approach (mastery, principles of instruction, critical thinking, critical questioning, PBL) that will aid the progress within 
the plans above.  
Reflect (with your mentor) on the approach's impact on both teaching and learning.  

Assessment    
  

Show on your lesson plans where, how and who you will formatively assess in each lesson you plan and deliver.   
Identify key questions, related to your learning objectives, to ask at different points of the lesson and show who you will address these to.  
Use your group/class tracking progress sheets to record responses.   
Consider using other adults to ask these questions and record responses for you with the groups they are working with or if they are 
observing while you do a whole class input.  
Explore school formative and summative assessment approaches and ensure your class records are available for staff to use.  
Follow the school marking policy.  
Discuss with your mentor different ways to use self, peer and teacher feedback to help children identify their achievements and set personal 
targets. Show these on your lesson plans.  

  



PLACEMENT  ROLES  AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Student Teachers 

• Ensure pre-placement contact with the Mentor and University Partnership Tutor (UPT)/ Partner Programme Lead (PPL); and to notify UPT / PPL of any concerns. 
• Maintain a professional demeanour and appearance. 
• Sustain a timely cycle of: planning, preparation, teaching and evaluation. 
• Develop appropriate and constructive relationships with learners and other professionals. 
• Seek and take into account advice and guidance from experienced colleagues. 
• Engagement in reflection on professional development, tracking pupil progress and target setting. 
• To maintain a Placement File and complete the weekly review in the Student Progress Assessment Record (SPAR) directly linked to the placement assessment staged expectation 

grids. 
• To profile 3 children (see Profiling Guidance) 
• Where support of a school / setting is temporarily not possible (inform your UPT) & complete the attached CPD activities 

Schools, Mentors and Class Teachers [CT] 
• To provide an appropriate setting and context for the student to develop the necessary experience including: 

o An effective welcome / induction opportunity 
o Guidance and materials to inform the student’s preparation, teaching and contribution to children’s learning and welfare. 
o Opportunity, feedback and guidance to support and engage the student in reflection, target setting 

• To undertake weekly tutorials and review sessions focused on Trainee’s impact on pupil progress 
• To ensure that at least 2 formal observations of teaching and learning occur over the phase (weekly if a student is flagged as needing an intervention plan) 
• Monitor Student’s files and completion of Student Progress Assessment (SPAR) 
• To complete the assessment requirements as set out in the relevant Assessment Schedule below. 
• To raise any formal “In need of Intervention in keeping with the guidance (See Guidance for Students who are "in Need of Intervention" 
• To liaise with the assigned University Partnership Tutor (UPT) / Partner Programme Lead (PPL) 

 
University Partnership Tutors [UPT] / Partner Programme Lead [PPL] for SD Alliances 

At each placement phase there will be at least 2 Quality assurance touch points (Visits). 

Academic year 2021/22 Will see a return to some ‘in person visits’ from your UPT or PPL. 

50% of QA touch points will be ‘in person: 50% will be Virtual via TEAMS or ZOOM 

• Ensure pre-placement contact with student teacher. Provide contact details. 
• Make early contact with the Mentor to support the start of the placement as appropriate. 
• Respond to placement issues as required and support the formal process for dealing with an “Intervention Plan” if raised. 
• Conduct QA visits to moderate staged expectation progress assessments 
• Assist in the moderation of placement assessment. 
• Ensure that all placement outcomes are collated in time for module assessment boards and are presented to PAd 

 



Week by Week suggested engagement 

UNDERGRADUATE Q4 – up to 6 weeks  

Week Student’s Role Mentor’s Role Class Teacher’s Role UPT/PPL’s 

Prep  

Week
/s  

Prepare and maintain a placement file.  

Share your SPAR with Mentor/CT  

Identify your placement 
teaching timetable and content including PPA 
entitlement {same as NQT}  

Share any school based assignments/ research s
et for placement-
negotiate time for these {Prof Devt. activities}  

Observe lessons / sessions taught by the Class 
Teacher and discuss pedagogy / behaviour 
management / organisation.  

Work with a small group and collect evidence of 
their learning.  

Choose and begin to gather evidence on your 3 p
upil profile children.  

Create an assessment record to use   throughout
 placement to record evidence of pupil progress 
in all subjects taught (TTP Guidance)  

Gather Pupil Progress data (Class data summary 
sheet) Adhere to 
school GDPR guidance throughout.  

Email your UPT. Provide an update  

Discuss targets from 
student’s previous 
observations and reports.  

Ensure student(s) have the infor
mation necessary 
to prepare for the placement.  

Consult with student re any sch
ool based assignments  

/research set for placement  

Negotiate times for 
teaching timetable 
including PPA 
and weekly tutorial.  

Ensure Pre-Placement 
Checklist is complete; if not con
tact UPT / PPL to discuss.  

Explain School GDPR guidance  r
egarding 
storage of documents and pupil 
in formation  

Consider placement set-  

up implications for the  

student (s), the class,  

yourself.  

Arrange suitable opportunity
 to work with children.  

Disseminate necessary infor
mation to 
aid initial planning.  

Discuss initial planning  

ideas  

Support trainee in settling int
o a professional role.  

Liaise with Mentor as  

appropriate  

Assist / visit 
as necessary in response 
to issues that arise.  

Make 
early contact & visit if re
quired.  

Inform Cohort Leader of 
any issues.  

QA /moderate schools & 
settings.  

Make students aware of 
QA contact / type  

 

Address and support the 
role of the External  

Examiner.  

Liaise and support as  

necessary  

  

Week
 1  

Maintain Placement File  

Continue to draw on the setting’s medium term 
/ weekly plans to develop your lesson / activity/ 
weekly plans to support your teaching of 
individuals, groups and even elements of 
whole class- moving towards 50% of curriculum 
delivery time  

At other times, support 
learning as directed by the Class Teacher and ob
serve good practice across the school.  

Work with groups of children to support learning 
across the curriculum and negotiate 
with the CT about 
undertaking whole class management  

Develop your awareness and possible involveme
nt in the wider life of the school.  

Make effective use of assessment in your planni
ng and teaching.  

Make progress on your PDAs 
(e.g. profiles / displays / taking the register).  

Complete Weekly Review (SPAR) discuss in 
tutorial with Mentor and agree targets.  

At least 3 observations to 
be across the 
placement Provide copy of Obs. 
for student’s SPAR  

Weekly Tutorial 
to include review of student’s 
file 
and completion of the SPAR and
 confirm targets  

Discuss progress / concerns as a
ppropriate with the UPT  

Provide opportunities for 
the student(s) to observe 
your teaching and to 
work with 
children (including opportuni
ties to gain experience 
and confidence in supporting 
reading development 
- phonics and group reading)  

Liaise with Mentor on 
student’s progress.  

Support 
Assessment Recording 
and Reporting (ARR).  

Encourage student to review 
and 
adjust plans if necessary.  

Student should 
be sustaining planning, teach
ing and class management 
with increasing independenc
e. 



Week
 2  

As Week 1  

Teaching load would normally 
build up to or maintain 50% curriculum delivery t
ime  

Develop your ability to assess, 
record and report the children’s learning.  

Review Medium Term Plans and adapt your less
on / activity plans accordingly.  

Discuss/advise on 
progress of PDAs.  

Alert UPT / PPL of any 
student raising ‘In Need of 
Intervention plan where necess
ary.  

  

Week
 3  

As in Week 2  

Teaching load would normally 
build up to 60% curriculum delivery time  

Develop your ability to assess, 
record and report the children’s 
learning. (TPP Guidance)  

Review Medium Term Plans and adapt your less
on / activity plans accordingly.  

Alert UPT / PPL of any 
student raising an 'in need of 
intervention plan'  

Analysis of impact of 
trainee’s teaching on pupil prog
ress meeting  

As previous Weeks  

Check students 
are maintaining 
useful records which inform f
uture planning.  

  

Week
 4  

As in week 3  

Sustain your teaching.  

Ensure completion of PDAs.  

Complete Weekly Review 
(SPAR)discuss in tutorial with Mentor and agree 
targets for next placement  

Host External Examiner visit as n
ecessary  

Remind students they must 
sustain 
good standards in all areas.  

Advise Mentor re: areas 
of strength 
and those needing further de
velopment  

  

Week
 5  

As in Week 4  

Sustain your teaching.  

Ensure completion of PDAs.  

Complete Weekly Review (SPAR) 
discuss in tutorial with Mentor and agree targets
 for next placement.  

Focus on analysis of pupil 
progress in weekly meeting.  

Ensure Pupil Profile reports are completed and 
discuss progress made by all children 
taught throughout your placement  

Discuss End of Placement Report 
with Mentor and sign proformas  

Review student’s file 
and completion of Pupil 
Profiles reports, class 
assessment records and SPAR 
and confirm targets for next 
placement  

Analysis of impact of 
trainee’s teaching on pupil prog
ress meeting  

Complete 
Developing KAP Outcome Recor
d in the SPAR.  

Email copy of Complete End 
of Placement Report to Universi
ty & UPT / PPL  

Remind students they must 
sustain good progress 
against staged expectation in
 all areas.  

  

Advise Mentor re: areas of 
strength and those needing 
further development.  

Make a final contact 
with schools support con
clusion of placement 
and completion 
and return of assessment 
outcomes.  

Week
 6/7  

As in Week 5  

Share completed 
assessment records with CT/mentor  

Sustain your teaching.  

Ensure completion of Professional development 
tasks  

Complete Weekly Review 
(SPAR) discuss in tutorial with Mentor and agree 
targets for next placement.  

Review student’s file and compl
etion of the SPAR   

Confirm targets for 
next placement  

Discuss end of placement 
report / Developing KAP with 
student in final tutorial  

Student and Mentor to sign 
paper copy.  

Student to include report 
in file for post placement tutori
al with PAT.  

Remind students they must 
sustain good progress 
against staged expectations i
n all areas.  

Advise Mentor re: areas of 
strength 
and those needing further de
velopment  
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Lancaster and Carlisle Students including School Direct 

Placement Unit University 
of Cumbria,  Bowerham 
Road, Lancaster, 
LA1 3JD 

Tel 01228 242873 
Email educationplacements@cumbria.ac.uk 

London Students 
 

Placement Unit University of 
Cumbria,  East India Dock Road 
London 
E146JE 

 
Tel 01228 242873 
Email partnershiplondon@cumbria.ac.uk 

Re
tu

rn
 Re

po
rt

s 

Lancaster Students & SD 

kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk copy to 

PPL or UPT 

Written enquiries to 
Programme Administration (PAd) 

Carlisle students 

kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk Written 

enquiries to 
Programme Administration (PAd) 

London Students 
(as above) 

kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk 
 

Written enquiries to the respective campus 

 

Placement Documentation and expectation for completion: 

Mentor Destination Due Student 
Preplacement Checklist 1 copy to student* 1st week in school. To make a complete 

record of all 
assessment, 
feedback and 
reflections in 
the SPAR 

Observation Proforma [OP] 1 copy to student* At least 2 over 
beginning phase 

  
   

Key Assessment Point (KAPB) 
Outcome Record – Beginning 
KAP 

1 copy to Student* 
1 copy to University & UPT / PPL 

End of 
Penultimate week 
of placement. 

In Need of Intervention 
Referral form (If Needed) 

1 copy to Student* 
1 copy to UPT 
1 copy to 
PAd”campus”@cumbria.ac.u
k 

At any point that 
gives a student 
appropriate time to 
improve on targets 
set (usually flagged by 
mid-point) 

Retain a copy 
for 
presentation on 
future 
placements 

 
Make a copy to be 
discussed and 
submitted to your 
Personal tutor at 
your post 
placement tutorial 

Carry out a 
placement 
evaluation as 
specified on back 
page of SPAR 

Placement Report * as above Hard copy to be signed by Mentor 
and student and held in SPAR Email 
copy to University** 
Copy to UPT 

 

 * To be held in SPAR 
**Email addresses: 
kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk 
(Lancaster students) or SD 

kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk 
(Carlisle students) 

kapLondon@cumbria.ac.uk 
(London students) 

 

  

mailto:educationplacements@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:partnershiplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:campus%E2%80%9D@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:campus%E2%80%9D@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kapLondon@cumbria.ac.uk


Student Progress Assessment Record [SPAR]: This standalone booklet builds and retains a record of the student’s development 
throughout each placement.  

It contains: 

• Placement Weekly Review forms to stimulate and capture the student’s reflection on progress against the Assessment 
Criteria and informed by self-evaluation, feedback and tutorials. The process incorporates a systematic engagement in 
reviewing and setting targets. 

• Trainee Development Targets Running Record: for students to enter agreed (with Mentor) targets based on feedback, 
discussion, scrutiny of files and their wider reflection on their progress. Register where the Mentor monitors attendance on 
placement. 

• Staged Expectation Placement Assessment Grid for annotating, assessing and tracking progress to support feedback, 
reflection, target setting and summative assessment. 

• Key Assessment Point Outcome Record completed by the Mentor for capturing summative assessment outcome and 
formative development targets progress. 

• End of Placement Phase Report    Performa- usually completed in penultimate week of placement. To be shared with 
Student during final week. Comments to give formative feedback in relation to progress against the domains of ITT 
learning. Summative outcome (Pass / Fail) made on the student’s ability to show they have met (best fit) the staged 
expectation. 

• Tracking Pupil Progress[TPP]- Working with individuals and groups; This may be parts of lessons…; Specific focus on 
gathering/evaluation of pupil progress in week 2&4; Keep an ongoing reflective evaluation log; Annotate learning plans 
to show impact of teaching on progress. 

• Link to Cumbria Teacher of Reading (CTOR)- You will be teaching a sequence of 3 sessions- evaluate your impact on pupil 
progress. 

The student is responsible for collating and completing this record (See Below: “Completion and Return of Documentation”) 

2. The Placement File: From first contact (visit days) and throughout the placement each student is required to maintain a file which 
typically holds: 

Current SPAR 

Sections as specified in pre placement checklist. 

Placement Tasks (where relevant).*see task schedule. Each task could be incorporated within a week’s focus. 

N.B. This collection of lesson observation feedback, weekly reviews and annotation of the assessment descriptors will monitor and 
track the student’s professional development and provide a regular assessment profile which will readily inform and build up the 
required summative assessment of the placement. Mentors and University Partnership Tutors / Partner Programme Lead are asked 
to keep a check on the student’s completion of these important    documents. 
 

 

All assessment placement forms (below) can be downloaded from the Partnership Website and completed 
in electronic format. Visit: https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/ 
information-primary/ 

 
All students have (hardcopy) Student Placement Assessment Record. 
Schools/settings should email completed Key Assessment Point Outcome Record (KAPs) / end of Placement Reports to 
kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk (Lanc3aster students & SD) or 
kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk(Carlisle students) kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk (London students) and your UPT / 
PPL. 

https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/All
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/All
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/All
mailto:kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk


 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 “Aspirational training to achieve inspirational teachers with pupils’ learning 

and well-being at the heart of our partnership” 
 

Early Years & Primary Initial Teacher Education   
 

SPAR:   Student Progress Assessment Record 
 

Information: 
 Trainee:  

Year/ Programme (e.g. PGCE):     

Placement (B,D,E):  

School/Setting:  

Mentor:  

Class Teacher:  

University Partnership Tutor (UPT) /PPL:  

Age  Range  taught:  

Start / Finish  Dates  of Placement:  

 
Signatures: 
In order for you to start your placement you must have the following signatures: Personal    
Tutor(PT)/PPL: during target-setting meeting with trainee prior to placement. Mentor: on or 
following final visit day or by end of first day of placement at latest (see also ‘Pre-Placement Check 
List’ in this pack). 
 

Personal Tutor/PPL:  

Mentor*:  

 
*or other nominated school-based colleague who also complete the Pre-Placement 
Checklist with the student 

 



STUDENT PROGRESS ASSESSMENT RECORD (Academic year 2023/2024) 

Introduction: 
The SPAR is designed to track, monitor and evidence your journey from the start of your QTS 
course through to the end. It is to support you in tracking your progress against staged 
expectations and in meeting the required Teachers’ Standards by the end of your programme 
(extending placement). This is the key record of your professional and academic development 
and has been designed so that all tracking and assessment documentation is recorded and stored in one 
place. 
The SPAR:  
• is your record and you are responsible for ensuring that it is completed in an accurate and timely manner.
• comprises all of the documentation that is completed during each placement phase (B, D or E)
• should be kept in section 2 of your file and should be available for the Mentor and UPT to refer to and use

as relevant
• should be retained in paper or accessible electronic form during all placement phases
• individual forms are available in electronic form from

https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/
Placement 
information 

Complete before placement and obtain the required signatures. 

Trainee Teachers' 
Staged Expectations 
Assessment 
Descriptors 

Use with your Mentor and UPT to discuss and track progress over time against the staged 
expectation and enactment of your ITT curriculum. You will have ‘learnt’ knowledge and 
‘learned how to’ consider many skills that you then gain a chance to enact in a classroom 
setting. Through ongoing high quality professional discussion with your mentor you will be 
able to identify areas of strength and areas for development in order to set short-term and 
longer-term developmental targets.  

Development Targets 
Running  
Record  

Use to record the targets set at your Pre-placement tutorial. These should be based upon 
areas for development identified at the end of your previous placement (continuing 
trainees only) and linked with the aspects of ‘new’ learning from your ITT curriculum. 
Update after each Mentor meeting and add new target(s) agreed. 

Pre-placement 
check list  

Complete before each placement. Mentor should sign to confirm that you are ready to 
undertake the placement. 

Curriculum coverage Complete during each placement to record different aspects of curriculum coverage. 
Class data summary Complete at the very beginning of your placement to 

help you plan for the class. You should collect the data 
from the class teacher.  

Refer to detailed Tracking 
Pupil Progress  
Guidance  

Class progress 
tracking sheet 

Use to record your formative assessment for the class and track pupils` 
progress.  

Group progress 
tracking sheet  

Use to record your formative assessment for different groups. 
This could also be used by the TA or other support staff.  

Lesson observation 
(observers form)  

Complete when observing colleagues’ teaching – see guidance on observation proforma. 

Reflections There is an expectation on all phases of placement that you will keep an ongoing 
reflections of impact on pupil progress, use the prompts in the TPP guidance as starters, 
please devise your own format for this.  

Focused pupil 
progress review 
form  

Use as prescribed on B, D, E placements (see TPP guidance) to demonstrate your impact on 
pupil progress and learning over time.  

Weekly Review 
template  

Complete prior to your weekly tutorial with your Mentor.  
For B & D phases this review focusses your thinking around 6 ‘domains’ of ITT learning & 
enactment. 
At all time you should consider the effect your teaching is having on ongoing pupil progress 
over time. 

Observation 
proforma 

Completed by the Mentor or UPT, or other observer, after each observation. 

Student QA form Your UPT /PPL will share this form with you prior to a visit. You record a summery of your 
work and reflections so far – these will be discussed and added to during UPT visit. 

Pupil profile log Use to record your pupil profiles – 3 pupils on B, D and E placements. Refer to detailed 
Pupil Profiling Guidance.  

End of Placement 
Report  

Completed by the Mentor at the end of all placements of four weeks or more. 

https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/


Key Assessment Points*  
The Common Framework involves use of the descriptors at 3 Key Assessment Points (KAPs) during the period 
of training, regardless of the chosen Programme: Postgraduate, Undergraduate, full or part time. Using the 
terms adopted by the University of Cumbria to describe the stages in school-based experience, the KAPs occur:  
KAP B - At the end of the assessed “Beginning” Placement KAP D - At the end of the assessed “Developing” 
Placement KAP E - At the end of the assessed “Extending” placement  
 
At Beginning & Developing phases your summative assessment will be a professional judgement on your ability 
to make good progress in addressing the staged expectation (the skills & knowledge that MOST student 
teachers will have been able to enact in a school or setting) 
At extending phase the summative judgement will be made on your ability to ‘meet’ the national teacher 
standards. 
 
The specific timings of Key Assessment Points for each Programme are as follows: 
Programme  KAPB  KAPD  KAPE  
BAQTS 3  
year  

End of Beginning  
placement in Year 1  

End of Developing 
placement in  
Year 2  

End of Extending 
placement  
in Year 3  

BAQTS 4  
year  

End of Beginning  
placement in Year 1  

End of Developing 
placements in  
Year 2&3 – each mapped to 
the staged expectation 
based on the curriculum 
covered. 
*Y3/4 is taken as a comparator 
with other programmes for 
moderation purposes. 

End of Extending 
placement  
in Year 4  

PgCE Fulltime/SD  End of Beginning  
placement  

End of Developing 
placement  

End of Extending 
placement  

 
*Often the KAP grading points land in the penultimate week of each placement phase. This is designed to allow 
adequate time for Mentor, student and UPT (or PPL) to effectively moderate progress & outcomes ensuring 
that forms are returned to the university in good time to meet academic examination boards (effectively 
allowing students to progress or graduate).  

It is essential that all comments regarding trainee progress are aligned with descriptors in the "Staged 
expectation assessment descriptors". It is essential that all involved in the assessment process, including 
the trainees, fully understand and can explain how the assessment guidance and criteria are applied to 
ensure accuracy and consistency. 



PRE-PLACEMENT CHECK LIST 
For Assessed placements only 
Last Revised Sept 2022 

Trainee Name Programme 
& Year group 

Placement 
Phase 

THE FOLLOWING ARE PRESENT IN THE PROFESSIONAL FILE Signature of Trainee Signature of Mentor 
SPAR File: 
SPAR Front cover signed 
Pre-placement Checklist signed off 
Staged expectation assessment descriptors for this placement 
phase. 
Curriculum Tracker 
Developmental Targets Record signed by PT 
Placement Supplement 
Weekly Review proforma 
Formal and Informal observations proformas 
Safeguarding Policy (read, signed, dated) 
GDPR Policy (read, signed, dated) 
General information about the placement setting/school, 
class information 

All observations, reports, Assessment outcomes and Action 
Plans from previous placements 
 Planning File: 
Class timetable per week identifying teaching % 
UoC Planning document for reference 
Sequences/Medium term plans for placement 
Planning proformas to be used 

For EYFS Trainees: Areas of learning 

For KS1/2 Trainees: 
English; Mathematics; Science; Computing; RE; Range 
of Non-Core Subjects. 

• Weekly Planning Sheets
• Daily/Organisational Plans

Learning Plans (for first 2 days) 

Tracking Pupil Progress File: 
Class Data Summary completed 
Pupil Profile information for 3 children 
Class/ Group trackers printed ready to complete 
Focused Review proforma 

Trainee is adequately prepared to begin his/ her placement  ☐

Trainee is not adequately prepared to begin his/ her placement and is therefore at risk of failure ☐

Signature of AT/Mentor: Date: 

Areas for attention 
1. 

2. 

3. 

The areas for attention, indicated above, must be addressed during the first few days of the Block Placement 
If the planning is still not adequate, the trainee may not be allowed to start the placement. 

The Trainee and mentor should agree and sign-off this form pre-placement before they sign the 
front of this pack 



CURRICULUM COVERAGE  
Revised September 2022 
 
 
Name of trainee: 
 

Beginning Placement 
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Observed teacher                 

Participated                 

Planned and taught a lesson                 

Mentor Lesson Observation Form 
Completed 
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Observed teacher                 

Participated                 

Planned and taught a lesson                 

Created a sequence of learning / unit 
of work 

                

Mentor Lesson Observation Form 
Completed 

                

Target curriculum coverage on next placement: 

 

 

Extending Placement    
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Observed teacher                 

Participated                 

Planned and taught a lesson                 

Created a sequence of learning / unit 
of work 

                

Mentor Lesson Observation Form 
Completed 

                

Target curriculum coverage in ECT years: 

 

 

 



EYFS COVERAGE of Areas of Learning  
Revised September 2022 
 
 
Name of trainee: 
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Observed teacher/key person/ practitioner                 

Participated                 

Planned and taught an adult-led 
activity/experience 

                

Planned and facilitated an enhancement to 
continuous provision – adult led 
activity/experience 

                

Planned and facilitated an enhancement to 
continuous provision – child led 
activity/experience 

                

Retrospective planning capturing the 
spontaneous learning from child-initiated 
activity/experience 

                

Mentor Observation Form Completed                 

 

Developing Placement 
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Observed teacher/key person/ practitioner                 

Participated                 

Planned and taught an adult-led 
activity/experience 

                

Planned and facilitated an enhancement to 
continuous provision – adult led 
activity/experience 

                

Planned and facilitated an enhancement to 
continuous provision – child led 
activity/experience 

                

Retrospective planning capturing the 
spontaneous learning from child-initiated 
activity/experience 

                

Mentor Observation Form Completed                 

Target possible coverage on next phase/placement: 

 



Extending Placement    
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Observed teacher/key person/ practitioner                 

Participated                 

Planned and taught an adult-led 
activity/experience 

                

Planned and facilitated an enhancement to 
continuous provision – adult led 
activity/experience 

                

Planned and facilitated an enhancement to 
continuous provision – child led 
activity/experience 

                

Retrospective planning capturing the 
spontaneous learning from child-initiated 
activity/experience 

                

Mentor Observation Form Completed                 

                 

Target development for post qualifying years (ECT): 

 

 



* This Charter will become part of the UoC ITE Partnership Agreement ensuring that it will come to the attention of

Head Teachers / mentoring leads who sign the agreement.

Impact –

 Students leaving the university feeling confident to take on their ECT years and remain in the profession

 Ensuring students know where to go for support and to understand that asking for help is a strength; also to recognise the students who may not 
seek this support when they need it.

 School / Setting staff receive regular feedback, training and ongoing CPD opportunities linked to Teacher workload reduction and resilience

Implementation –

 To promote discussion and provoke challenge

 To be shared throughout programmes and their partnerships

 Lead to CPD;

 To promote professional conversations relating to wellbeing and

workload feeding into ongoing partnership feedback mechanisms.

Intent –

 Our intent is that our partnership has a focus on ensuring all teachers &

students are well supported (mentally / emotionally)

 Challenge and lead dialogue about Teacher Workload Reduction (TWR)

and Teacher Resilience.

 Encourage professional conversations…& lay out responsibilities for

ensuring Resilience and TWR are key attributes of any Teacher training

programme.

 To provide support for students targeted at individuals leading to resilient

trainees.

The University of Cumbria ITE Partnership has a strong focus on teacher 

workload reduction and teacher resilience for all. Our aim is to 

supplement and, in many cases, add value to the support being 

offered in Partner Schools & Settings. The opportunities offered by the 

University of Cumbria are open to all of our students, current or recently 

qualified.

We also offer the enhancement of ongoing quality training and CPD 

noting the benefit this brings to the wider Partnership.

Everyone has a right to expect access to support throughout our 

Partnership- please use this Charter as the starting point for 

conversations with leads both at University and in Schools/Settings.

University Of Cumbria ITE 

Partnership:  Resilience & 

Teacher Workload Reduction 
Charter
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UoC students will: UoC Programmes will:

• identify your strengths & skills early on and have the 
confidence to share these;

• know who to approach for support (seek it out);

• aim to maintain a healthy work/life balance by:

o Getting adequate sleep.

o Getting regular exercise.

o Being realistic about what you can achieve.

• set your own placement well-being target and review it each 
week with your mentor;

• take responsibility in confronting fears rather than avoiding 
them; helping to reduce anxiety. The sooner they are 
confronted the sooner they will be addressed;

• be clear about how you exemplify staged expectations (B&D) 
and National Teachers’ Standards (E phase);

• know when you have done enough!

• ensure that students understand the staged expectations in 
each placement phase leading to meeting teacher standards 
at end point assessment.

• work through elements of ITE paperwork during programme 
sessions prior to placement ( Planning, tracking, assessment);

• support students to reduce the workload associated with 
planning for learning, marking and use of data in line with DfE 
guidance;

• ensure Personal Tutors review and refer to student’s targets 
prior to and post placement;

• be honest and balanced about expectations of teachers and 
how to manage reasonable workloads;

• reach out & support as necessary. e.g. high quality mentoring 
that explores the enactment of knowledge and skills learned in 
their ITT curriculum.

ITE Partnership Staff will: Together we will:

• have regular & timely check ins with ITE students whilst on 
placement- be specific in asking:

o how they are feeling?

o have they any concerns?

o are they maintaining a work/life balance?

• talk to ITE Students about ways in which your school have 
reduced teacher workload & support teachers to develop 
effective work/life balance;

• allow ITE students the opportunity to discuss ways that they 
have experienced planning, pupil tracking & assessment 
methods;

• share school well-being guidance & policy;

• ensure that ITE students signal where evidence can be found 
for Staged expecation exemplification; rather than 

collection. (Reflection not collection)

• ask, assess, act; listen non-judgmentally; give reassurance &

information; encourage self-help strategies

(www.mhfaengland.org); enable the ITE student to get

appropriate professional help;

• have a shared understanding of and commitment to

implementing teacher workload reduction; conduct an

annual review of ITE partnership paperwork with a focus on

responding to teacher workload reduction;

• aim to place ITE students in schools which will recognise their

strengths and provide them with appropriate challenge;

supporting for areas of development effectively; ensure that

everyone is clear as to expectations of students at different

stages of placement journey;

• encourage mentors to develop and be recognised for their

mentoring & coaching skills;  through ongoing professional

development & qualifications with the University of Cumbria.

http://www.mhfaengland.org/


DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD 
last revised Sept 2022 

Name of Trainee:  Placement: B/D/E (use colour coding to track) 

INTENT IMPLEMENTATION IMPACT 

Targets Links to staged progress 
expectations (B&D) 

In extending phase links to 
Teacher Standards 

Actions to be taken by Trainee Date to 
Achieve 

Review Target & 
Signal Evidence trail 

(e.g. Weekly reflection 
dd/mm/yy) 

Sign and date:  
student/UPT/Mentor/PPL 



         

 

INTENT IMPLEMENTATION IMPACT  

Targets Links to staged progress 
expectations (B&D) 

In extending phase links to 
Teacher Standards 

Actions to be taken by Trainee Date to 
Achieve 

Review Target & 
Signal Evidence trail 

(e.g. Weekly reflection 
dd/mm/yy) 

Sign and date:  
student/UPT/Mentor/PPL 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 
 
 

 
 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



TRAINEE’ S Beginning & Developing PLACEMENT WEEKLY REVIEW 
Revised Sept 2022 V2 

• This reflection document should refer to the staged expectations in the placement supplement.  

• You should complete it electronically, by reflecting on your week and referring to your developmental targets (running record). 

• Your mentor will complete their section during the weekly meeting.(*or shortly after returning to you) 

• Select evidence from your placement paperwork; lesson annotations, tracking data, profile children, observations or professional conversations 
undertaken with others and any lesson feedback of your teaching. 

• You should comment on your impact on pupils’ progress and your own progress in relation to your targets linked to the staged expectations for your placement. 

• You should refer directly to the 6 domains of learning; building on what ‘you have learnt’ and ‘learned how to’ in your ITT curriculum. Reflect on how this has helped you to enact this 
in your school or setting. 

• The completed document should then be central to your professional conversation, with your mentor, at the weekly review meeting.  

• New Targets discussed here feed directly into the trainee running record of developmental targets sheet. 
 
 
Trainees Name 

  
Placement 

 

 
 
Week 

  
Mentor 

 

 
School/ Setting 

  
Attendance this week: 

 

Reflect on your week. Consider how you have worked on your targets during planning, teaching and 
non-contact time. Discuss and evidence the impact this is having on your pupils and your own development. 

My Evidence of this is: 
(refer to paperwork in your files, 
observations of children’s 
learning and behaviours, samples 
of children’s work, feedback from 
others, reading or CPD) 

MENTOR COMPLETION 
How have you supported the student this week? 
What observations, guidance, steering to other expert 
colleagues in school, research and subject focus have you 
been able to discuss or provide? 
How have you used the ITT curriculum of this student to help 
them build on their learning? 

Teacher wellbeing, workload and resilience:  
How have you developed your approach to workload management? 
 
Have you maintained your well-being target? 
 
Identify further support required: 

  

My priority area of development this week was: (link to staged expectations and your 
target). 
I know that… 
 
I have learnt how to… 

  

Actions Taken: (cross-reference to your running record of targets) 
What did you do to action your targets this week? 
What did others do to support you to meet your targets? 
What did you learn from this? 
 
 

  



Impact: 
What progress are the pupils making? 
 
What progress have you made? 

  

My next steps are to:   

My Agreed Target/s and actions to be written directly on Development Target Running record, following this meeting. 
 

 

Trainee Signature: Date:  Click or tap to enter a date.  

Mentor Signature: UPT/PPL signature (if present):  

Mentor- Any Further Comments linked to professional behaviors, file and staged expectations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Key:
ITE students may arrive at 
point of initial training 
with varying experiences.
This cyclical model 
accepts that this 
experience may mean a 
student starts at different 
points.

Planning for 
Trainee 

Teachers –
shared 

expectations

Understand the 
purpose of 

planning and 
how a lesson fits 
in to a sequence 

of learning

Understand how 
to plan an 

effective lesson

Understand how 
to evaluate and 
adapt a learning 

plan

Be able to write 
and evaluate a 

detailed learning 
plan 

Be able to 
develop and 
evaluate a 

scheme of work 
for a sequence 

of lessons

• Programme taught session
• Observation of a taught session with 

commentary on how planning impacts on 
the pupils’ learning.

• Shared planning carried out of mentor’s 
lesson/s

• Planning as part of a team
• Regular professional discussions with 

mentor/teacher

• Programme provides guidance and a 
clear planning format/structure which 
will include non-negotiables.

• Trainees work with teacher to develop 
their own individual simple learning 
plans – what do I want the children to 
learn and so what do I want them to 
do?

• Trainees can use school planning format 
or University of Cumbria proforma  
(where non-negotiable elements are 
clear)

• Where possible team teach task (lesson 
study approach) to support trainees 
planning

• Observation of a session with commentary 
on how planning impacts on pupil progress

• Where possible mentors/class teachers 
should provide trainees with a sample of 
their planning and resources and help the 
trainees to annotate and adjust before 
teaching.

• Review/Annotate learning plans following 
lesson with help and advice from the 
teacher

• Planning becomes more embedded as a 
process

• Should include learning objectives, success 
criteria, learning activities, formative and 
summative assessment opportunities, 
differentiation,

• Learning plans should be shared for observed 
lessons.

• Learning plans should be reflected upon or 
annotated following feedback from class 
teacher/mentor and based on pupil progress.

• Mentors/class teachers should 
provide trainees with pre-existing 
schemes of work

• Trainees develop their own sequences 
of learning with guidance from class 
teacher/mentor

• Trainees develop their own sequences 
of lessons independently

• Where possible trainees should use 
sequential planning (e.g. weekly for 
primary) with an evaluation of pupil 
progress

share

adopt 

adapt 

enhance

Indicative
Implementation

Intent

Planning For Trainee Teachers: 
Shared expectations



 
B&D Phase OBSERVATION PROFORMA   (Revised September 2022)  

You MUST discuss a focus for observation in advance of the session. The completed proforma should be held in your SPAR.  
Beginning placement = min 2 x observations.  Developing placement = min 3 x observations. Extending placement = min 4 x observations. 
 

Trainee Name:  Setting/School:  

University Programme   Age range:                      No. in Group 

Curricular Area:  Observer / Role:  Date: Time: 

 
Student Focus Target: 

 

 Practice Observed Today: Impact on pupil progress: 
Links to 

domains of 
learning: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Questions about practice observed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
B&D Phase OBSERVATION PROFORMA   (Revised September 2022)  

Page 2 to be completed in the lesson discussion following observation. 
Effective Lessons – prompts: 

• Task Design: teacher instruction, engagement, pace of learning, pitch, collaboration, independent application or practice, motivation  
• Responsive teaching - AFL: feedback / forward, questioning, challenge  
• Subject knowledge – use of specific subject vocabulary, cross-curricular links  
• Behaviour for learning: Expectations, aspirations and relationships.  

 
 
Agreed Strengths of Session: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Impact on progress:  

 
Links to 
staged 
expectations 

Agreed Targets: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Actions to be taken: Links to 
staged 
expectations 

Trainee Teacher’s Signature: Observers’ Signature (s):  Date: 

 



 

LESSON OBSERVATION OBSERVERS FORM 
Revised September 2022 
 
Suggested format for use when observing colleagues’ teaching.  

 
Trainee’s Name 
 

Teacher Observed Date and Time 

Class 
 

Lesson /Theme 

Starting the lesson/transitions within the lesson 
 

Links made to Previous Learning 

Teaching Strategies  
 

Pupil’s Activities/Opportunities for Learning 

Organisation of the Learning 
 

Use of Resources (including use of IT) Role of Other 
Adults 

Management of Pupils Strategies for Assessing Pupil’s Learning 
 

Consideration of Inclusion 
 

Teacher Presence in the Classroom 

Summarising and Extending the Learning 
 

Concluding the Lesson 



 

 
 

LESSON OBSERVATION OBSERVERS FORM 
Starting the lesson/session/transitions within the 
lesson/session 

 Movement of pupils 
 Strategies to gain pupils` attention 
 Introduction of lesson objective and possible use of 

success criteria (WALT and WILF) 
 Organisation of room to facilitate start 
 What are other adults in the class doing? 
 Changing subject mid-session 

Links made to previous learning 
 Does the teacher check prior knowledge? 
 Recall/ use of warm ups 
 Questioning to determine understanding 
 Demonstrating previous learning in a different context 

 

Teaching strategies  
 Explaining 
 Questioning 
 Modelling 
 Discussion 
 Demonstration 
 Scaffolding 
 Interactive/ didactic 

Pupil’s activities/Opportunities for Learning  
 
 

 Type of task, e.g. investigation 
 

Organisation of the learning 
 Groupings: mixed, ability, friendship, higher ability/ 

low ability 
 Individual, pairs, collaborative group, whole class 
 Differentiation 
 Does the teacher work with one group of many? 
 What are other adults doing? 
 Structure of lesson – timings, introduction, 

development and plenary 

Use of resources (including use of ICT)/ Role of other adults 
 ICT 
 Access to resources 
 Library 
 Use of resources after school 

 

Management of pupils 
 How does the teacher welcome and direct the 

pupils? 
 How does the teacher keep the pupils on task? 
 What sanctions does the teacher use? 
 What reward systems are used? 
 How do the pupils get their resources? 
 What does the teacher do if a pupil is not paying 

attention? 
 Lunchtimes/ midday supervisors 

Strategies for assessing pupil learning 
 How do pupils know how well they have done? 
 Use of questioning 
 Use of peer and self-assessment 
 Feedback from teacher 
 Marking to the objective 

Consideration of Inclusion 
 Adaptive teaching approach 
 Use of other adults 
 Support 
 Resources  

Teacher presence in the classroom 
 Voice 
 Body language 
 Movement and circulation 
 Appropriate use of space 

Summarising and extending the learning 
 What is the signal for this phase of the lesson? 
 What learning is revisited? 
 Is there homework? 
 Does assessment take place? 
 Is the next lesson referred to? 
 How long does this phase of the lesson last? 
 What do other adults in the class do? 

Concluding the lesson/ session 
 What strategies are used for tidying the classroom? 
 How does the teacher dismiss the class? 

 

Adapted from Medwell, J. (2005) Successful Teaching Placement - Primary and Early Years: Exeter, Learning Matters 
© 2005 Jane Medwell, Mary Briggs, Julie Neale, Nigel Palmer and George Raper  



Beginning & Developing Phase- END OF PLACEMENT REPORT (to be
completed and returned via email by the mentor)
For all EYFS / KS1&2 Placements- Length: 4 Weeks – 6 weeks 

Academic year 2023/2024

Trainee Name University Programme Choose an item. 

If School Direct please include alliance Name: 

University Year Group Choose an item. 

Key Stage and Age Range 
Taught  
(For mixed Key Stage classes please 
indicate number of pupils in each Key 
Stage) 

Setting/ School No. of Children Taught 

Mentor University Partnership Tutor / 
PPL 

Class Teacher Name Class 

KAP Point and 
Placement Dates 

Beginning From:    
Click or tap to enter a date. 

To: 
 Click or tap to enter a date. 

Developing 

Module 
assessment items 
Outcome 

Professional Practice 
Choose an item. 

Placement File/ Reflection 
Choose an item. 

Trajectory towards 
the 

recommendation 
of award of QTS 

* 

Beginning Placement: Developing Placement: 

Not Yet On Trajectory 

☐

On Trajectory 

☐

Not Yet On Trajectory 

☐

On Trajectory 

☒

A trainee would be deemed to have failed where no / insufficient progress has been made against 
targets set in B and D phases.  

OVERALL SUMMARY STATEMENT [THIS WILL BE USED AS A BASIS FOR AN INTERIM OR FINAL REFERENCE] 

Please comment directly on the Trainee’s impact on children’s learning: 

The Trainee’s Teaching has had ‘Impact on children’s learning and progress over time’. Please indicate below: 

 Little / No Impact on Pupil’s 
progress 

Some impact on progress evident allowing 
some pupils to make progress as expected 
over time. 

Most pupils make good or better than 
expected progress over time. 

☐ ☐ ☐



A signed copy should be retained in the Trainee’s file as part of the ‘Student Progress Assessment 
Record’ 
 

 
Please comment on the following Domains of ITT learning as identified in our Assessment grids: 

Area: Comment: 
Professional Behaviours   

Behaviour  

Challenging disadvantage  

Curriculum  

Pedagogy  

Assessment  

 
 
Key Agendas: 
Please use this box to comment directly on the Trainee’s confidence and competence in the understanding and teaching of our 
key agendas: 
 
Please type your statement here:  
a). Systematic Synthetic Phonics and Reading: 
 
 
b). Writing 
 
 
c). Mathematics 
 
 

 
Placement File/portfolio of reflection  
Please comment on the trainee’s reflection and organisation. 
Please type your statement here:  
 

 
  



A signed copy should be retained in the Trainee’s file as part of the ‘Student Progress Assessment 
Record’ 
 

 
IDENTIFICATION OF STRENGTHS AND PRIORITIES FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT: 
These areas support trainee teacher ongoing development. 
Trainee Strengths (Identify 3): 
 
 

 
 Targets RELEVANT 

STAGED 
EXPECTATIONS

(Drawn from 
Placement 

Assessment 
Grids) 

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY TRAINEE SUCCESS CRITERIA 
 

1. 
 

  
 
 

•   
•   
•  

 

2.   
 
 

•   
•   
•  

 

3.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

•   
•   
•  

 

 
HEADTEACHER'S or ASSOCIATE TUTOR’S ADDITIONAL COMMENTS (Not Compulsory): 
Please type your statement here: 
 

 
Number of absences from placement  
Signature of Trainee (Who must be provided with a copy of the report)  

 
Signature of Mentor  

 
Please email this form from your school email address to your University Partnership Tutor (UPT) / School Direct Partnership 
Programme Lead (PPL) AND to: 

Carlisle Campus Lancaster Campus London (EIDR) Campus School Direct 

KAPcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk KAPlancaster@cumbria.ac.uk KAPLondon@cumbria.ac.uk ‘Your PPL’ 

 
 

mailto:KAPcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:KAPlancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:KAPLondon@cumbria.ac.uk


 

 

Student Quality Assurance (QA)  

QA of Student Experience ITT Placements Academic Year 2023-24 

The purpose of this process is to assure the quality of the ITT placement. This will be facilitated by your mentor and 
UPT /PPL using the prompts in the framework below: 

(1) Student Progress/Learning; (2) Your Targets; (3) Quality of mentoring / support; (4) Quality of experience/next steps 
 

This form is part of your SPAR document and aims to capture key learning and experiences during this placement, relating them to 
the five curriculum domains.  It also supports your assessment on your journey towards QTS.  It will be discussed at your QA touch 
points and completed by you to act as a summary of the discussions you will have as your experience progresses.   

• pre-populate your thoughts / reflections to questions posed 
• brief overviews are required (use of bullet points is appropriate) 
• signal where your evidences are held  

You will retain a copy for your SPAR folder and share a copy with your UPT/PPL as a record of QA.  We anticipate that this should 
not exceed more than two sides of A4.  This form can also act as a useful aide memoire for you and your school-based mentor 
when recalling experience for report writing or meeting a new mentor.   

 
UPT touch point focus Face to face Online 

Discussion with Mentor Evidence presented Weekly review meeting Discussion with mentor & Student Joint Observation 

 
Evidence Available 

Annotated plans Weekly Reviews Running Targets Pupil Profile notes Assessment trackers Lesson observations 

 
Present work with pupils 

Individual Support Small Groups (Teacher Planned) Small Groups (Trainee Planned) Whole Class 

 
(1) Student Progress/Learning 

Pedagogy 
How Pupils Learn, Classroom Practice and Adaptive Teaching (S2, S4, S5) 

Summarise the actions you have completed to meet the staged expectations 
(Student to complete prior to meeting) 

 
 
 
 
Discussion points: 

• How do your plans and evaluations show your understanding of how children learn? 
• Have you found aspects of your teaching that has highlighted the theories and research in your course?   

Curriculum 
Subject Knowledge (S3) 

Summarise the actions you have completed to meet the staged expectations 
(Student to complete prior to meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
Discussion points: 

• Is your curriculum subject knowledge structured to underpin learning?                                           
• Are there areas of the curriculum you have found more difficult to teach to engage pupils and improve progress? 
• What have you done to develop your own subject knowledge? 

Behaviour management 
High Expectations and Managing Behaviour (S1 and S7) 

Summarise the actions you have completed to meet the staged expectations 
(Student to complete prior to meeting) 

 
 
 
 

Programme / Phase  Date / week no   
Student Name  UPT / PPL  
Mentor  Personal Tutor (PT)  



 
 
 
Discussion points: 

• Are you using a range of behaviour management strategies aligned to school policy?   
• Do your lesson observations and weekly reviews support this?  

Challenging disadvantage 
Inclusion (S5) 

Summarise the actions you have completed to meet the staged expectations 
(Student to complete prior to meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
Discussion points: 

• Do your plans/assessments show how learners have been supported and disadvantage challenged?                                                     
• Do you have adequate support to achieve this? 

Assessment 
Assessment (S6) 

Summarise the actions you have completed to meet the staged expectations 
(Student to complete prior to meeting) 

 
 
 
 
Further discussion points 

• How have you had an impact on pupil progress?  
• Do your plans demonstrate examples of pupil progress over a series of lessons taught in a variety of curriculum areas?                                                                    
• Can you communicate pupil progress to others i.e., parents, professionals etc?   

 

(2) Your ITT Targets 
 

Discussion points: 
• How do you generate your weekly targets? 
• How do you ensure specificity of targets? 
• Have you set subject specific targets alongside pedagogic targets? 
• How have you been proactive in your own development by this point in the placement? 

 

(3) Mentoring / Support 
Professional Behaviour 

Professional Responsibilities (S8) 

 
 
 
 
Discussion points 

• Do you have weekly reviews with your mentor? 
• How do you and your MENTOR use & build on prior learning (campus and placement) within your ITT Curriculum? 
• What support have you received from your mentor and/or school so far? 

 

(4) Quality of experience / Next steps 
Agreed Strengths What else do I need to be successful? (Next Steps)  

 
 

 

Is the student on trajectory? Yes/No 
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Abstract 
Many people are motivated to apply to teacher training by a desire to contribute to society in 


a positive way. They feel ‘called’, seeking a profession that is vocational and purpose-rich. Yet 


many do not fully understand this ‘calling’ – they know they want to ‘make a difference’ but 


struggle to articulate the actual difference they hope to make. Despite this, Initial Teacher 


Education (ITE) programmes offer few opportunities for trainees to explore the ‘why’ of 


teaching. They focus first and foremost on the mechanics of great teaching, equipping 


trainees with what they need to know and how to teach well.  


During this project, an action research methodology was used to create and trial resources 


that gave trainees across eight ITE programmes in the North West opportunities to explore 


the ‘why’ of teaching through the lens of the Church of England’s Vision for Education (The 


Church of England Education Office, 2016). The resources included materials for short taught 


workshops and personal reflection cards for use on a weekly basis.  


Survey data indicated that the materials helped trainees develop a clearer understanding of 


the purpose of teaching. When articulating what they hoped to achieve as teachers, many 


drew on the themes of the Vision for Education. Course leaders described the materials as 


“powerful”, “high-quality” and “thought provoking”. Using the materials was described as 


“manageable” within a busy ITE year and the delivery model was praised – course leaders felt 


that, after receiving training, they were best placed to lead the sessions.  


Opportunities to develop the materials and share them more widely should now be explored, 


alongside the potential of the materials as resources for school leaders to use with staff 


teams. Given the current challenges around teacher recruitment and retention, future 


projects may look into the impact of this work on retention: if teachers know their purpose 


better, do they become more committed to that purpose? 
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Introduction and research question 
The project began with three central hypotheses: 


1. Many people are motivated to apply to teacher training by a desire to contribute to 


society in a positive way. They feel ‘called’, seeking a profession that is vocational and 


purpose-rich.  


2. Despite this, many do not fully understand this ‘calling’ – they know they want to 


‘make a difference’ but struggle to articulate the actual difference they hope to make. 


3. Postgraduate Initial Teacher Education (ITE) programmes offer few opportunities for 


trainees to explore the ‘why’ of teaching and develop their understanding of their 


‘calling’. They focus first and foremost on the mechanics of great teaching, equipping 


trainees with what they need to know and how to teach well. 


Data was collected to validate these (see ‘testing the hypotheses’ on page XXX) and a 


problem statement was developed: 


Whilst many entrants to postgraduate ITE programmes are motivated by a desire to 


contribute to society in a positive way, they struggle to article what this contribution 


actually looks like. They have not yet developed a clear vision that drives them. Despite 


this, the majority of postgraduate ITE programmes do not provide sufficient 


opportunities within the training year to explore and develop this vision.  


This project set out to address this problem by using the Church of England’s Vision for 


Education (2016) as a lens through which trainee teachers could explore their own purpose 


and potential as educators. As a result, we devised the following research question: 


How can ITE providers use the Church of England’s Vision for Education (2016) to help 


trainee teachers better understand their purpose and potential as educators? 


The Vision for Education (2016) is clear in its purpose:   


We are clear that this is not just a vision for Church of England schools, but a Church 


of England vision for education. At a time when many are looking for a vision of 


education to enthuse and inspire them, this deeply Christian vision of education is 


one that is generous and that seeks to allow the riches of Christian life to overflow to 


those of other faiths or no faith, but who share the bigger vision of what we think 


education is for. (Genders, 2016) 


In embarking on this project, we were eager to explore how the Vision for Education might 


‘enthuse’ and ‘inspire’ trainee teachers as they seek a clear vision that will motivate and 


uphold them throughout their teaching careers. We hoped very much that, in the Vision for 


Education, trainee teachers of all faiths and none might discover a vision that they could 


share in or relate to.  
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Research design and methodology 
To answer the research question, an action research methodology was adopted. This allowed 


a focus on practical action – in this case, developing resources that we would trial with 


trainee teachers across eight ITE programmes. Ethical approval was obtained from Liverpool 


Hope University. 


The research was split into two stages and, at each stage, a typical action research cycle was 


followed: 


Testing the hypotheses (September) 


▪ Survey and research to establish the context 


and reflect. 


Stage one (October – January)  


▪ First face-to-face session with trainees. 


▪ Provision of first set of reflective materials for 


trainees to use on placement. 


▪ Second face-to-face session with trainees. 


Stage two (February – May)  


▪ Third face-to-face session trainees. 


▪ Provision of second set of reflective materials 


for trainees to use on placement. 


  


Figure 1: An Action Research Cycle (Lê, et al., 2015) 


 


By taking this solution-focused approach, we were able to create resources that would 


support ITE providers to use the Church of England’s Vision for Education (2016) as a 


framework for helping trainee teachers to explore their purpose and potential as educators. 


We then observed and reflected upon the impact of our planning and actions. This, in turn, 


informed our planning and actions in the next cycle. 


Participants 


We brought together a team of eight ITE providers from across the North West. The group 


was made up of ITE providers from a range of contexts: 


UNIVERSITY OR LEAD SCHOOL COURSE TYPE PHASE 


Parbold Douglas CE Academy  
(Shining Lights Teaching School Alliance) 


School Direct PGCE Primary 


University of Cumbria 
 


PGCE (University-based) Primary 


Bishop Rawstorne CE Academy  
(Red Rose Teaching School Alliance) 


School Direct PGCE Secondary 
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Mersey Boroughs ITT Partnership 
 


SCITT Primary 


Lime Tree Primary Academy  
(Everyone Learning) 


School Direct PGCE Primary 


Blackpool Teaching School Alliance 
 


School Direct PGCE Primary  


St Paul’s CE Primary School, Bolton  
(Teach Bolton) 


School Direct PGCE Primary  


Ripley St Thomas CE Academy 
(Ripley Teaching School Alliance) 


SCITT Primary & 
Secondary 


     


Five of the school-based ITE programmes are led by Church of England schools whilst two are 


led by community schools. The University of Cumbria is member of the Cathedrals Group of 


Universities and has a Church foundation. 


Signed participation agreements were obtained from all participating ITE providers. 
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Testing the hypotheses: The context for the project 
Whilst our hypotheses had anecdotal support, we sought to collect data at a local level to 


examine their validity.  


The data collected also served as a helpful baseline from which we could later measure 


impact (see ‘analysis of impact’).  


Survey: Why teach? (September 2019) 
In September 2019, at the outset of the project, a survey entitled ‘Why teach?’ was 


completed by 125 trainee teachers from across the eight programmes. The survey sought to 


capture trainees’ reasons for choosing teaching. It was designed to provide an insight into 


their motivations and their ability to articulate what they hoped to achieve as educators. If 


they had chosen teaching because of a desire for a purpose-rich, positive career, we wanted 


to uncover how well they understood that purpose at the outset of the training year. We 


hoped to use the survey data to examine the validity of the first two hypotheses.  


As the data collected from the survey was qualitative, thematic coding was used to categorise 


the responses. To devise a set of codes, two approaches were taken:  


I. A data-driven (open coding) approach that involved looking through the responses and 


allowing them to speak for themselves until a set of common themes had arisen. 


II. A concept-driven approach to ensure that the responses were considered through the 


lens of the four areas of the Church of England Vision for Education. As the research 


question is interested specifically in the role of the Vision for Education in deepening 


the focus on purpose and potential in ITT, this was considered appropriate and useful.  


In arriving at a set of codes, two distinct categories emerged: general and specific. General 


responses lacked specificity and were vague (e.g. “I want to make a difference”) whereas 


specific responses were more precise and demonstrated a clearer understanding or vision. 


The coded responses were analysed and a detailed report was produced and shared with all 


participating ITE providers – see Appendix 1: Survey A Report.  


Whilst further detail can be found in Appendix 1, they key findings are summarised here:  


▪ The majority of responses expressed a positive reason for choosing a career in teaching, 


such as wanting to make some form of positive contribution. We began by asking ‘Why 


do you want to become a qualified teacher?’ 51% spoke about wanting to make some 


form of positive contribution. A further 22% explained they expected teaching to be 


rewarding, fulfilling or provide a sense of achievement. However, many responses 


lacked substance or detail.  


▪ A small proportion of responses (between 0% and 11%) were more developed and 


related to specific areas of the Church of England Vision for Education: 


▪ Educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills: Some responses (5% in Q1; 11% in 


Q2) gave an explanation that related to knowledge or skills – interestingly, the 


word ‘wisdom’ was never used.  
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▪ Educating for hope and aspiration: A smaller proportion (2% in Q1; 7% in Q2) 


gave an explanation relating to hope and aspiration. Typically, these spoke 


about helping children ‘achieve’ so they can ‘follow dreams’. 


▪ Educating for community and living well together: Very few (2% in Q1; 2% in Q2) 


gave explanations relating to community and living well together. However, 


responses that did touch on this theme were inspiring. 


▪ Educating for dignity and respect: Very few (0% in Q1; 2% in Q2) gave 


explanations relating to dignity and respect.  


The findings of this survey validate the first two hypotheses we began with:  


Hypothesis 1: Many people are motivated to apply to teacher training by a desire to 


contribute to society in a positive way. They feel ‘called’, seeking a profession that is 


vocational and purpose-rich. 


Hypothesis 2: Despite this, many do not fully understand this ‘calling’ – they know they want 


to ‘make a difference’ but struggle to articulate the actual difference they hope to make. 


The lack of specificity in many of the survey responses indicated that trainee teachers would 


benefit from the opportunity to reflect on their existing positive reasons for choosing teaching 


and develop these into more specific, detailed articulations.   


Analysis of ITE course content (September 2019) 
We asked all eight ITE providers to submit curriculum overviews and plans, summarising the 


content delivered within their programmes.  


Whilst courses were varied and rich in coverage, they did not have specific time set aside to 


allow trainees to explore their purpose and potential as educators – they did not provide 


opportunities for trainees to develop a vision that would sustain them.  


This exercise validated the third hypothesis:  


Hypothesis 3: Postgraduate Initial Teacher Education (ITE) programmes offer few 


opportunities for trainees to explore the ‘why’ of teaching and develop their understanding 


of their ‘calling’. They focus first and foremost on the mechanics of great teaching, equipping 


trainees with what they need to know and how to teach well. 
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Stage One (October to January) 
In this stage, we sought to create resources that would support each ITE provider to offer 


opportunities within their programmes for each trainee to reflect on and further explore 


their original motivations for beginning teacher training. Then, by introducing the central 


themes and ideas in the Church of England Vision for Education (2016), each provider sought 


to offer their trainees the opportunity to consider their wider purpose as educators. The 


Vision was used to help trainees extend and deepen their thinking – to reimagine what 


teaching is all about – and begin to forge their own ‘vision for education’.  


We began by designing activities that could be woven into the existing ITE programmes. 


Given that each programme already had a full schedule of face-to-face input, we sought to 


design sessions that were short yet purposeful.         


During this first stage, the actions we took included: 


▪ The design and delivery of the first face-to-face session (Why teach? Why am I here?) 


with each group of trainee teachers. This was designed to last 30 to 45 minutes. 


▪ The creation and provision of a set of reflective resources for trainees to use each 


week whilst on their first teaching placement. 


▪ The design and delivery of a second face-to-face session (Brining vision alive) with 


each group of trainee teachers. This session was deigned to last 60 to 90 minutes. 


Face-to-face Session One: Why Teach? Why Am I Here? (October) 
This introductory session had three aims: 


▪ To provide an opportunity for trainees to reflect on their original motivations for 


choosing teaching. 


▪ To introduce trainees to the four areas of the Church of England Vision for Education 


and to use this to help trainees extend and deepen their thinking.  


▪ To introduce trainees to the ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ project.  


 


Figure 2: Face-to-face Session One: Why Teach? Why Am I Here? 
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We adopted a ‘train the trainer’ model. Course leaders attended a launch event and were 


provided with a set of adaptable PowerPoint slides and a pack of presenter notes. 


The session introduced trainees to the importance of engaging with the ‘why’ of teaching – 


we looked at the power of ‘purpose’ as a motivator. We then explored the difference 


between a job and a vocation. Trainees were asked to consider questions such as: Do you 


want a ‘job’ or a ‘vocation’? Which will bring you more fulfilment? We observed that really 


knowing why you teach will help you consider teaching to be a vocation and that this will lead 


to more fulfilment.  


The session then explored what we mean by vision. This powerful quote from Bill Hybels 


(2014) was used: “Vision is a picture of the future that produces passion.”  


We observed that our vision is what we hope to achieve – it is a picture in our minds of how 


things could be. This picture produces passion. The clearer the picture, or the more detailed 


the picture, the stronger the passion it produces. 


The trainee teachers were then introduced to each area of the Church of England Vision for 


Education (2016): 


▪ Educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills 


▪ Educating for hope and aspiration 


▪ Education for community and living well together 


▪ Educating for dignity and respect 


After exploring each theme, they were invited to articulate their own vision for education 


(examples below). 


 


Figure 3: Example vision statements from trainee teachers (following Session One) 
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Reflective Resources: Why Teach? Why Am I Here? (November) 
This resource was a booklet made up of four short reflections, each linked to an area of the 


Vision for Education (2016).  


Trainee teachers were invited to use one reflection each week during their first block 


placement. They were encouraged to take ten minutes each week to pause and consider 


each question, jotting down some notes. They were then asked to discuss these with a peer 


or mentor. 


Each reflection was made up of three questions. Sub-questions were provided as prompts, as 


shown in this example from the reflection for ‘educating for community and living well 


together’:  


 


Figure 4: Example Question from 'Reflective Resources: Why Teach? Why Am I Here?' 


We were very clear that these reflections were not another task to complete. Trainees were 


invited to use them in whatever way they wished; for example, note-taking was encouraged 


but it was optional. In providing access to these reflections, the goal was to encourage 


trainees to make a habit of pausing each week to reflect, to look back, and to realign 


themselves with their ‘vision’.  


 


 


Figure 5: Example response from a trainee teacher within a reflection on 'Educating for hope and aspiration' 
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Face-to-face Session Two: Bringing Vision Alive (December / January) 
This session was delivered by the course leaders of each programme (using the PowerPoint 


and presenter notes provided) and had three aims: 


▪ To uplift trainees by bringing their attention back to the ‘why’ of teaching. 


▪ To encourage trainees by helping them to unpick where and how they have already 


started to bring their vision (and the Church of England’s Vision for Education) alive.  


▪ To excite trainees by helping them to identify further opportunities to bring their 


vision alive as they step into their next placement. 


Trainees were asked to bring along their completed reflections from their block placement 


and were given the opportunity to discuss their responses with one another.  


They were then asked to work together in groups. Each group was assigned to a particular 


area of the Vision for Education (2016) and asked to create a poster, celebrating how 


teachers can bring that particular aspect of the vision alive in their daily practice (see 


examples below). 


 


Figure 6: Posters produced by trainee teachers during Session Two 
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Stage One: Analysis of Impact 
Immediate anecdotal feedback from trainee teachers after taught sessions was positive. 


However, to enable us to begin to answer the research question with greater confidence, we 


collected data and evidence from two main sources: 


▪ A follow-up survey with trainee teachers. 


▪ Interviews and discussions with ITE providers in the form of a mid-project review 


meeting. 


Follow-up survey (January) 
The first part of this survey was identical to the September survey. Trainee teachers were 


asked:  


1. Why do you want to train to become a qualified teacher? 


2. What do you hope to achieve as a teacher?  


The second part of the survey asked questions about their experience of the ‘Called, 


Connected, Committed’ taught sessions and the reflective materials. 


Responses to the first two questions were coded and analysed. A detailed report was then 


produced and shared with all participating ITE providers – see Appendix 2: Survey B Report.  


Whilst further detail can be found in Appendix 2, they key findings are summarised below. 


1. All of the survey responses expressed a positive reason for choosing a career in 


teaching. When compared to the first survey conducted in September, a growing 


number of trainees gave specific, detailed responses, many of which related to areas 


of the Church of England Vision for Education (2016). The most significant changes 


can be seen in the responses to the second question (What do you hope to achieve as 


a teacher?) – 59% of trainees gave answers that related to an areas of the Vision for 


Education, compared with 19% in September.  


This suggested that, through the taught sessions and the opportunity to use the reflective 


materials, trainees were beginning to broaden and deepen their understanding of their 


purpose as teachers. However, other factors may also have contributed to the change in the 


responses – for example, trainees may have become aware of their impact and purpose as  


teachers through their placement experiences, with or without the use of the ‘Called, 


Connected, Committed’ materials. This requires further investigation. 


2. The majority of respondents (73%) found the ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ taught 


sessions to be ‘useful’ or ‘very useful’. A further 24% perceived them to be ‘somewhat 


useful’. 


3. 64% of respondents rated the ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ reflective materials as 


‘useful’ or ‘very useful’. A further 28% perceived them to be ‘somewhat useful’. 


These responses suggest that trainee teachers had a broadly positive experience of the 


materials and that many found them useful.  
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Mid-project review (January) 
In January, we brought together programme leaders from across the eight ITE providers for a 


mid-project review morning. Given that these leaders had delivered our ‘Called, Connected, 


Committed’ content first-hand, this was an opportunity to gather their views and learn from 


their experiences. The session included individual reflection and focus group discussions. 


 


Figure 7: Mid-project review meeting, January 2020 


The individual reflections and feedback from the ITE leaders were very positive:  


▪ All agreed that the resources were high-quality; the terms “thought-provoking” and 


“powerful” were used to describe the materials. One leader explained that she herself 


had been moved by the materials – they had helped her to rediscover her passion for 


teaching. Another leader reported that he had used the materials with the staff team 


at his school; teachers at all points in their careers had found them to be powerful 


and helpful.  


▪ Some trainees have been very moved by the materials. The ‘Every Lesson Shapes a 


Life’ videos (shared as part of Session One) had moved some trainees to tears. 


▪ All observed that using the materials was manageable – the short sessions were 


meaningful and realistic, given how busy and full the ITE training schedule already is. 


▪ A few leaders commented that the opportunity for trainees to develop their own 


vision was a real positive. As well as being motivating, they feel that this will help 


trainees when they come to write application letters. 


▪ One leader suggested that Session Two had a particularly positive impact as the 


trainees were able to respond and reflect on each aspect of the Vision for Education 


(2016) in the context of their teaching placement. This created a “real buzz” and 


trainees could see the relevance of the sessions.  


▪ One leader felt that the weekly reflections were the most useful resources – these 


prompted some really powerful conversations and helped her trainees better 
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understand the reflection process. This has led to an improved level of engagement 


with other reflective work done as part of the course. The way each question was 


broken down with sub-questions was especially helpful.  


▪ All agreed that they intended to use the materials again in future years. A few leaders 


suggested that they would give the resources a “higher profile” next year by using 


Session One as a central part of trainee induction at the beginning of the programme. 


One leader suggested that they hoped to make ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ a 


“golden thread” that runs throughout the programme. There was a consensus that 


we have not yet seen the full potential of the materials. 


This feedback was very encouraging. We then looked more specifically at how the face-to-


face session might be developed and enhanced: 


▪ A few leaders agreed that Session One could be more meaningful for trainees if they 


were given the opportunity to reflect on their life experiences to date and relate 


these to the Vision for Education (2016). Many trainees have experienced in youth 


work and the areas of the Vision may be less abstract if they’re able to position each 


strand in their own experiences.  


▪ One leader suggested that, next year, posters created in Session Two by this year’s 


trainees could be shared within Session One. This would help trainees understand 


what each aspect of the Vision for Education (2016) looks like in practice.  


We then looked at an early draft of the second set of weekly reflections, designed for use by 


trainees throughout their final placement in the summer term. We discussed how these 


might be improved:  


▪ All agreed that it would be helpful to provide as much flexibility as possible in the way 


the reflections could be accessed and used. One leader suggested individual reflection 


cards that could be shared with the trainees each week, rather than giving out the full 


booklet at the beginning of the placement (as this could be overwhelming) – they also 


felt it could be useful to signpost trainees to specific reflections. Another disagreed 


and suggested that they would prefer to provide them in the form of a workbook so 


that trainees could select a reflection that they felt most drawn to. Another 


suggestion was that some reflections could be used at the end of training days 


throughout the year. All agreed that, if the resources were flexible and could be 


accessed in various formats, providers could then decide how best to use them.  


▪ All agreed that reflections with a short introduction before the questions were more 


accessible for trainees. Without this, some of the questions were quite challenging. 


This reflective feedback was acted upon when planning and preparing for Stage Two. 
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Stage Two (February to May) 
In this stage, we sought to extend and deepen the understanding of trainees by providing 


further opportunities to explore the ways in which they are bringing the Church of England’s 


Vision for Education (2016) alive during teaching placements. We also sought to continue to 


offer opportunities for trainees to shape and develop a ‘vision for education’ of their own 


that will inspire and sustain them.  


During this second stage, the actions we took included: 


▪ The creation and provision of a second set of reflective resources for trainees to use 


each week on their final teaching placement and throughout the early years of their 


teaching careers. 


▪ The design and delivery of the third face-to-face session (Communicating Your Vision) 


with each group of trainee teachers. This was made up of three parts and was 


designed to last 75 minutes in total. 


Reflective Resources: Bringing Vision Alive (March onwards) 


This resource is a set of 24 reflections based on the publication Called, Connected, 


Committed: 24 Leadership Practices for Educational Leaders (Ford & Wolfe, 2020). 


Within each strand of the Vision for Education (2016), there are 6 reflections, each based on 


a separate Leadership Practice (2020). They are designed to be accessible yet challenging for 


early-career teachers. The reflections are designed to support the teacher, as a leader of 


learning and culture in the classroom, to look closely at their practice and consider how they 


are bringing their vision for education alive. Some reflections have a focus on the future and 


support trainees to consider the next steps they might take. 


 


Figure 8: Example reflection from 'Brining Vision Alive' 
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Trainee teachers were invited to use one reflection each week during their final block 


placement. They were also encouraged to use them throughout their first years of teaching. 


Following the suggestion made at the mid-project review meeting, the reflections were 


provided in two formats so that ITE providers and trainees could use them flexibly: 


1. As a complete set within one booklet. 


2. As a pack of individual reflection cards.  


Face-to-face Session Three: Communicating Your Vision (April / May) 
This final face-to-face session had three aims: 


▪ To understand the importance of clarity when communicating vision.  


▪ To develop our ability to clearly articulate our reasons for teaching – our ‘vision for 


education’.  


▪ To explore how our actions and words communicate our ‘vision’ to pupils, parents 


and colleagues. 


Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictions in place, the session was delivered online 


and was made up of three sections: 


1. A pre-recorded online webinar entitled ‘Communicating Your Vision’ (20 minutes).  


2. A short activity for each trainee to complete (10 minutes). 


3. A live online video meeting (45 minutes). 


Rather than each ITE leader hosting an online meeting with their own trainees, we brought 


everyone together. This provided us with the opportunity to introduce trainees from 


different programmes to one another for the first time during the project.  


Using examples, the pre-recorded webinar introduced trainees to the importance of clarity 


when communicating vision. We observed that, whilst words are incredibly important, our 


actions communicate our vision more powerfully – trainees were challenged to consider how 


their actions on the first day of their NQT year in September will communicate their vision to 


their new pupils. The webinar also included input on the importance of communicating your 


vision clearly and succinctly within personal statements when applying for jobs – we looked 


at an example and uncovered themes from the Church of England’s Vision for Education 


(2016) within it. Trainees were encouraged to consider how their own vision is aligned to that 


of the school they are applying to – we looked at how this connection of vision may be drawn 


out within a personal statement.  


Trainees were then given a short task to complete. The goal of this activity was to help them 


practice articulating their vision to others. They were asked to choose an object or image that 


could be used as a metaphor to say something about their vision for education. For example, 


they could use a box of matches to explain that they believe education is about igniting 


passion and confidence in children. They were asked to bring their chose object or image to 


the live session. 
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At the live session, trainees were split into ‘breakout rooms’ of three or four. After 


introducing themselves, they were asked to share something about their vision for education, 


using their chosen image or object. After practising communicating their vision in this way, 


they took part in series of further ‘breakout room’ discussions about how they will create a 


classroom culture and ethos at the start of their NQT year that is rooted in their vision.  


 


Figure 9:Face-to-face Session Three (Communicating Your Vision) 


At the end of the session, we introduced trainees to the second set of reflective materials 


(Brining Vision Alive). Given that they were not able to use these on their final placements, 


which were interrupted by COVID-19 school closures, we explored how these could be used 


in the NQT year and beyond. 
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Stage Two: Analysis of Impact  
Immediate feedback from trainee teachers after the third face-to-face session was very 


positive and many expressed an eagerness to use the second set of reflections when they 


begin their NQT year. 


To capture insights into impact across both stages of the project, we undertook three short 


case studies in June 2020. These were designed to add depth and meaning to the survey data 


collected in January and the responses captured at the mid-project review meeting.  


 


ITE Provider Case Study: Blackpool Teaching School Alliance  
 


About: Blackpool TSA is a network of almost 30 schools, the majority of which are located in 


Blackpool. The network includes 6 special schools.  


ITE programme: Blackpool TSA offer School Direct PGCE programmes for Primary and Primary 


with SEND Specialism. They train a cohort of 15 trainee teachers each year, most of whom 


live in and around Blackpool.  


ITE lead: Gillian Bruce 


Experience of ‘Called, Connected, Committed’: ITE lead Gillian Bruce explained that the 


project has “added an extra dimension” to her programmes: “It’s added the ‘why’ rather than 


just ‘how’ you teach. The materials are really high-quality – I like that I can tweak them for 


use in our context. I’ve seen a real tangible impact on our trainees. They’re more passionate 


than usual and I’d be fascinated to see the long-term impact on their careers. One trainee, 


who was a career changer, responded especially well; she is incredibly driven and this is 


fuelled by her vision.” Gillian has found that using the materials had impact in another, 


unexpected way: “What the materials have done most for me is that they’ve reignited my 


own passion for teaching! This will have come across the trainees – they will have seen my 


energy and enthusiasm. It’s resonated with me so much that I’m planning on running this in 


school with experienced teachers… I think it would have real impact with them, especially at 


challenging times of year when teachers sometimes need re-energising.”  


Improving ‘Called, Connected, Committed’: Gillian suggested that engagement with the 


weekly reflections whilst on placement was lower than she had hoped, given the impact of 


the face-to-face sessions. She felt that this was because they could be perceived as yet 


another paper-based task. She suggested that, going forwards, she would like to try a weekly 


conversation with the trainees instead (perhaps online using Zoom as part of  a weekly 


meeting).  


Looking ahead: Blackpool TSA will definitely be using these materials next year throughout 


their programmes. Gillian feels they add real value. She is actually going to be using them as 


part of her ‘meet and greet’ session with her new cohort of trainee teachers in late June. 
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Trainee Teacher Case Study A: Jennie 
ITE programme: Primary PGCE (School Direct) with Shining Lights Teaching School Alliance. 


Experience of ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ reflective materials:  


“I set some time aside, at the end of every week to use the material to reflect purposefully, 


to really dive into the why of teaching and really driving the learning forward for myself (as a 


trainee teacher) and, therefore, the children.  


The structure of the resources would allow me to reflect on a particular area of the Church of 


England Vision for Education and then go back to my plans for the forthcoming week and 


tweak them accordingly, with my personal vision and areas of growth in mind. 


This was an extremely powerful tool, particularly in consideration of a training year where the 


learning is very pacey and we are so focused on the ‘must dos’ and that can sometimes feel 


overwhelming! To carve that time out for this reflection, when you feel that there simply isn’t 


time for it, was exactly what was necessary. Why am I here? Why have I chosen this path? 


Why is X a more effective way to live out my vision in the classroom? 


Being prepared to really look deeply into my personal areas for growth was extremely 


rewarding. 


The consistent use of the reflective resources, throughout my training year, has allowed me 


to access the why of my teaching subconsciously within the day-to-day, where I can instantly 


use my ‘Reflective Cycle of Why’ both inside and outside of the classroom.” 
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Trainee Teacher Case Study B: Esme 
ITE programme: Primary PGCE with the University of Cumbria. 


Experience of ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ taught sessions:  


"The three taught sessions delivered by John over the past year have pushed me to dig down 
deep into the ‘why’ of teaching - which, due to the intensity of the PGCE year, I would otherwise 
have given little thought to. 
 
Firstly, during the workshop in the autumn term, I was fully persuaded of the need to have a 
vision for education - a philosophy for teaching. I was convinced that this was necessary 
because, first, having a vision would give me a reason to come back to the classroom day after 
day and year after year. A vision would give me purpose and direction for every day of teaching 
and a vision would light a spark in me as a teacher - keeping me teaching even during the 
toughest days. Second, a vision would make me a better teacher, because a vision would give 
me something to believe in and live by and therefore it would give me passion and a dedication 
to being the best teacher I could be every single day.  
 
The webinar in the spring term then helped me begin to craft my own vision and to think about 
what my vision would look like in the day to day of classroom life. For example, I saw that as a 
teacher I wanted to inspire children to love learning and to be inquisitive learners. So my 
planning, teaching, behaviour and classroom organisation would need to promote that 
purpose. Learning would need to be enjoyable and stretching, vibrant and creative and I would 
need to be enthusiastic about the learning if I was going to fulfil this part of my vision. Through 
a variety of prompts and activities, this webinar pushed me to think about the small details of 
the school day and how my vision could direct every moment.  
 
Finally, the recent online session allowed me to discuss my vision for education with other 
PGCE students. This process further shaped my vision, as we bounced ideas off each other and 
discussed in great depth how our visions could impact our day-to-day teaching. 
 
Overall, these three taught sessions have greatly impacted me as a trainee teacher and have 
expanded my understanding of what it means to truly live out this privileged vocation." 
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Conclusion 
Throughout this project, an action research methodology was used to create and trial 


resources that gave trainees across eight ITE programmes in the North West opportunities to 


explore the ‘why’ of teaching through the lens of the Church of England’s Vision for 


Education (The Church of England Education Office, 2016). The resources included materials 


for short taught workshops and personal reflection cards for use on a weekly basis.  


By doing so, we sought to answer this question: How can ITE providers use the Church of 


England’s Vision for Education (2016) to help trainee teachers better understand their 


purpose and potential as educators? 


Analysis of the data collected – through surveys, review meetings and case study interviews – 


indicates that our actions were successful. Through carefully planned face-to-face sessions 


and the provision of reflective materials, ITE providers were able to use the Vision for 


Education (2016) to help trainee teachers better understand their purpose and potential as 


educators.  


Survey data indicated that the materials helped trainees develop a clearer understanding of 


their ‘call’ to teach. When articulating what they hoped to achieve as teachers, many drew on 


the themes of the Vision for Education. Course leaders described the materials as “powerful”, 


“high-quality” and “thought provoking”.  


Having engaged, trainee teachers appear motivated and committed. They feel more closely 


connected to their fellow teachers and, importantly, to their vision. They are called, 


connected and committed. 


This has led to the creation of a new hypothesis: If new teachers know their purpose better, 


they are more likely to be committed to that purpose. 


This ought to be investigated as part of a future study, especially given the concerning 


statistics around new teacher retention. Department for Education data in 2018 showed that 


over 20% of new teachers leave the profession within their first 2 years of teaching, and 33% 


leave within their first 5 years (Department for Education, 2019). 


We are optimistic that this narrative can change and helping new teachers to understand 


their purpose could be a positive step. In his book Drive: The surprising truth about what 


motivates us, author Daniel Pink explains that purpose is far more motivating than profit – he 


claims that this is especially true of young people (Pink, 2010).   


Already, it looks like this is acknowledged. There is a shifting narrative – even the way 


teaching is marketed by the Department for Education is beginning to change to reflect this. 


The ‘Every Lesson Shapes a Life’ campaign, launched in 2019, promotes only the impact 


teachers have on individual lives rather than promoting potential earnings (as was the case in 


so many recent campaigns).  


Vision is not static – often, it evolves and changes over time. We hope that, by learning to 


explore and develop a vision within the training year, new teachers (like Jennie and Esme) will 


make a habit of returning to vision throughout their careers in education. 
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Appendix 1: Survey A Report  
 


‘WHY TEACH?’ SURVEY REPORT (SEPTEMBER 2019) 


REPORT CONTENTS 


▪ Summary of findings 


▪ Purpose of survey 


▪ Survey participants: Contextual information 


▪ Survey analysis: Methodology 


▪ Detailed findings: Question 1 (Why do you want to train to be a qualified teacher?) 


▪ Detailed findings: Question 2 (What do you hope to achieve as a teacher?) 


▪ Implications of findings and next steps 


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


▪ The majority of survey responses expressed a positive reason for choosing a career in 


teaching, such as wanting to make some form of positive contribution. However, many 


of these responses lacked substance or detail (see examples in ‘detailed findings’ 


below).  


▪ The lack of specificity in many of the responses indicates that trainee teachers would 


benefit from the opportunity to reflect on their existing positive reasons for choosing 


teaching and develop these into more specific, detailed articulations.   


▪ A small proportion of survey responses (between 0% and 11%) were more developed 


and related to specific areas of the Church of England Vision for Education.  


▪ Educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills: Some responses (5% in Q1; 11% in Q2) 


gave an explanation that related to knowledge or skills – interestingly, the word 


‘wisdom’ was never used.  


▪ Educating for hope and aspiration: A smaller proportion (2% in Q1; 7% in Q2) gave an 


explanation relating to hope and aspiration. Typically, these spoke about helping 


children ‘achieve’ so they can ‘follow dreams’. 


▪ Educating for community and living well together: Very few (2% in Q1; 2% in Q2) gave 


explanations relating to community and living well together. However, responses that 


did touch on this theme were inspiring (see the example below in the ‘detailed findings’ 


for Q2).  


▪ Educating for dignity and respect: Very few (0% in Q1; 2% in Q2) gave explanations 


relating to dignity and respect.  


▪ Age-specific analysis suggests that, in this sample, trainee teachers aged 25 and under 


are slightly more ‘purpose-driven’ than those aged 26 and over. A greater proportion 


of those aged 25 and under gave explanations for choosing teaching that related to 


finding fulfilment. A greater proportion of those aged 26 and over gave explanations 


relating to furthering their career. 


The findings of this survey validate the premise upon which this study was designed: most 


people are drawn to teaching by a sense of calling or a feeling that they will be doing purposeful 


work but, in many cases, they do not fully understand this purpose.  
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PURPOSE OF SURVEY 


Called, Connected, Committed is an action research project that seeks to explore the role of 


the Church of England Vision for Education in deepening the focus on purpose and potential in 


the Initial Teacher Training (ITT) year.  


Why teach? is a short survey that was given to trainee teachers from all participating ITT 


providers in September 2019. The survey sought to capture trainees’ reasons for choosing 


teaching. It was designed to provide an insight into their motivations and their ability to 


articulate what they hoped to achieve as an educator. If they had chosen teaching because of 


a desire for a purpose-rich, positive career, we wanted to uncover how well they understood 


that purpose at the outset of the training year.   


SURVEY PARTICIPANTS: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 


The survey was completed by a total of 125 trainee teachers, all of whom began a postgraduate 


ITT programme in September 2019. Of these, 121 gave permission for their responses to be 


used as part of this analysis. Whilst email addresses were collected to try and ensure each 


survey response was unique, these were discarded prior to any data analysis. As such, each 


response was anonymous.  


The participants are enrolled on programmes with the following ITT providers from the North 


West of England:  


PROVIDER NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS* 
Parbold Douglas Church of England Academy (Shining 
Lights TSA) 


14 


Bishop Rawstorne Church of England Academy (Red 
Rose TSA) 


16 


Lime Tree Primary Academy (Everyone Learning) 11 
Mersey Boroughs ITT Partnership 15 


St Paul's Church of England Primary School (Teach 
Bolton) 


4 


Ripley St Thomas Church of England Academy (Ripley 
TSA) 


17 


University of Cumbria 36 


Blackpool Teaching School Alliance 12 


*Participation was voluntary. As such, more trainees may be enrolled with these providers. 


96 participants are 


enrolled on primary 


teaching programmes 


and the remaining 29 


are enrolled on 


secondary 


programmes.  64 


participants are 


enrolled on School 


AGE RANGE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 


25 and under 70 
26 – 30 21 


31 – 35  12 
36 – 40  9 


41 – 45  8 


46 – 50 2 


51 – 55 2 


56 – 60 1 
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Direct programmes, 31 are enrolled with a SCITT, and 30 are enrolled on University-led 


courses.  


Just over half (56%) of participants are 25 and under.  


SURVEY ANALYSIS: METHODOLOGY 


As the data collected from the survey was qualitative, thematic coding was used to categorise 


the responses. To devise a set of codes, two approaches were taken:  


III. A data-driven (open coding) approach that involved looking through the responses and 


allowing them to speak for themselves until a set of common themes had arisen. 


IV. A concept-driven approach to ensure that the responses were considered through the 


lens of the four areas of the Church of England Vision for Education. As the research 


question is interested specifically in the role of the Vision for Education in deepening 


the focus on purpose and potential in ITT, this was considered appropriate and useful.  


In arriving at a set of codes, two distinct categories emerged: general and specific. General 


responses lacked specificity and were vague (e.g. “I want to make a difference”) whereas 


specific responses were more precise and demonstrated a clearer understanding or vision. All 


of the codes devised fit into one of these two categories (see below): 


CODE CODE IDENTIFICAION CODE DESCRIPTOR 


GRC General response - 
Positive contribution 


Responses that describe a desire to make a positive 
contribution to society or to the lives of young people 
(e.g. I want to make a difference: I want to inspire; I 
want to have an impact on people’s lives; etc.) but do 
not give specific details about what this looks like or 
means. 


GRE General response - 
Personal enjoyment 


Responses that describe a personal enjoyment for 
working with children or helping other people (e.g. I 
love being around children; I’ve always enjoyed helping 
others; I love educating others; teaching has always 
been a passion of mine; etc.). 


GRF General response - 
Personal rewards and 
fulfilment 


Responses that describe a desire to engage in 
rewarding or fulfilling work (e.g. Being a teacher is 
extremely rewarding; I find teaching to be rewarding 
and fulfilling work; There is a sense of achievement in 
helping someone learn; etc.). 


GRP General response - 
Positive personal 
experience 


Responses that describe a positive personal experience 
of education that have a led to a desire to seek out a 
career in teaching (e.g. I enjoyed my work as a Teaching 
Assistant; having good teachers gave me the 
confidence to go on and study the subject at degree 
level; etc.).   


GRD General response - 
Career driven decision 


Responses that describe a desire to progress in their 
career or gain a qualification that they need (e.g. next 
step after being a TA for 10 years; I want to gain my 
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teaching qualification; I want a new challenge for 
myself). Responses may describe other personal 
benefits from qualifying as a teacher (e.g. suits my 
family life; allows me to travel). 


SRS Specific response - 
Subject-specific 
motivation 


Responses that describe a desire to share a positive 
experience of a particular subject discipline (e.g. to pass 
on my passion for English; to inspire children about the 
wonderful subject of geography; etc.). 


SRW Specific response - 
Educating for wisdom, 
knowledge and skills 


Responses that give specific mention to sharing 
wisdom, knowledge or skills (or a combination of 
these). 


SRH Specific response - 
Educating for hope and 
aspiration 


Responses that give specific mention to giving children 
hope for the future or enabling them to develop 
aspirations and ambitions. 


SRC Specific response - 
Educating for 
community and living 
well together 


Responses that give specific mention to helping 
children to manage relationships or live well together 
as part of a community. 


SRD Specific response - 
Educating for dignity 
and respect 


Responses that give specific mention to teaching 
children to show dignity and respect to all those they 
meet, whoever they are and wherever they come from. 
Responses may include reference to enabling children 
to recognise the value and worth in each and every 
person.    


 


Codes were assigned to each response given to the following survey questions: 


1. Why do you want to train to become a qualified teacher? 


2. What do you hope to achieve as a teacher? 


Where appropriate, some responses were assigned to more than one code. Occasionally, 


longer responses included both general and specific elements and were assigned to both 


groups accordingly.  


So that trends could be examined across the data set, the percentage of responses that had 


been assigned to each code was found. This provided helpful insights (as detailed below). The 


participants were then split into two groups of roughly equal size:  


A. 25 and under 


B. 26 and over 


This allowed us to gain an insight into any age-specific variations in the responses. 
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DETAILED FINDINGS: QUESTION 1 (WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE A QUALIFIED TEACHER?) 


94% of responses included some form of general, vague articulation of why the trainee wanted 


to be a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘general’ codes).  


By contrast, just 15% of responses included a specific, more detailed articulation of why they 


wanted to be a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘specific’ codes).  


Percentage of responses assigned to each code: 


RESPONSE CODES ALL PARTICIPANTS AGED 25 AND 
UNDER 


AGED 26 AND OVER 


Code Code 
identification 


Total no. 
of 
responses 


% Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  


GRC GR Positive 
contribution 


62 51% 37 54% 25 47% 


GRE GR Personal 
enjoyment 


32 26% 22 32% 10 19% 


GRF GR Personal 
rewards and 
fulfilment 


27 22% 19 28% 8 15% 


GRP GR Positive 
personal 
experience 


5 4% 4 6% 1 2% 


GRD GR Career 
driven 
decision 


15 12% 4 6% 11 21% 


SRS SR Subject-
specific 
motivation 


9 7% 1 1% 8 15% 


SRW SR Educating 
for wisdom, 
knowledge 
and skills 


6 5% 3 4% 3 6% 


SRH SR Educating 
for hope and 
aspiration 


3 2% 2 3% 1 2% 


SRC SR Educating 
for 
community 
and living 
well together 


2 2% 1 1% 1 2% 


SRD SR Educating 
for dignity 
and respect 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
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A large proportion of responses expressed a positive reason for choosing a career in teaching. 


51% spoke about wanting to make some form of positive contribution. 22% explained they 


expected teaching to be rewarding, fulfilling or provide a sense of achievement. However, a lot 


of these positive responses lacked substance. Examples of such responses included: 


▪ To make a positive difference. (SCITT trainee, 31 – 35) 


▪ To have an impact on children’s lives. (University trainee, 31 – 35)  


▪ To inspire the next generation. (School Direct trainee, 25 and under) 


▪ I’d like to make a difference to a young person’s education. (School Direct trainee, 51 – 


55) 


Typically, these responses did not articulate exactly how or why they hoped to “have an 


impact” or “make a positive difference”.   


By contrast, no more than 5% of responses related to a specific area of the Church of England 


Vision for Education. No responses (0%) were related to educating for dignity and respect. Just 


2% of responses were related to educating for hope and aspiration. Likewise, 2% of responses 


were related to educating for community and living well together. Examples of these responses 


included: 


▪ To contribute to a child’s future by giving them the tools and support they need and to 


help them develop their knowledge and social skills needed to progress. I want to be 


able to provide a happy and safe environment for all children to come to school and 


enjoy learning.  (School Direct trainee, 25 and under) 


▪ To help children develop their knowledge and follow their dreams. (SCITT trainee, 25 


and under) 


The disparity in these figures suggests that a large proportion of trainee teachers would benefit 


from the opportunity to reflect on their existing positive reasons for choosing teaching and 


develop them into more specific articulations. By adding substance in this way, the trainees 


may develop a stronger understanding of their potential as an educator.  


The age-specific variations (between those aged ’25 and under’ and those aged ’26 and over’) 


provided some interesting insights. 28% of those aged 25 and under explained that they chose 


teaching because they expected it to be a rewarding and fulfilling career (compared with 15% 


of those aged 26 and over). 1% of those 25 and under explained that their motivation for 


choosing teaching was about furthering their career (compared with 15% of those 26 and 


over). These figures are interesting when considered alongside some of the existing literature 


about the younger generation being more purpose-driven than previous generations (see Drive 


by Daniel Pink, first published 2009).   


DETAILED FINDINGS: QUESTION 2 (WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO ACHIEVE AS A TEACHER?) 


88% of responses included some form of general, vague articulation of what the trainee hoped 


to achieve as a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘general’ codes).  


By contrast, 28% of responses included a specific, more detailed articulation of what they 


hoped to achieve as a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘specific’ codes).  
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Percentage of responses assigned to each code: 


RESPONSE CODES ALL PARTICIPANTS AGED 25 AND 
UNDER 


AGED 26 AND OVER 


Code Code 
identification 


Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  


GRC GR Positive 
contribution 


99 82% 55 81% 44 83% 


GRE GR Personal 
enjoyment 


1 1% 0 0% 1 2% 


GRF GR Personal 
rewards and 
fulfilment 


7 6% 4 6% 3 6% 


GRP GR Positive 
personal 
experience 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 


GRD GR Career 
driven 
decision 


7 6% 3 4% 4 8% 


SRS SR Subject-
specific 
motivation 


11 9% 7 10% 4 8% 


SRW SR Educating 
for wisdom, 
knowledge 
and skills 


13 11% 7 10% 6 11% 


SRH SR Educating 
for hope and 
aspiration 


8 7% 7 10% 1 2% 


SRC SR Educating 
for 
community 
and living 
well together 


2 2% 2 3% 0 0% 


SRD SR Educating 
for dignity 
and respect 


2 2% 2 3% 0 0% 


 


These responses to this question support the findings of question 1 – the vast majority of 


trainee teachers have chosen teaching for positive reasons. 82% explained that they hoped to 


make some form of positive contribution to the lives of children. However, as was the case 


with question 1, the majority of these positive responses lacked substance. Examples included:   


▪ To make a difference to the young people I teach. (SCITT trainee, 56 – 60) 


▪ I hope to better children’s lives. (School Direct trainee, 26 – 30) 
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▪ To allow my students to achieve the best of their ability. (University trainee, 25 and 


under) 


▪ To be a positive example for children I work alongside. (University trainee, 31 – 35)  


These responses are a great starting point but suggest a gap in understanding. This could be 


addressed through dedicated time to unpick and explore the purpose and potential of 


educators. 


In contrast to question 1, more responses related specifically to the four elements of the 


Church of England Vision for Education. This may be due to the wording of the question; the 


emphasis was more specific in asking what they hope to achieve (as teachers). 11% gave an 


explanation that related to educating for wisdom, knowledge or skills. 7% gave an explanation 


that related to educating for hope and aspiration. 2% gave an explanation that related to 


educating for community and living well together. Examples included: 


▪ I’d love the children I teach to learn how to be part of a community and how to treat 


people with respect, so that they can have lovely lives and make amazing contributions 


to their communities. (SCITT trainee, 25 and under) 


▪ I hope to engage pupils in their learning, to push themselves to achieve their aspirations 


in life. I have an interest in safeguarding and child protection and feel as a teacher you 


can play a huge part in protecting and safeguarding children. I hope I can nurture my 


pupils and teach them how I would have liked to have been taught when I was in school. 


(SCITT trainee, 25 and under) 


▪ I hope to achieve a teacher position in which I am able to influence and guide young 


people to make them better British citizens when leaving the educational system. I hope 


I can inspire people to want to learn more and perhaps go on to helping others to do so 


themselves. (SCITT trainee, 25 and under) 


These developed responses articulate a clearer vision for education, based on specific goals.  


The age-specific variations in responses to question 2 were not significant; as a general rule, 


the responses of the two groups were aligned.   


IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS AND NEXT STEPS 


The findings suggest that the majority of trainee teachers need opportunities to reflect on and 


develop their understanding of their purpose and potential as an educator. Trainee teachers 


would benefit from the opportunity to reflect on their existing positive reasons for choosing 


teaching and develop these into more specific, detailed articulations.   


The next step, in the context of this project, is to create resources that will support ITT 


providers in facilitating opportunities for trainees to reflect on and develop their understanding 


of their purpose and potential. The package of resources should include materials that trainees 


can use whilst on teaching placements – these will allow them to unpick the actual difference 


they are making to children’s lives whilst working in schools. This survey should then be 


repeated.    
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More broadly speaking, further research into this topic would be beneficial; the age-specific 


variations in motivations for choosing teaching could be explored further using a larger sample 


size.   
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Appendix 2: Survey B Report 
 


‘CALLED, CONNECTED, COMMITTED’ SURVEY B REPORT (DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020) 


REPORT CONTENTS 


▪ Summary of findings 


▪ Purpose of survey 


▪ Survey participants: Contextual information 


▪ Survey analysis: Methodology 


▪ Survey data: How useful were the Called, Connected, Committed taught sessions and 


reflections? 


▪ Detailed findings: Question 1 (Why do you want to train to be a qualified teacher?) 


▪ Detailed findings: Question 2 (What do you hope to achieve as a teacher?) 


▪ Implications of findings and next steps 


SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 


▪ A large proportion of respondents found the ‘Called, Connected, Committed’ taught 


sessions and resources to be ‘useful’ or ‘very useful’. 


▪ All of the survey responses expressed a positive reason for choosing a career in 


teaching. When compared to the first survey conducted in September, a growing 


number of trainees gave specific, detailed responses (many of which related to areas 


of the Church of England Vision for Education). The most significant changes can be 


seen in the responses to the second question (What do you hope to achieve as a 


teacher?) – 59% of trainees gave answers that related to an areas of the Vision for 


Education (compared with 19% in September).  


▪ Educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills: When responding to Q2, 35% gave an 


explanation that related to educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills (up from 11% 


in September).  


▪ Educating for hope and aspiration: When responding to Q2, 25% gave an explanation 


that related to educating for hope and aspiration (up from 7% in September). 


▪ Educating for community and living well together: When responding to Q2, 10% gave 


an explanation that related to educated community and living well together (up from 


2% on September).  


▪ Educating for dignity and respect: When responding to Q2, 11% gave explanations that 


related to educating for dignity and respect (up from 2% in September).  


▪ These changes indicates that trainee teachers have benefited from the opportunities 


(through the taught sessions and reflections) to reflect on their existing positive 


reasons for choosing teaching and developing these into more specific, detailed 


articulations.   


▪ Age-specific analysis suggests that, in this sample, trainee teachers aged 25 and under 


gave more specific responses relating to the Vision for Education than those aged 26 


and over. A greater proportion of those aged 25 and under gave explanations for 


choosing teaching that related to ‘educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills’, 
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‘education for community and living well together’ and ‘education for dignity and 


respect’.  


The findings of this survey suggest that the resources and delivery model are, as hoped, having 


a positive impact on trainee teachers’ understanding of their ‘call’ to teach. That said, a number 


of weaknesses in the survey methodology are acknowledged and, to balance these findings, 


we are considering other forms of evidence (including focus groups and individual interviews). 


Many lessons can be learned from the feedback generated so that the resources and structure 


of delivery can be refined and the impact improved in future.    


PURPOSE OF SURVEY 


Called, Connected, Committed is an action research project that seeks to explore the role of 


the Church of England Vision for Education in deepening the focus on purpose and potential in 


the Initial Teacher Training (ITT) year. Survey B is a short follow-up survey that was given to 


trainee teachers from all participating ITT providers in December 2019 and January 2020 to 


help gauge the initial impact of the project. By asking some of the same questions given to 


trainees in September 2019, we hope to capture any changes in their articulations of why they 


have chosen to teach and what they hope to achieve. It is hoped that this will give us an 


indication of the success of the taught sessions, the resources and the delivery model.     


SURVEY PARTICIPANTS: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 


The survey was completed by a total of 63 trainee teachers, all of whom began a postgraduate 


ITT programme in September 2019. Whilst email addresses were collected to try and ensure 


each survey response was unique, these were discarded prior to any data analysis. As such, 


each response was anonymous.  


The participants are enrolled on programmes with the following ITT providers from the North 


West of England:  


PROVIDER NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS* 


Parbold Douglas Church of England Academy (Shining 
Lights TSA) 


14 


Bishop Rawstorne Church of England Academy (Red 
Rose TSA) 


5 


Lime Tree Primary Academy (Everyone Learning) 5 


Mersey Boroughs ITT Partnership 8 
St Paul's Church of England Primary School (Teach 
Bolton) 


0 


Ripley St Thomas Church of England Academy (Ripley 
TSA) 


21 


University of Cumbria 4 
Blackpool Teaching School Alliance 6 


*Participation in the survey was voluntary. As such, more trainees will be enrolled with these 


providers and will have engaged with the resources. 
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41 survey participants 


are enrolled on 


primary teaching 


programmes and the 


remaining 22 are 


enrolled on secondary 


programmes.  36 


participants are 


enrolled on School 


Direct programmes, 24 are enrolled with a SCITT, and 3 are enrolled on University-led courses.  


Over half (62%) of participants are 25 and under.  


SURVEY ANALYSIS: METHODOLOGY 


See Appendix 1: Survey A Report – the same methodology was used. 


SURVEY DATA: HOW USEFUL WERE THE CALLED, CONNECTED, COMMITTED TAUGHT SESSIONS 


AND REFLECTIONS? 


 


Altogether, 73% of respondents rated the taught sessions as ‘useful’ or ‘very useful’. Given the 


delivery model (sessions delivered by individual course leaders, using materials they’d been 


sent via email), this is very positive. A very small proportion (less than 4%), rated the sessions 


as ‘not useful’.  


AGE RANGE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 
25 and under 39 


26 – 30 9 


31 – 35  6 
36 – 40  4 


41 – 45  5 
46 – 50 0 


51 – 55 0 


56 – 60 0 
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Altogether, 64% of respondents rated the reflective materials as ‘useful’ or ‘very useful’. 7.5% 


rated them as ‘not useful’; this included some trainees who said that they did not remember 


being given the reflections and, therefore, had not used them.  


DETAILED FINDINGS: QUESTION 1 (WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE A QUALIFIED TEACHER?) 


76% of responses included some form of general, vague articulation of why the trainee wanted 


to be a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘general’ codes).  


By contrast, just 24% of responses included a specific, more detailed articulation of why they 


wanted to be a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘specific’ codes).  


Percentage of responses assigned to each code: 


RESPONSE CODES ALL PARTICIPANTS AGED 25 AND 
UNDER 


AGED 26 AND OVER 


Code Code 
identification 


Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  


GRC GR Positive 
contribution 


38 60% 23 59% 15 63% 


GRE GR Personal 
enjoyment 


9 14% 5 13% 4 17% 


GRF GR Personal 
rewards and 
fulfilment 


9 14% 7 18% 2 8% 


GRP GR Positive 
personal 
experience 


2 3% 2 5% 0 0% 


GRD GR Career 
driven 
decision 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
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SRS SR Subject-
specific 
motivation 


2 3% 1 3% 1 4% 


SRW SR Educating 
for wisdom, 
knowledge 
and skills 


8 13% 6 15% 2 8% 


SRH SR Educating 
for hope and 
aspiration 


4 6% 1 3% 3 13% 


SRC SR Educating 
for 
community 
and living 
well together 


7 11% 4 10% 3 13% 


SRD SR Educating 
for dignity 
and respect 


1 2% 1 3% 0 0% 


 


DETAILED FINDINGS: QUESTION 2 (WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO ACHIEVE AS A TEACHER?) 


41% of responses included some form of general, vague articulation of what the trainee hoped 


to achieve as a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘general’ codes).  


By contrast, 59% of responses included a specific, more detailed articulation of what they 


hoped to achieve as a teacher (see above for more detailed descriptors of ‘specific’ codes).  


Percentage of responses assigned to each code: 


RESPONSE CODES ALL PARTICIPANTS AGED 25 AND 
UNDER 


AGED 26 AND OVER 


Code Code 
identification 


Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  Total no. 
of 
responses 


%  


GRC GR Positive 
contribution 


24 38% 13 33% 11 46% 


GRE GR Personal 
enjoyment 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 


GRF GR Personal 
rewards and 
fulfilment 


2 3% 1 3% 1 4% 


GRP GR Positive 
personal 
experience 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 


GRD GR Career 
driven 
decision 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
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SRS SR Subject-
specific 
motivation 


0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 


SRW SR Educating 
for wisdom, 
knowledge 
and skills 


22 35% 15 38% 7 29% 


SRH SR Educating 
for hope and 
aspiration 


16 25% 9 23% 7 29% 


SRC SR Educating 
for 
community 
and living 
well together 


6 10% 5 13% 1 4% 


SRD SR Educating 
for dignity 
and respect 


7 11% 6 15% 1 4% 


 


IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS AND NEXT STEPS 


The findings of this survey suggest that the resources and delivery model are, as hoped, having 


a positive impact on trainee teachers’ understanding of their ‘call’ to teach. That said, a number 


of weaknesses in the survey methodology are acknowledged and, to balance these findings, 


we are considering other forms of evidence (including focus groups and individual interviews). 


Many lessons can be learned from the feedback generated so that the resources and structure 


of delivery can be refined and the impact improved in future.    


The next step, in the context of this project, is to look in more detail at how the resources can 


be adapted and developed so that they have even greater impact in the future. To learn as 


much as possible about the impact, we will host a review meeting with ITT providers and 


interview some trainee teachers.  
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Understanding how to access the breadth and depth of our ITT curriculum: 


Remembering that: 


• Student teachers (trainees) are on a journey in their learning to become a teacher 
• The staged expectations act as progress way markers towards the ‘end point assessment’ 
• The staged expectations are derived from the ITT curriculums; i.e. the things they cover before each phase of placement. 
• The breadth of the ITT curriculum is outlined at the top level in our assessment grids (the modules and subjects covered- with composite knowledge outlined)- Column 3. 
• Student teachers have 2 types of learning- (knowledge) ‘learn that’ & (skills) ‘learn how to’. 
• Progress on placement should be seen through high quality targets (built from the curriculum) and reflective weekly reviews. 


In order that our trainees remember more of what they have learnt and that you as expert colleagues (mentors) can best support their journey through effective target setting we have 
included depth to the ITT curriculums. This depth outlines the ‘essential’ knowledge (components). 


For simplicity in accessing this information we have created this fully e-linked document; that allows you to work down from the staged expectation breath and explore the essential 
knowledge depth (displayed in knowledge organiser formats). 


Below we show you the full range of ITT curriculum documents available (noting that as mentors we steer you towards 2 keys parts of this- green highlighting) 


The purpose is to outline how a student journey through their curriculum is achieved with taught input and your mentor support along the way. 


 
  


 


Top level course documents- inc. Programme 
specification & module descriptor forms. 
 
We display this overview to you as a grid of the 
modules and sequence throughout the 
Programme- ‘course overview’ 


The progression of the ITT Curriculum. 
 
We display this to you as the ‘Staged 
Expectations’ 
 
These give you a clarity of what modules 
broad content and subjects have occurred 
and how they relate to the staged 
expectation- the point at which most 
students will be at the end of the 


We display these to you as ‘Knowledge 
Organisers’ 
 
New for 2022/23 
You will be able to click through any module 
or subject link in the staged expectations to 
discover the depth of the curriculum learnt by 
the point in the training. 
 


Session steps of knowledge & Sequence 
 
This can be accessed through your UPT where 
you feel it useful to have a session-by-session 
sequence of knowledge & skills build in a 
module or subject area. 
They contain a deeper explanation of the 
sequence between sessions and why we 
chose to teach these modules and subjects in 
the way we do. 







 
placement) Breadth of curriculum- ‘learn 
that’ and ‘learn how to’ statements 


These organisers outline the ‘essential 
(components) knowledge and skills’ learnt by 
our student teachers before each phase of 
placement. 
They outline a rationale for the sequence of 
this learning, how the components align to the 
Core content framework (minimum 
entitlement of any ITT programme) and the 
core research articles/texts used to underpin 
the knowledge. 
 
This depth should allow you as mentor to 
understand the granularity of what a student 
has learnt; therefore helping set targets that 
build on their prior learning in order to meet 
the staged expectations. 
 


 
We use these documents internally to explore 
teaching quality and ensure coverage of 
curriculum. 


 
 


  


 


The breadth of the curriculum can be seen in:  
• Course overview & Staged Expectations  


The depth of the curriculum can be seen in:  
• Knowledge Organisers 


Session sequences can be accessed through university staff (UPTs) 


The following document allows you to view this depth of the ITT curriculum. We have 
linked it directly to the staged expectations (via Live hyperlink) so that you are able to 
understand: • The Modules taught • the subject knowledge and skills taught • and the 
Pathway the particular student is following 
 


 







Q4 NEW PROGRAMME 2022 


 Teaching studies  Inclusion with SEND Maths and 
English  


Foundation subs  
Curriculum 
Carousel 1 


Foundation subs 
Curriculum 
Carousel 2 


Extras Placements 


Yr 1 
 
100 
@5 


ESTC4020 
Beginning 
teaching studies 
(20) 


INCC9010 
Barriers to learning 1 (Q) 
 
INCC4111 
Barriers to learning 2 (20) 
 
INCC4112  
Intro to inclusion (20) 


MAEA4001 
Introducing 
English and 
Maths (20) 
 


CURC4301 
 PE/ SC/ CREATIVE 
ARTS (Music, Art, 
Drama) (20) 
 


CURC4202 
HIS/GEOG/ 
COMP/RE/ MFL/ D 
AND  (20) 


TCTR9444 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading Beginning 
 
Safeguarding -Introduction 1 and 2 
preplacement  
Self study Prevent 
 
Mental health and Well being 


PLCC9080  
Beginning 
 
Nov – 3 weeks 
 
May - July 6 
weeks 


Yr 2 
 
100 @ 
L5 


ESTC9020 
Developing 
Inclusion module  
QPU  32 hrs plus 
4 hrs EY 
 


INCC5010 
Perspectives on inclusion 9 (20) 
 
INCC5011 
Contexts (20) 


MAEA5001 
Developing 
teaching in 
English and 
Maths 1 (20) 


CURC5301 
PE/ SC/ CREATIVE 
ARTS (Music, Art, 
Drama) (20) 
 
 


CURC5302 
HIS/GEOG/ 
COMP/RE/ MFL/ D 
AND T (20) 
 
 
 


TCTR9555 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading 
Developing 1  
 
Safeguarding – CEOP 
 
Mental health and Well being 


PLCC9090 
Developing 1  
 
7 weeks 
Apr - June 
 
 


Yr 3 
 
20@ 
L5 
 
60@L6 
Level 5 
and 6  


ESTC6120 
Applying 
teaching Studies 
(20) 
  


INCC5112 
Policy Discourses (20) L5 


MAEA9001 
Developing 
teaching in 
English and 
Maths 2 (Q) 
& 
6 hrs of EYFS 


CURC6301 
PE/ SC/ CREATIVE 
ARTS (Music, Art, 
Drama) (20) 


CURC6302 
HIS/GEOG/ 
COMP/RE/ MFL/ D 
AND T (20) 
 
 


TCTR9556 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading – Developing 2 
 
Safeguarding   
self-study  
Level 1/2 Cert 
 
Mental health and Well being 


PLCC9592 
Developing 2  
 
6 weeks  
Jan to Feb  
 
May –  
3 week 
experiential 


Yr 4  
 
60@ 
L6 
 


ESTC6021 
Extending 
teaching Studies 
(20) 
 
Subject 
leadership 
 
 


PEDG6601 Pedagogy through 
Enhancement: Enhancement 
Research (20) 
 
INCC9024 Working with adults (Q) 
INCC9025 The  
marginalised child (Q) 
INCC9126 Advanced Barriers to 
Learning 
 
M Level 
INCC7001 Working with adults 
INCC7002 The marginalised child 
INCC7003 Advanced Barriers to 
Learning 


MAEA6001 
Extending 
teaching in 
Maths and 
English (20) 


  TCTR9666 The Cumbria Teacher of 
Reading – Extending 
 
Safeguarding input plus FGM 
Mental health and Well being 


PLCC9600 
Extending 
 
10 weeks  Jan 
- Mar 


 







Educational Studies Modules across the 4 Year Programme (BA QTS with SEND and Inclusion) 


Subject/module curriculum sequence document 
Phase Knowledge Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


Be
gi


nn
in


g 


How children learn 
- Trainees are introduced to key learning theories and explore stages of child 


development. We also learn about the limitations of working memory and 
cognitive load theory. 


Understanding Behaviour 
- Trainees learn that behaviour is complex and that learning about the 


underlying causes of challenging behaviour is paramount. We also develop an 
awareness of the importance of developing strong relationships with our 
children that ensures trust and mutual respect. Trainees are given 
opportunities to learn about the importance of proactive behaviour 
management strategies such as rules, norms, and routines. We also explore 
different approaches to rewards and sanctions in the classroom.   


Planning for learning 
- Trainees learn what a lesson plan is, what the component parts are and how 


to effective use a plan when teaching. Through this learning we explore all the 
key parts of an effective lesson and the benefits of planning and thinking 
through timing, resources, support, and misconceptions etc.  


Effective Teaching: 
Evidence based teaching strategies 
Safeguarding 


- Trainees undertake the Safeguarding and Prevent Training and gain an 
overview of how schools keep their children safe and the role of the teacher in 
doing so.  


Professional Practice 
- Throughout the campus sessions and in preparation for placement trainees 


learn about the expected professional behaviours of a teacher and the wider 
role a teacher plays. Trainees are also introduced to reflective practices as a 
method of developing good practice.  


Assessing Learning: 
- Trainees learn what formative and summative assessment is and 


understanding the purpose and principles of effective assessment. Trainees 
develop their skills of observing and listening to children, in order to 
understand what the children understand and can do. 


Academic Skills 
Through written assignments, individual and group presentations and an exam, students 
develop their critical reading and writing skills as they start to explore education 
research. Trainees are encouraged to make connections to research and theory on 
practice and to use the literature to support their development in the classroom. 


Year 1 (ESTC4020) – This is the introductory teaching studies module, 
and the main aim is for the trainees to learn the basics to the role of 
being a teacher. Some of our trainees have only had limited experience 
in the classroom outside of being a learner themselves, and this module 
brings to the surface all of the parts of a lesson and a classroom that 
may not have been obvious or understood.  
 
Year 2 (ESTC5020)– Now that the basics are in place, we start to learn 
about the complexities of learning in a primary classroom and the range 
of needs and strengths of the pupils. This requires a flexible, evidence-
based approach to teaching. Student research the impact of 
disadvantage and explore strategies and approaches to ensure our 
children are supported, engaged and learn. Through this module 
trainees learn about how to support and challenge children who are 
EAL, gifted and talented, travellers, refugees and asylum seekers, 
children with mental health challenges, children who have suffered loss 
or bereavement, and BAME.  
 
Year 3 (ESTC6020) - In this module students are encouraged to start 
thinking about how they will maintain their own professional 
development by engaging in effective critical reflection. 
Students are expected to identify areas for development from their 
practice placements and this dictates the content of sessions which are 
presented through the lens of critical reflection. Issues addressed 
included behaviour support, effective formative assessment. 
 
Year 4 (ESTC6021) 
Students will have completed their final placement. 
This module consolidates learning across the programme synthesising 
the pedagogy, practice, and inclusion elements of the programme  
In this module students prepare to enter the teaching profession by 
examining a range of current educational paradoxes to encourage the 
continued development of a critical approach to professional 
development. 


High expectations: clear expectations, mutual trust 
How children learn – working memory, prior 
knowledge, purposeful practice and worked examples 
Subject and curriculum: misconceptions, critical 
thinking 
Classroom Practice – scaffolds, questioning, steps, talk, 
practice 
Adaptive Teaching: SEND code, pupil difference, 
responsive teaching 
Assessment: assessment decisions, feedback, 
informing planning 
Managing Behaviour: Routines, environment, 
regulation, motivation 
Professional Behaviours: Professional Relationships, 
communication  
 


De
ve


lo
pi


ng
 


How children learn 
- Trainees continue to learn about cognitive science deepening our 


understanding of cognitive load theory and teaching strategies that support 
our limited working memory and create long term memory. 


Understanding Behaviour 
- Trainees build on their experience of managing behaviour on placement and 


develop a deeper understanding of what behaviours can tell us about 
underlying needs, and how to support children so that they are ready to learn 
and can self-regulate.  


Planning for learning 


Examples of research and evidence 
Newland, A. (2021). Becoming A Teacher. London. Crown House 
Publishing. 
Vaughn, M. Faircloth, B. (2013). Teaching With a Purpose in Mind: 
Cultivating a Vision. Available at: 
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1025687.pdf 
Van Kan, C. Ponte, P. Verloop, N. (2013). How do teachers legitimize 
their classroom interactions in terms of educational values and ideals? 


Other useful information and links 
Chartered College of Teaching 
https://chartered.college/ 
(students encouraged to join as ITE students) 
 
Education Endowment Foundation 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/  
 
OFSTED 



https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1025687.pdf

https://chartered.college/

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/





- Building on their understanding of planning for learning, trainees learn to 
adapt their learning plans and activities to meet a wide range of needs. 
Considering adjustments to behaviour management, assessment, teaching 
strategies to overcome disadvantage and to challenge our diverse learners. 
This includes EAL, gifted and talented, travellers, refugees and asylum seekers, 
children with mental health challenges, children who have suffered loss or 
bereavement, and BAME groups.  


Effective teaching: 
- Trainees draw on multiple sources of research to understand what is meant by 


effective teaching. Trainees critically evaluate evidence-based teaching 
strategies and apply them to their lesson plans ensuring that all pupils are 
supported.  


Safeguarding 
- Prior to placement, trainees refresh and update their understanding of how to 


keep children safe in education and take part in the Safeguarding and Prevent 
Training. 


Professional Practice 
- Through group work and connections with outside agencies, trainees 


understand the benefits of learning from and with others.  
- Through learning about effective assessment trainees understand that what 


our children know and can do can give us feedback about the quality of our 
teaching.  


Assessing Learning 
- Trainees develop their skills of effective questioning so that they can 


understand what children know and what the misconceptions are. Trainees 
also earn how to give effective feedback that takes the learner forward.  


- Trainees learn about the importance of subject knowledge, identifying 
misconceptions and  


Academic Skills 
Trainees develop more independence in their research of literature learning deeply 
about the challenges of an inclusive group. Through presenting this learning at a 
conference trainees learn how to share learning with other professionals. Trainees are 
challenged to become experts in their field through an extensive literature review.   


Teachers and Teaching: Theory and Practice. Issue 6. Available at: 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13540602.2013.827452 
Fox, G. (2017). A handbook for teachers and teaching assistants working 
together. London. Routledge. 
Cremin, T. Burnett, C. (2018). Learning to teach in the Primary School. 
4th ed’n. London. Routledge. 
Kirschner, P. Hendrick, C. (2020). How Leaning Happens. London. 
Routledge. 
Goepel, J. Childerhouse, H. Sharpe, S. (2014). Inclusive primary 
Teaching. Northwich. Critical Publishing. 
Sherrington, T. (2019). Rosenshine’s Principles in Action. Woodbridge. 
John Catt Educational. 
Rogers, B. (2015). Classroom Behaviour. London. Sage. 
Poultney, V. (Ed)(2017). Evidence-based Teaching in Primary Education. 
Northwich. Critical Publishing. 
Bartlett, S. & Burton, D. (2016) Introduction to Education Studies [4th 
Ed] London: Sage 
Biesta, G., Allan, J. & Edwards, R. (2014) Making a Difference in Theory 
London: Routledge 
Boyd, P., Hymer, B. & Lockney, K. (2015) Learning Teaching: Being an 
Inspirational Teacher 
Northwich: Critical Publishing 
Curtis, W., Ward, S., Sharp, J. & Hankin, L. (2014) Education Studies an 
issues based approach, 3rd Edition Exeter: Learning Matters 
Green, A., Preston, J. & Germen Janmaat J. (2008) Education, Equality 
and Social Cohesion, London: Palgrave 
Kassem, D., Mufti E. & Robinson, J (2006) Education Studies: Issues and 
Critical Perspectives Maidenhead: Open University Press 
Matheson, C. & Matheson, D. (2002) Educational Issues in the Learning 
Age, London: Continuum 
Norwich, B. (2013) Addressing Tensions and Dilemmas in Inclusive 
Education London: Routledge 
Terzi, L. (2010) Justice and Equality in Education London: Continuum 


https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted 
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Students will have completed their final placement. 
In this module students prepare to enter the teaching profession by examining a range of 
current educational paradoxes to encourage the continued development of a critical 
approach to professional development. 
Students will learn how to: 
develop a systematic and research informed understanding of current paradoxes with 
education 
Offer a critical evaluation of the impact of these paradoxes within education on children, 
schools and society 
Evaluate the impact of these paradoxes on equity and equality 
Investigate and evaluate the relationship between their personal professional experience 


to date and current educational paradoxes. 


 



https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13540602.2013.827452

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted





INCC Modules across the 4 Year Programme (BA QTS with SEND and Inclusion) NEW validation 


Subject/module curriculum sequence document 
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In the first year students are introduced to the four broad areas of SEND. 
The programme takes a “barriers to learning” approach – identifying and 
responding to needs rather than labels. 
In semester two students look at key concepts of Inclusion including Medical 
and Social models of disability and the key terms of Special Educational 
Needs, impairment and Disability and Person First Language 
Students will consider how children bring diversity to the classroom. 
Students will be encouraged to engage with high quality sources of 
information and to begin to build a professional portfolio. 


Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


Students study two increasingly entwined strands of inclusive practice – meeting 
the needs of children with SEND and celebrating supporting diversity in the 
classroom. 
In the first year students focus on the individual child, developing skills of 
observation and identification in conjunction with the staged expectations of their 
placements. Student’s begin to understand that the class teacher is responsible for 
all children in their class. Alongside this they are introduced to key constructs in 
inclusive discourse 
 
In the second year students begin to consider how they will plan for the individual 
child with SEND and how they will implement strategies and support for individual 
children experiencing barriers to their learning. Alongside this they will consider 
the diversity of the classroom and how teacher’s celebrate and support children 
with diverse experiences. Student’s begin to articulate and enact their 
responsibilities to meet the needs of all children in their class in line with the 
staged expectations for their first developing placement. 
 
In the third year students are able to embed inclusive practice and pedagogy into 
their own practice and prepare to advocate for inclusion in their school 
communities by contributing knowledgably in policy development. This year 
focusses on applying research and theory in practice in line with the staged 
expectations for their second developing placement 


High expectations: clear 
expectations, mutual trust  
How children learn – working 
memory, prior knowledge, 
purposeful practice and worked 
examples  
Subject and curriculum: 
misconceptions, critical thinking, 
building confidence  
Classroom Practice – scaffolds, 
questioning, steps, talk, practice  
Adaptive Teaching: SEND code, 
pupil difference, responsive 
teaching  
Assessment: assessment decisions, 
feedback, informing planning  
Managing Behaviour: Routines, 
environment, regulation, 
motivation  
Professional Behaviours: 
Professional Relationships, 
communication   
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Students continue to develop their knowledge and understanding of the 
SEND Code of Practice learning how to identify and support the needs of 
children with SEND. 
Students become familiar with the SEND Code of Practice Graduated 
Approach including working with parents and the voice of the child to 
produce individual learning plans in a range of case studies. 
In conjunction with ESTC5020 students will develop their understanding of 
diversity in the classroom and how adaptive planning can support children 
with SEND. 
Students will understand how inclusive principles are reflected and enacted 
in their own emerging philosophy of education and pedagogy. 
Students will engage with the dilemmas of inclusion: identification, location 
and curriculum. Examples of research and evidence  Other useful information and links 


Carpenter, B., Egerton, J., Cockbill, B., Bloom, T., Fotheringham, J., Rawson, H. & 
Thistlethwaite, J. (2015) Engaging Learners with Complex Learning Difficulties and 
Disabilities London: Routledge  
Farrell, M. (2010) The effective Teachers Guide to Sensory and Physical 
Impairments: Sensory, Orthopaedic, Motor and Health London: Routledge  
Farrell, M. (2010) The effective Teachers Guide to Moderate, Severe, and Profound 
Learning Difficulties (Cognitive Impairments) London: Routledge  
Frederickson, N. & Cline, T. (2015) Special Educational Needs, Inclusion and 
Diversity [3rd Ed] Maidenhead: Open University Press  
Norwich, B. (2007) Dilemmas of Difference, Inclusion and Disability: International 
Perspectives and Future Directions London: Routledge   
Simmons, B. & Watson, D. (2014) The PMLD Ambiguity: Articulating the Life World 
of Children with PMLD London: Karnac  


Chartered College of Teaching 
https://chartered.college/ 
(students encouraged to join as ITE 
students) 
 
Education Endowment Foundation 
https://educationendowmentfoun
dation.org.uk/  
 
OFSTED 
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/ofsted 
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At this point students will synthesise theory and practice looking at how an 
inclusive society is reflected in the environment of the classroom. Working 
through principles of the European Agency for Special Needs and Inclusive 
Education, UN Sustainable Development Goals  
https://www.european-
agency.org/sites/default/files/Profile_for_Inclusive_Teacher_Professional_Le
arning_0.pdf 
 
Students will consider theoretical and practical issues around the concept of 
the “achievement gap” and addressing educational disadvantage in schools. 
 
Community and policy level 



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398815/SEND_Code_of_Practice_January_2015.pdf

https://chartered.college/

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted

https://www.european-agency.org/sites/default/files/Profile_for_Inclusive_Teacher_Professional_Learning_0.pdf

https://www.european-agency.org/sites/default/files/Profile_for_Inclusive_Teacher_Professional_Learning_0.pdf

https://www.european-agency.org/sites/default/files/Profile_for_Inclusive_Teacher_Professional_Learning_0.pdf





E x         


Students use their academic skills to pursue a special study in an issue of 
SEND or Inclusion of their own choice.  
 
Students explore the strengths and challenges of multi –agency working, 
they consider the role of the teacher in a multiagency team 
 
Students extend their consideration of the impact of educational and social 
marginalisation on the outcomes for children in primary school 
 
Students revisit Barriers to Learning, consolidating their knowledge and 
experience from placement and furthering their ability to recognise and 
meet children’s needs in the classroom 
These final 3 modules can be extended to the award of Post Graduate 
Certificate in SEND and Inclusion on successful completion of Undergraduate 
award. 


Thomas, G. & Vaughan, M. (2004) Inclusive Education. Readings and Reflections 
Maidenhead: Open University Press  
Wearmouth, J. (2015) Special Educational Needs and Disability: The Basics London: 
Routledge  
 


 


 







English Curriculum and Sequence Document


Programme of work
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In this phase students engage with the skills and pedagogy relating to 
understanding the role of, and teaching the knowledge and skills of, 
Spoken Language. This is followed by developing pedagogy and subject 
knowledge related to the teaching and learning of reading, taking into 
account the Simple View of Reading and focusing on comprehension skills 
and the application of decoding, including fluency. The importance of 
reading for purpose and developing a love of reading is emphasised.
They learn to plan and teach for reading acquisition and development for 
a range of text types and purposes; focusing on a shared approach and 
linking to the constructivist learning theories. The students learn how to 
identify best practice and try out pedagogies in a mini teach.
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Developing 1
In this phase the students build on their knowledge of spoken language 
and reading, to develop their understanding of how these elements of 
English support and develop children’s writing skills, including, but not 
limited to, spelling, vocabulary, grammar and punctuation. The students 
learn to plan a sequence of lessons, making clear links to prior reading 
and subject knowledge and incorporating spoken language. They plan 
and teach a guided writing activity incorporating a range of adaptive tasks 
(including but not limited to the role of other adults) and demonstrating 
an awareness of formative assessment.
Developing 2
In this phase the students further extend their subject and pedagogical 
knowledge and begin to consider the role of the ‘subject leader’. They 
plan and deliver a short professional development session based on their 
own subject knowledge development.
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In this phase the students build on their knowledge of all aspect of English 
in relation to assessment. The students develop their understanding of 
statutory and non-statutory assessment as well as assessment types, 
including formative, summative and diagnostic. The focus then highlights 
how assessment can be adapted to support the needs of diverse learners, 
including EAL and SEND and supports the students in developing 
intervention strategies. The students engage with practical activities 
linked to the assessment of children’s literacy skills and the analysis of 
data to support teaching and learning.


Rationale for sequence


Core Content Framework links


Examples of key literature utilised


Other useful information


.


Students audit their own subject knowledge 
each year and set targets accordingly, to 
achieve during B, D and E placements.  Students 
also build their own knowledge of children’s 
literature to support their teaching practise.


Throughout the English curriculum explicit links 
are made to the TCTR modules and the 
importance of English in the wider curriculum.


On each placement there is an expectation, 
wherever possible to plan, teach and assess a 
lesson/series of lessons in English.


The sequence of the English curriculum relates to the neo-
Vygotskian constructivist approach reflecting the structure and 
progression of knowledge and skills in the teaching and 
learning of English that the students will experience when 
working with teachers and children on placements.
Initially, while the pedagogy and skills of spoken language, 
reading and writing are explored independently; the symbiotic 
relationship between the different aspects is continually 
referenced and emphasised.


Quigley, A. (2018) Closing the vocabulary gap . London : Routledge 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-
themes/literacy/
Moran, E. and Moir, J. (2018) ‘Closing the vocabulary gap in early 
years: Is “Word Aware” a possible approach?’, Educational & Child 
Psychology, 35(1), pp. 51–65.
DfE (2021) The Reading Framework; Teaching the foundations of 


literacy
DfE (2018) Assessment without levels
Ofsted (2012) Moving English Forward
Higgins, S (2015) ‘Research-based approaches to teaching writing’ 
in Waugh, D, Bushnell, A and Neaum, S (eds) Beyond Early 
Writing. Northwich: Critical Publishing 
Waugh, D. (2021) Primary English for Trainee Teachers. 3rd 
Edition. SAGE Publishing. 
Palincsar, Annemarie & Brown, Ann. (1984). Reciprocal 
teaching of comprehension-fostering and monitoring activities. 
Cognition and instruction. 1. 117-. 
10.1207/s1532690xci0102_1. (Accessed: 6 September 2021) 
Medwell, J. et al (2021) Primary English: Knowledge and 
Understanding  London: Sage


High Expectations  – Teacher expectations (3) Impact of 
high quality teaching (6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the way they 
structure and support learning in phonics draws directly 
from theories around working memory, activating prior 
knowledge etc. (all statements)
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking 
their own subject knowledge. Teacher subject 
knowledge is crucial (all statements)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective 
opportunities (all statements)
Adaptive Teaching  - teaching small group and whole 
class phonics , how to respond to the needs of all (all 
statements)
Assessment  – using different kinds of assessment, 
understand prior learning to support next steps. (all 
statements)



https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-themes/literacy/





Module code and title: TCTR9444/9555/9556/9666: The Cumbria Teacher of Reading (UG Q4)


Programme of work
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e In this phase students engage with the Simple view of reading, and Rose’s 


principles of effective SSP. This is followed by early phonics, the importance of 
speaking and listening, phonics for EAL. Students understand the importance of 
progression within a scheme and explore examples. Students understand the 
structure of a phonics lesson using the simple code and how to assess. They 
learn how to segment and blend and use the alphabetic code. They learn key 
language (phoneme, grapheme etc). They learn to plan and structure a phonics 
lesson using the simple code, how to identify best practice and engage in a mini 
teach
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 1 After beginning placement, students continue to explore children’s phonological 
progression into the complex code. There is more focus on the complex code, 
phonics into spelling and teaching tricky words. They explore statutory phonics 
assessment in KS1. They move on to consider transition to KS2, ‘word reading’ 
requirements and key terms such as ‘morpheme’. Students learn how to teach 
children adjacent consonants, use phoneme frames and teach encoding and 
decoding. They learn how to assess the use of the complex code, plan a spelling 
session and use morphemic knowledge.
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2 After developing one placement students develop familiarity with phonics and 


reading assessment and tracking. They plan and teach a series of synthetic 
phonics lessons that are tailored to meet the needs of individuals with identified 
learning challenges.
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They develop their use of teaching assistants in the classroom and look at how 
to identify and support a range of reading abilities. Following this students carry 
out a miscue analysis running record on a child’s reading and explore some of 
the implications for them in terms of book choice and support moving forward, 
particularly around comprehension. The module finishes by looking at reading 
interventions, catch up programmes and a closer look at reading recovery.


Rationale for sequence


Core Content Framework links


Key literature utilised


Other useful information
e.g. links to English Learning Journal, connections to other modules, the role of 
student-led learning, how this module wraps around placement


.


Students audit their own beginning knowledge of phonics and set a target to work on 
based on their individual subject knowledge and experience.
Our module supports students in following the learning journey of a child in their 
progress in learning to read.
They have phonics activities and a demo lesson modelled to them and consider what 
and how they would help the children to learn. This takes place immediately prior to 
placement. Students plan and deliver a taught session to the group, giving and 
receiving feedback in the first two phases.


On each placement students observe, teach and assess phonics, developing their 
practice over the three phases.
After developing placement, Students will take a phonics subject knowledge audit 
prior to returning to university-based learning – this is marked in the first session back. 
It identifies student who need additional input and support


This phase provides knowledge and understanding of the key terminology and 
concepts that students require to make sense of what they are seeing in school. 
The 1st seminar introduces students to the precursors to successful learning in 
phonics. Phonics will be one of the key areas of the curriculum that students will 
come across when they engage in school based learning. It is important that they 
are aware of how and why phonics schemes are used in schools to plan for 
children’s learning. Students reflect on learning in school and how their 
understanding of the teaching of phonics has developed through their teaching 
and assessment of children. Their knowledge of the children’s learning journey is 
extended to consider the importance of focusing on the skill of segmenting words 
with adjacent consonants. Students are then ready in their learning and 
development to go deeper into intervention support for reading, assessing 
individual need and gaining some tools to support this process.


Jolliffe, W., Waugh, D. and Carss, A. (2019) Teaching systematic synthetic phonics 
in primary schools . 3rd edition. London: Learning Matters.
Quigley, A. (2018) Closing the vocabulary gap . London : Routledge
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-themes/literacy/
Moran, E. and Moir, J. (2018) ‘Closing the vocabulary gap in early years: Is “Word 
Aware” a possible approach?’, Educational & Child Psychology, 35(1), pp. 51–65.
Duff, F. J., Mengoni, S. E., Bailey, A. M. and Snowling, M. J. (2015) ‘Validity and 
sensitivity of the phonics screening check: implications for practice’, Journal of 
research in reading. Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 38(2), pp. 109–123


High Expectations – Teacher expectations (3) Impact of high quality teaching (6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the way they structure and support learning in 
phonics draws directly from theories around working memory, activating prior knowledge 
etc. (all statements)
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking their own subject knowledge. 
Teacher subject knowledge is crucial (2-5,7,9,10)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective opportunities (all statements)
Adaptive Teaching - teaching small group and whole class phonics , how to respond to the 
needs of all (1-4,5,6)
Assessment – using different kinds of assessment, understand prior learning to support next 
steps. (1,2,4-6)



https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-themes/literacy/





Maths 


Programme of work
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In this phase students are firstly asked to consider their own attitude to 
mathematics. Throughout the module they work on their confidence and an 
understanding of the value of mathematics in the world we live in. Discussion 
develops around the key features of an effective maths lesson with an 
emphasis on the use of resources. Links are continually made to established 
theorists such as Bruner and other modules are referenced. Practical activities 
are used to make connections with pedagogical theory helping the students 
develop a sense of what underpins good classroom practice. Specific areas of 
learning are covered looking at how teaching can be adapted to meet the 
needs of all children. The assignment involves the creation of a resource that is 
used whilst on placement.  The students plan and then work with a small group 
of children assessing and collecting evidence around the activity.
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In this developing phase we look to build on the confidence and understanding 
the students have. 
We look at the importance of problem solving and develop an definition of 
problem solving in mathematics. The importance of  strategies to develop 
mathematical thinking is discussed with links to theory.  Problem solving 
through different areas of mathematics are considered along with cross 
curricular opportunities. Before placement we build on the lesson planning 
from year one and look at how we can develop a sequence of lessons. Whilst on 
placement the students collect evidence of problem solving and reasoning and 
this is used to support their assignment.
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This final phase is used to review our understanding  and consider current 
issues in mathematics. Maths Mastery is examined and some of the challenges 
this approach to learning can bring. Statutory assessment  is discussed and it’s 
place in the assessment of children.
Students look closely at working with EAL children in a mathematics lesson and 
also the importance of multicultural opportunities. We look at adapting lessons 
to ensure all children are included and look at strategies to overcome barriers 
to learning.


Rationale for sequence Core Content Framework links


Examples of key literature utilised


Other useful information


Hansen, A. (ed.) (2020) Children’s errors in mathematics . 5th 
edition. London :: Learning Matters
Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for primary teachers /. 
6th edition /. Edited by R. Manning. Los Angeles :: SAGE
Boaler, J. (2016) Mathematical mindsets : unleashing students’ 
potential through creative math, inspiring messages, and 
innovative teaching /. Edited by C. Dweck. San Francisco, 
California :: Jossey-Bass
Garry, T. (2020) Mastery in Primary Mathematics [electronic 
resource] / A Guide for Teachers and Leaders . London :: 
Bloomsbury Education


Students audit their own knowledge of 
mathematics and set  targets to work on 
based on their individual subject knowledge 
and experience. 
The module supports students in 
understanding pedagogical theory but also 
develops their subject knowledge
They will have mathematics activities and a 
demo lesson modelled to them and consider 
what and how they would help the children 
to learn. 
On each placement students will observe, 
teach and assess mathematics , developing 
their practice over the three phases.
At the end of each module students have a 
tutorial looking at their tracking document 
and discussing personal targets.


The mathematics is sequenced to help 
students become confident, enthusiastic 
and capable teachers of the subject. By 
starting with the students own attitudes 
and fears we can work on any 
misconceptions and start to get the 
students to develop a love and 
understanding of the subject.
The key features and the theories that 
underpin effective teaching strategies are 
modelled and developed with practical 
ideas linked to school placements. As 
confidence grows the importance of 
problem solving, the connections of 
different areas of mathematics and the 
opportunities of cross curricular approaches 
more readily understood. Finally, the skills 
and knowledge gained from earlier phases 
is developed through key educational issues 
leading to a greater understanding of what 
makes a great teacher of primary 
mathematics. Running through all the 
phases is the importance of subject 
knowledge.


High Expectations  – Teacher expectations 
Impact of high quality teaching (1-6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the way they structure and 
support learning in mathematics. It draws directly from theories around 
working memory, activating prior knowledge etc. (all statements)
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking their own subject 
knowledge. Teacher subject knowledge is crucial (2-5,7,8,)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective opportunities (all 
statements)
Adaptive Teaching  - teaching small group and whole class mathematics, 
how to respond to the needs of all (1-4,5,6)
Assessment  – using different kinds of assessment, understand prior 
learning to support next steps. (1,2,4-6)







Science curriculum sequence document – 3 and 4 Year Undergraduate Programmes 
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Introduction to Primary science and Working Scientifically 
(Disciplinary Subject knowledge) 
Interrelationship between Disciplinary and Substantive subject 
knowledge 
Subject integrity and the NC PoS for Working scientifically 
The nature of an enquiry subject 
That careful planning can support scientific literacy and 
knowledge. 
The Scientific Toolkit (Observation, Comparison, Exploration, 
Testing, Modelling plus Reading, Writing and Talking) 
The progressive nature of the toolkit and how planning can be 
adapted to meet all learners’ needs 
Using NC PoS, plan learning experiences which encompass 
Working Scientifically and a specific concept of substantive 
knowledge. 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
Observation using range of senses 
Comparison based on observations 


• Similarities and difficulties 
• Sorting several objects/ phenomena 
• Grading based on shared criteria 


Exploration finding cause and effect links to explain 
comparisons 
Testing to formalise cause and effect links 


• Fair / Controlled Variable 
• Pattern seeking 
• Test to Destruction 


Modelling abstract concepts 
 


Rationale for Sequencing 
• Working Scientifically is the bedrock 


of all professional scientific enquiry 
and underpins good practice in 
primary science practice. 


• A thorough understanding of the 
different forms of Working 
Scientifically enables trainees to plan 
purposeful activities for learning 
across age phases. 


• Learners can find it difficult to transfer 
and apply knowledge, so context is 
important to make clear the links 
between scientific learning in the 
classroom and real-life problem 
solving. 


• Initially trainees focus on planning and 
delivering scientific learning 
experiences in their Beginning 
placement. 


• The disciplinary subject knowledge in 
science, in terms of Working 
scientifically, aligns closely with 
children’s ability to observe and 
explain their world in scientific terms.  
By close attention to the development 
of progressive thinking, students can 
plan effective learning experiences 
and develop questioning techniques 
which challenge and inspire learners. 


• Trainees become skilled at assessing 
scientific knowledge and 
understanding and then enact this 
skill during their Developing 
placement. 


• Ability to analyse National Curriculum 
Programmes of Study in terms of the 
composite knowledge and the 
components that build it allows 
trainees to plan sequences of learning 
experiences which are generative and 
build robust knowledge. 


• Trainees become skilled at planning, 
delivering and assessing scientific 


Links to CCF 
High Expectations – 
Teacher expectations 
(3) Impact of high-
quality teaching (6) 
How Pupils Learn – 
prior knowledge (2), 
weak knowledge 
leading to 
misconceptions (6) 
Subject and 
Curriculum– secure, 
critical knowledge with 
awareness of common 
misconceptions, 
structuring foundation 
components to build 
secure complex 
concepts.(2-5,7) 
Classroom practice – 
sequencing, scaffolding, 
questioning and high-
quality talk, grouping 
(2,4-7, 9 10) 
Adaptive Teaching   - 
support for all learners 
without creating 
artificial barriers, (1, 4,) 
Assessment – ability to 
plan and use fast, 
efficient assessment 
and provide feedback, 
both written and 
verbal. (1-7) 
 
The Undergraduate 
programme allows 
extended time for 
concepts such as the 
progression of 
conceptual 
development to be 
retrieved, revisited and 
enacted on placement 
at increasingly skilful 
levels. 


Testing in Context (e.g Greasy Joe’s Café) 
Retrieve knowledge of forms of testing (Controlled variable, 
Pattern Seeking, Test to Destruction) 
The stages of a scientific enquiry 
The role of enquiry in the generation of new knowledge for 
learners and adapting planning in terms of investigative 
knowledge. 
Develop understanding of the interrelationship between 
disciplinary and substantive knowledge (Materials and their 
properties: thermal insulation, dissolving, absorption, filtration) 
The role of context in the ability to transfer learning and retain it 
Reading for scientific understanding and Modelling concepts 
The value of teacher subject knowledge and self-assessment of 
ability to gain and apply appropriate subject knowledge for 
teaching. 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
In all forms of testing (Fair/controlled variable, Pattern 
Seeking, Tests to Destruction) 
• Raising area of Investigation through identification of 


possible cause and effect link 
• Variable scan 
• Formulation of testable question 
• Identification of key variables 
• Prediction and Hypothesis formation 
• Planning test methods 
• Carrying out test 
• Analysing raw results and presenting 
• Analysis of results 
• Explanation of results in terms of current scientific 


knowledge from reading (employing models) 
• Evaluation of test methods 







learning, enacting this during the 
Extending placement. 


Examples of research and evidence 
Abrahams I; Reiss, M J; Sharpe, R. (2014) 
The impact of the 'Getting Practical: 
Improving Practical Work in Science' 
continuing professional development 
programme on teachers' ideas and 
practice in science practical work. 
Research in Science & Technological 
Education, Vol.32 (3), p.263-280 


 
Bartos, SA; Lederman, NG (2014). Teachers' 
knowledge structures for nature of science 
and scientific inquiry: Conceptions and 
classroom practice. Journal of Research 
in Science Teaching, Vol.51 (9), pp.1150-
1184 


 
Lederman, NG; Lederman, JS and Antink, A. 
(2013) Nature of science and scientific 
inquiry as contexts for the learning of 
science and achievement of scientific 
literacy. International Journal of Education 
in Mathematics, Science and Technology’, 
Volume 1(3), pp 138 – 147 


 
Osborne, J. (2015). Practical work in 
science: misunderstood and badly used’, in 
‘School Science Review, Vol. 96, Issue 357, 
pp 16 - 24.  


 
Osbourne, JF. (2019). Not “hands-on” but 
“minds-on”: a response to Furtak and 
Penuel. Science Education. vol 103. pp 
1280 -1283 
Examples of research and evidence  


Other useful 
information and links 
The interrelationship 
between Working 
Scientifically and 
Substantive knowledge 
is key to the delivery of 
quality science teaching 
and learning.  One 
without the other is of 
little educational and 
practical value.  The aim 
of science is to 
understand the world 
and to be able to apply 
knowledge to gain new 
understanding in a 
generative process.   
The Working 
Scientifically toolkit 
provides students will a 
range of enquiry 
methods, including 
different scientific 
Investigative methods 
(Fair/controlled 
variable, Pattern 
Seeking and Tests to 
Destruction) which can 
be used to plan a 
challenging science 
curriculum in school. 
The use of scientific 
vocabulary is a critical 
step on the journey 
towards scientific 
literary and 
development of this 
“scientific language” is 
facilitated by teachers 
who possess good 
subject knowledge. The 
auditing materials 
provided are specifically 
designed to support 


Fire and Ice (Concept Formation) 
• Scientific misconceptions and their persistence into 


adulthood (importance of checking own knowledge prior to 
planning) 


• Importance of analysing a concept prior to planning, i.e., 
does research suggest children hold misconceptions; 
concrete or abstract; have all children had prior experience 
(challenging disadvantage)? 


• Physical Changes of state: concrete and abstract concepts.  
• Structuring experiences to scaffold learners before 


introduction to abstraction (constructivist principles: 
Hands-on Minds-on) 


Component Substantive Knowledge Solids and liquids in 
concrete form (ice and water) 
Physical properties to senses  
Physical change from solid to liquid and liquid to solid 
(reversible change) and role of heat 
Gas a form of matter which not as easily detected by senses 
Role of heat energy in change from solid to liquid to gas 
using physical experiences (jelly) 
Role of heat energy in change using abstract concepts: 
kinetic particle model 


Light and Seeing: Component and Composite knowledge 
Some concepts built up of smaller concepts 
Specific misconceptions which can destabilise learning 
Value of Teacher subject knowledge to structure effective 
curricula and sources of support. 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
Light is needed to see 
There are sources of light 
Light travels from sources 
Light travels in straight lines 
Light can be reflected from shiny surfaces (reflective) 
Reflected light continues to travel in a straight line 
Light can be scattered by non-reflective surfaces 
Scattered light continues to travel in a straight line 
Light that travels from a surface into the pupil of the eye 
enables seeing. 
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Assessment and Adaptive Planning: Electricity 
Retrieve knowledge of Working Scientifically (Observation, 
Comparison, Exploration, Testing, Modelling plus Reading, 
Writing and Talking) 
The mixed experienced class and need for adaptive planning 
The progression of scientific conceptual thinking (application via 
worked examples (plants, dissolving) and own example switches. 
Supporting development of scientific vocabulary and the value 
of a good vocabulary for scientific attainment 
Socratic dialogue and high-quality questioning to support 
learning: Hands-on Minds-on 
Practice assessing work from real children identifying key 
indicators and providing quality feedback. 
Abstract concepts and Modelling for upper KS2 learners who 
require a curriculum at Greater Depth.  
Misconceptions associated with electrical circuits. Analysis and 
planning for conceptual change. 
Stages of thinking and Modelling are generic across the 
curriculum, not specific to electricity. 
Auditing subject knowledge, especially in terms of common 
misconceptions is essential for teachers. 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
Construct a simple series circuits using wires, power cell/ 
battery and various components (buzzers, bulbs, motors) 
Impact of change quantity / voltage of power 
Add switches of various types (snap, pressure, two-way, 
reed) 
The nature of circuit to be an unbroken chain of conductive 
material normally metal, which continues throughout all 
components 
Electrical current as an abstract concept – not detectable by 
senses 
Short circuits 
Models for electrical current: physical “human” circuits 
passing objects, or rope with knots.  
Analogies such as water fountain in a pond 
Solar system model of the atom and role of electrons in 
electrical charge and current 
Electrical conductors and insulators in terms of movement 
of free electrons. 







Progression of Concepts: Forces  
Inherent challenges when teaching forces –entirely abstract as 
only effect detectable; only live on Earth and so misconceptions 
are rife. 
Composite knowledge is built from components 
Constructivist principles [Hands-on Minds on] and strategies to 
effectively pre-assess learners 
Friction: self-assessment; vocabulary development; concrete 
experience to build foundations for KS3 learning 
Water Resistance: concrete Exploration experiences; physical 
and abstract explanations.  Stages of conceptual thinking from 
Observation to Abstraction; adaptive planning. 
Gravity: effective pre-assessment strategies; self-assessment; 
thought experiments and pupils working at Greater Depth; 
common misconceptions. 
Air Resistance: abstraction; analysis of misconception that air is 
nothing and planning challenging experiences; heavy things and 
light things misconception.  
 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
Newtonian ideas – objects which are not moving will 
continue not to move until a force is exerted upon then and 
objects which are in motion will continue in that motion 
until a force is acted upon them 
Friction – effect can be seen but not the force 
• Link between friction and surfaces 
• High and low friction situations 
• Model high and low friction inducing surfaces using 


toothbrushes.  
Water resistance 
• Relationship between shape and resistance 
• Size not mass  
• Physical explanation using appropriate terminology 
• Abstract explanation using kinetic particle model 
Gravitation 
• Pull not push 
• Not related to air pressure, rotation of Earth, magnetic 


core of Earth – use of thought experiments. 
• Gravity is the Earth and other planets’ pull 
• Gravity is directly related to mass of planet 
• Gravity is directly related to distance from the planet 


students in using this 
language effectively in 
their teaching. 
Worked examples are 
used in sessions and 
learning materials, and 
students are explicitly 
shown how to apply 
these tools to all areas 
of the science 
curriculum. 
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Plants and Habitats: The outdoors, Real science and real 
scientists  
• Retrieve knowledge of Working Scientifically (Observation, 


Comparison, Exploration, Testing, Modelling plus Reading, 
Writing and Talking) and Stages of Conceptual Thinking 
(Observations, Comparisons, Simple cause and effect 
explanations, Simple scientific explanations, Scientific 
explanations based on abstract ideas and models) 


• Identify common locally occurring plants and link to their 
habitat and ecological change 


• Adapting planning and giving feedback based upon 
assessment  


• Value of Inclusive Case studies of scientists in their field e.g. 
Marianne North and Tanisha Williams. [ Challenging 
disadvantage] 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
• Structure of plants including trees and requirements 


for life 
• Plants found in almost all environments 
• Recognise locally occurring native plants and trees 
• Know the features which suit a plant to its habitat 
• How plants gain and transport water 
• Plants make their own food 
• Reproduction in plants 
• Plants are the start of most food chains 







Animals Including Humans and Evolution and Inheritance 
• Retrieve knowledge of stages of scientific conceptual 


thinking; practice applying to a new concept from Plants 
PoS  


• Recreate the work of Richard Owen on limbs (comparative 
anatomy and skeletal structure). 


• Progression of horse fossils and caterpillar hunt game. 
• Use of secondary sources for learning. 
• Common Misconceptions e.g Lamarckism or lack of 


variability in population and impact on learning 
• Case studies of seminal scientists in their field Darwin and 


Wallace, Mary Anning. 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
• Sort animals including humans into groups (mammal, 


bird etc) using observable features 
• Requirements for life:  


 water, food, shelter 
 specific dietary components, reproduction 


• Animals reproduce and produce similar offspring, but 
offspring differ slightly from parents and each other 


• Variability in populations provides differing chances 
for survival when environments change. This leads to 
change in the population 


• Change over time is called Evolution 
• Fossil record 
• Horse fossils example to chart change over a long 


evolutionary time scale 
• Peppered moth as example of rapid evolutionary 


change. 
Earth and Space 
• Constructivist planning models for Medium Term Planning 


– the 5Es 
• The value of context to support transfer of knowledge 
• Creative planning techniques to inspire and engage 
• Use of quality secondary sources 
• Plan, teach and review activities to challenge specific 


misconceptions (size, distance, moon phases, movement of 
Earth and moon in relation to sun) 


• Understanding nature of abstraction and use techniques to 
mitigate challenges 


Component Substantive Knowledge 
• Earth, sun and moon as spherical bodies in space 
• Year and day 
• Phases of the moon 
• Solar system  
• Size, distance from sun 


Living Things and Their Habitats: using the outdoors 
• Constructivist principles [Hands-on Minds-on] and 


progressive thinking 
• Sampling techniques for invertebrates: terrestrial = 


pooters, aquatic = pond dipping. 
• Feeding Relationships and use of concrete experience of 


local organism's samples to construct food chains not 
unfamiliar ones on a worksheet. 


• Value of Inclusive Case studies of scientists in their field e.g. 
Jane Goodall and Dian Fossey, and Lionel Yamb, Perpetra 
Akite. [ Challenging disadvantage] 


School or Long Term Planning: using the NC to plan science 
across the year, creating effective, meaningful, useful cross-
curricular links where appropriate.  


Component Substantive Knowledge 
• Habitats are diverse and organisms are adapted to the 


conditions there 
• Feeding relationship can be represented as food chains 
• Energy transfer in food chains 
• Sampling techniques 


o Pooters and pits 
o Pond/ river/ canal dipping 
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The students are introduced to the aim of the NC, its three strands and their 
characteristics alongside the expectations for children at the end of KS1 and KS2 
in each strand of the Computing NC. 
There is a focus on Computational Thinking (CT) and the Computer Science (CS) 
strand and associated vocabulary, concepts and a range of pedagogical 
approaches and resources with the focus on the importance of subject 
knowledge and engaging learners. 
 
As preparation for their Beginning placement, we also look at the progression of 
knowledge, skills and understanding developed in the primary school and how 
individual lesson planning fits into this learning journey. 


Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


Computing is sequenced to help students become confident, 
enthusiastic, and capable teachers of the subject. By 
developing student` subject knowledge in areas of computing 
where there is generally least confidence we can work on any 
misconceptions and start to get the students to develop a 
love and understanding of the subject. Computer Science and 
Computational Thinking, which is at the heart of the 
Computing NC are therefore introduced first, followed by 
Information Technology. Digital Literacy is `dripped` into the 
different modules with specific inputs on online safeguarding 
included as part of preplacement input.   
By the end of the three modules, students will have 
developed their subject knowledge in the three strands, so 
they feel more confident to deliver the computing NC in 
school.  Their knowledge and understanding of planning will 
have developed from single lessons to sequences to thematic 
approaches. Students will have been introduced to practical 
ideas linked to school placements and key features and 
theories that underpin effective teaching of computing, 
including subject specific pedagogy which will have been 
modelled and evaluated. There will have been opportunities 
to observe and personally enact these in school.  
 


High Expectations: Teacher expectations, Impact of 
high-quality teaching (2-4, 6)  
How Pupils Learn: students learn that the way they 
structure and support learning in computing should 
draw directly from theories around working 
memory, activating prior knowledge etc. (all 
statements) 
Subject and Curriculum: students are regularly 
checking their own subject knowledge. Teacher 
subject knowledge is crucial. Providing sufficient 
opportunity for pupils to consolidate and practise 
applying new knowledge and skills (1-8)   
Classroom practice: students learn to plan effective 
opportunities for learning using a range of 
interactive strategies (1-10) 
Adaptive Teaching: teaching small group and whole 
class computing, how to respond to the needs of all 
(1-5,7)  
Assessment: using different kinds of assessment, 
understand prior learning to support next steps 
(1,2,4-6) 
Managing behaviour: using a variety of approaches 
that ensure children can access learning conveyed 
with and through digital technology (1,2,4,7) 
Professional behaviours – knowing where to go for 
help and guidance (1-2,7) 
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In this developing phase we look to build on students` confidence and 
understanding. We focus on developing students’ subject knowledge linked to 
computing systems and networks and how these enable communication and 
collaboration. This leads into a focus on the Information Technology (IT) strand, 
the key concepts and skills that need to be taught and suitable pedagogical 
approaches. This is includes using software for creative computing for example 
video, animation, sound editing, digital art, data handling   and the use of 
purposeful, cross curricular contexts for developing IT knowledge, 
understanding and skills. The use of software to support inclusion, including 
alternative ways of them expressing their understanding in other subjects is also 
included  
 
Before placement we build on the lesson planning from year one and look at 
how we can develop a sequence of lessons. 


Examples of research and evidence 


Batty, N. and Metcalfe, J.(2022) Safeguarding 
(Chapter11). In: Cooper, H and Elton-Chalcraft, S. (eds.) 
Professional Studies in Primary Education, 4th edition. SAGE 
Publications, London, UK.  
Bell T., Vahrenhold J. (2018) CS Unplugged—How Is It Used, 
and Does It Work?. In: Böckenhauer HJ., Komm D., Unger W. 
(eds) Adventures Between Lower Bounds and Higher 
Altitudes., vol 11011. Springer, Cham.  
Morris, D., Uppal, G. and Wells, D. (2017) Teaching 
computational thinking and coding in primary schools. 
London: Learning Matters  
Raspberry Pi The Big Book of Computing Pedagogy Available 
to download at https://helloworld.raspberrypi.org/issues/0  
Turvey, K., Potter, J., Burton, J., Allen, J. and Sharp, J. (2016) 
Primary Computing and Digital Technologies: Knowledge, 
Understanding and Practice. Seventh Edition. Los Angeles: 
Learning Matters 
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In this phase there will be a focus on thematic planning, assessment and 
reflection on subject knowledge 
 
Cross-curricular teaching and learning can provide a context for Computing. 
Digital Technologies as a tool for teaching and learning  
Assessment of Computing – different strategies and approaches  
Improving subject knowledge – where to go for suitable information 
  
To prepare students for placement and to support their observations and 
involvement in computing activities in school there is a focus on developing their 
planning skills further with a focus on thematic planning.    


Other useful information and links 
Students audit their own knowledge of computing 
and set targets to work on based on their individual 
subject knowledge and experience. The modules 
support students in  
developing their subject knowledge but also their 
understanding of subject specific pedagogical 
theory.  
On each’ placement students will have the 
opportunity to observe, teach and assess 
computing, developing their practice over the three 
phases. 


 



http://insight.cumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/3859/

https://helloworld.raspberrypi.org/issues/0





Module title: 4 Year QTS Physical Education CURC (new Validation)


Programme of work
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In this phase students understand why we teach 
Physical Education and what we are trying to develop in 
the children that we teach. Students develop their 
knowledge surrounding the outcomes of Physical 
Education through PIES ( Physical, intellectual, 
emotional and Social) and begin to plan simple learning 
episodes.
There is a focus on Physical Literacy and Fundamental 
Motor skills, whilst developing the early stages of 
teaching dance and Games.
Students will understand the importance of using STEP 
(Space, task, equipment and people) as a way to adapt 
teaching and to ensure a safe environment for learning.
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After beginning placement, students continue to 
develop progression of physical skills from fundamental 
motor skills.
There is a focus on what good teaching in Physical 
Education looks like, with student’s developing their 
planning in a range of activities, and utilising a range of 
assessment strategies to check learning. Students learn 
a range of curriculum areas
Students will explore Teaching games for understanding 
in order to develop a range of teaching approaches in 
games activities.
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After developing placement students will understand 
the difference between competition and collaboration. 
They develop a range of strategies to incorporate 
competition in their lessons, without resulting in lack of 
pupil motivation.
They look at a range of ways of engaging all pupils in 
both physical activity and health and consider SEND in 
order develop meaningful activities where all can make 
progress


Rationale for sequence


Core Content Framework links


Other useful information


.


The Physical education sessions build on subject knowledge over time, 
re enforcing key concepts through a range of different curriculum 
areas.


The module works through the curriculum areas of Physical Education 
in a practical way. Participation allows for a greater understanding of 
how the individual skills are developed and gives the student the 
opportunity to break down the skills effectively in order to teach.


On each placement students will hopefully observe, teach and assess 
physical education, developing their practice over the three phases. 


This phase provides knowledge and understanding of the key 
terminology and concepts that students require to make sense of 
what they are seeing in school. The initial seminar identifies the 
key differences between Physical Education, Physical literacy and 
fundamental motor skills.
The overview builds a foundation of knowledge and how this 
develops over key stage one and two.
It is important that students are motivated to teach Physical 
Education and appreciate the capacity they have to change 
opinion. By looking at a range of strategies for the teaching of 
physical Education, students will develop an inclusive approach to 
teaching all areas of the physical Education National curriculum.


Examples of key literature utilised


Castle. N., Little.R., Howells. K and Carney. A (2017) Mastering 
Primary Physical Education. Bloomsbury Academic 


Lawrence. J. (2018) Teaching Primary Physical Education (2nd 
Ed). Sage Publications 


Pickard. A and Maude P (2021) Teaching Physical Education 
Creatively (2nd Ed). Routledge 


Rose. J (2017) Bloomsbury curriculum basics: Teaching Primary 
PE: everything you need to teach Primary PE. A and C Black 


Vickerman P., Maher A. (2019) Teaching Physical Education to 
children with special educational needs and disabilities (2nd Ed). 
London: Routledge Williams


High Expectations  – Teacher expectations (3) Impact of high quality 
teaching of Physical Education(6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the way they structure and 
support learning in physical education draws directly from theories 
around working memory, developing learnt responses around gross 
and fine motor skills.
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking their own 
subject knowledge. Teacher subject knowledge is crucial (2-5,7,8, 
9,10)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective opportunities (all 
statements)
Adaptive Teaching  - Utilising the STEP principle to adapt all activities, 
how to respond to the needs of all (1-4,5,6)
Assessment  – using different kinds of assessment, understand prior
learning to support next steps. (1,2,4-6)







History – CURC4201/CURC5202/CURC6302 
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CURC4202 - 1 hr lecture + 3 x 2hr 
Introduction to the National Curriculum & EYFS  
Key concepts in History – Chronology, Knowledge and 
Understanding, ‘Being an Historian’, Historical Enquiry 
and Interpretation 
Using Primary Sources: Visual Images, objects, 
Documents, Local History, Archaeological evidence- 
including examples of activities for EYFS. 
Introducing second-order concepts – e.g. significance – 
people – Dawson/Counsell’s definitions 


Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


The students need to understand the basics of history 
and how to teach engaging lessons, what primary 
source evidence is and how to use it with children in 
Yr 1. In Yr 2 we move on to explore secondary 
sources, second-order concepts, and considerations 
such as diversity, equality and SEND. These link in to 
our LLTR (Education Studies modules) and the Staged 
expectations for our placements. In the Yr 3 Module 
we examine assessment in history and how history 
can be used as a basis for good cross curricular 
teaching. We firmly believe the students need to 
understand what history as a discipline is before 
combining it with other subjects or the essential 
nature of history can be lost. 


How Pupils Learn (Standard 2 – ‘Promote good progress’): 1, 2, 
6, 7, 8, 9 
  
Subject and Curriculum (Standard 3 – ‘Demonstrate good 
subject and curriculum knowledge’): 1-10 
 
Classroom Practice (Standard 4 – ‘Plan and teach well-
structured lessons’): 1-8 
 
Adaptive Teaching (Standard 5 – ‘Adapt teaching’): 1-5, 7 
 
Assessment (Standard 6 – ‘Make accurate and productive use of 
assessment’): 1-7 
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CURC5302 – 3 x 2hr 
Developing Tier 3 Vocabulary – discussion and debate, 
stories and storytelling, role play and drama.  
Progression – practical examples e.g. Remembrance Day 
– ordering the activities for a whole school event, 
consideration of language development 
Long term planning for history, choosing the suitable 
units, threads and pathways for second -order concepts 
Inclusion and SEND in History – Quality first teaching, 
what does progress look like, adaptations 


Examples of research and evidence  Other useful information and links 


Cooper, H. (2014) Writing History 7-11. Historical 
Writing in different genres. London and New York. 
David Fulton. 
Dixon, L. and Hales, A. (2014) Bringing History Alive 
through Local People and Places London: Routledge 
Doull, K. Russell, C. and Hales, A. (2019) Mastering 
Primary History London: Bloomsbury  
Moore, H. (2017) Using Artefacts and Sources 
Creatively, in H. Cooper (ed.) Teaching History 
Creatively, 2nd edition. London: Routledge, pp. 1-87. 
Temple, S. (2017) Using Archives Creatively. pp 87-
104. Cooper, H. (ed) Teaching History Creatively. 
London. Routledge.   
Turner-Bisset, R. (2012) Creative Teaching- History in 
the Primary School 2nd Edition Abingdon: David 
Fulton – although it’s now dated this is a good basic 
introduction to teaching history 
 Quigley, A. (2018) Closing the [Vocabulary] gap 
Abingdon: Routledge 


A site visit may be included to a local museum or historical site.  
Useful web sites: 
www.history.org.uk/ 
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education 
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive 
http://www.cumbriaimagebank.org.uk/ 
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CURC6302 – 3 x 2hr 
Assessment of history 
Using history as a focus for cross curricular projects  with 
a focus on the Ancient Civilisations 
Improving subject knowledge – where to go for suitable 
information 


 



http://www.history.org.uk/

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive

http://www.cumbriaimagebank.org.uk/





Module title: CURC 4202 and 5202 6302 Curriculum Carousel Geography 


Programme of work
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In this phase students are introduced to the subject of ‘geography’ through an academic and practical school-
based lens, they reflect on their own learning and experiences, learn the subject’s nature and needs (that 
geography is the study of everything on the planet, the need to widen children’s experiences, the study of 
people and places, the need for geography to be taught well in schools, the development of knowledge and 
understanding and interest about the world at a variety of scales, the relevance to people’s lives, the 
promotion of positive attitudes and values) the 7 key concepts ( place, space, diversity, interdependence, 
changing physical and human features, environmental interaction and scale) and Catling’s 10 threads of 
geographical learning (me in the world, neighbourhood and community, connecting to the wider world, other 
people, other place and me, seeing and representing the world, encountering issues, seeing change and 
effect, caring for the world, heading into the future and the world today).
Students learn and experience examples of geographical skills (developing vocabulary, using and making 
maps, fieldwork, communicating ideas, use of ICT, thinking and problem solving skills, interpersonal skills and 
using a variety of secondary sources), they are introduced to the National Curriculum and learn what notions 
of good practice in primary geography are. Students are introduced to the wide learning potential of the 
subject and will learn the importance of connecting good teaching, with a sequence of key enquiry questions, 
geographical skills and the NC requirements. Students conduct an audit of current confidence in primary 
geography, are made aware of the essential importance of teacher subject knowledge for planning quality 
geography.
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In this phase students will learn how to plan good geography lessons and will be introduced to ways in which 
geography might be assessed through formative processes and a variety of summative means. Students are 
introduced to a wide variety of learning sources and that can be used to support children’s learning (written 
sources, stories, photographs, maps, artefacts etc) and are introduced to the importance of fieldwork and 
successful fieldwork practice (including use of risk assessment, exemplar planning example, fieldwork within 
a sequence of learning and a variety of fieldwork techniques for use with children (recording techniques, 
observation, interpersonal skills, thinking and problem solving, engaging the senses, use of ICT and 
development of language) and that learning may be adapted for different children’s learning needs. Students 
will  be introduced to the notion of creative teaching in geography and will explore academic notions of 
creativity as well as being introduced a wide selection of examples and pedagogical approaches . Students 
will complete a topic mind map to develop their subject interest and confidence, including ways in which a 
teacher might amplify geographical learning in schools through creative and cross-curricular teaching, 
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Students will recap the learning above and will further their understanding of how adaptive teaching and 
seeking wider opportunities, including the use of extended learning, fieldwork, connecting to other schools, 
CPD, drawing on their own experiences and connecting to family and community.  Students will be 
introduced to the requirements for high-quality medium-term planning for geography and will use a planning 
success criteria to plan a progressive geography learning sequence. students will also explore the use of 
distant places as a way of developing knowledge and understanding, developing geographical skills and ways 
to challenge stereotypes, misconceptions and prejudice. Students will learn the 7 key place questions: where 
is this place, what is this place like, why is this place like it is, how is this place changing, what is it like to live 
in this place, how this place is connected to other places and how this place is similar and different to my 
place. At this point students will also consider the learning value of  current ‘issues’ at a local, regional, 
national and world scale. Students will be introduced to a wide variety of examples and pedagogical 
approaches that can be adopted to expand children’s knowledge and understanding (role play, exploring 
scenarios, De Bono’s Thinking Hats, The Mantle of the Expert etc), their use of fieldwork and problem solving 
and discussion and a wider appreciation of ways in which secondary sources (photographs, news items, 
video, maps, real people etc) can be best used to support learning enquiries and how a wide variety of ways 
to communicate children’s learning can be used to report and assess achievement. 


Rationale for sequence


Core Content Framework links


Examples of key 
literature utilised


Other useful information


.


- Barlow, A and Whitehouse, S. (2019) Mastering Primary Geography. London: Bloomsbury Academic
- Catling, S and Willy, T. (2010) Teaching Primary Geography: Learning Matters
- Catling, S and Willy, T (2018) Understanding and Teaching Primary Geography: London: Sage
- Cooper, H {Ed} (2006). Geography 3-11 A Guide for Teachers. London: Fulton
- Pike, S (2015) Learning Primary Geography. London: Routledge
- Rowley, C and Cooper, H (2009). Cross-curricular Approaches to Teaching and Learning. London: Sage
- Scoffham, S (2013) Teaching Geography Creatively: Routledge. London
- Scoffham, S (2010) The Primary Geography Handbook. Geographical Association


In each phase students are encouraged to critically reflect upon their school-based 
experiences of geography thus far, to revisit their geography audit to seek ways to 
focus further development of knowledge, skill and understanding and to be thinking 
ahead to further familiarize themselves with the expectations for placement key stages 
and how high quality geography links to concepts of high quality teaching as explored 
in core and masters modules. Students are encouraged on placements to watch and 
teach geography and to discuss geography provision with school-based colleagues, 
including geography leader. Throughout B, D and E phase students are encouraged to 
access geography support materials and to seek support form tutors if necessary, 
whilst also being encouraged to seek the opportunity to teach geography and to try
(with support) to plan, lead and reflect upon a fieldtrip (or outdoor learning) 
experience.


The beginning phase programme offers a rich introduction to 
primary geography by providing knowledge and 
understanding of the nature of the subject, of key 
geographical concepts and learning expectations (including 
notions of high quality geography and the requirement to 
adapt teaching where necessary) and focusses on informing 
and enthusing student teachers, The D phases focuses on 
what to include when planning effective geography 
(including fieldwork) and an introduction to subject skills. 
This phase aims to move from informing and enthusing to 
empowering students to be able to plan, teach and assess 
geography confidently on placement. Phase E aims to 
continue to inform, enthuse and empower by enriching 
student appreciation of the potential of geography in schools 
and how it may be most effectively taught. Upon completion 
of the course students should feel ready to apply concepts of 
high quality teaching to notions of high quality geography
and feel confident to be able to independently plan, 
resource, teach, assess and critically reflect on the teaching 
of geography on their E placement and beyond. Students will 
critically reflect on their own experiences as learners, will 
examine the wide power and potential of the subject and 
will consider their role in the future success of geography in 
schools - students are given the tools and ways of thinking 
for this quality ‘geography journey’ to begin.


High Expectations  – Teachers are key role models, who can influence the attitudes, values 
and behaviours of their pupils. (2) Teacher expectations (3) Impact of high quality teaching 
(6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the way they structure and support learning in 
geography draws directly from theories around working memory, activating prior knowledge 
etc. (all statements)
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking their own subject knowledge. 
Teacher subject knowledge is crucial (1-7)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective opportunities (1,2,6,7,11)
Adaptive Teaching  - the importance of inclusive and adaptable geography that cater for the 
needs of all (1-3)
Assessment  – using different kinds of assessment, understand prior learning to support next 
steps. (1,2,4-6)
Managing Behaviour – all children have the opportunity to experience success (4)
Professional Behaviours – (2,4,& 7) Wider contrinution, working with parents etc







Foreign Languages Curriculum Carousel


Programme of work
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Languages in primary education/ Context:
Familiarisation with documents (KS2 framework for languages, Language 
programme of Study KS2 /programmes of work).
Completion of a subject audit: identification of strengths and areas for 
development.
Introduction to the strands (Oracy /Literacy/ Intercultural Understanding).
Students are shown how to embed IU in a KS2 Language topic: á l’école : 
Comparison of French school day and English school day; use of authentic 
material to introduce and practice vocab (video, French timetables for 
primary school children, bilingual stories, displays etc.).
Students introduced to ideas for activities that could be created to develop 
IU on several topics or that can be embedded in the FL classroom such as 
celebrations/ events/ greetings/ food/etc.
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To understand the planning process: to plan and teach well-structured 
lessons which enable pupils to make progress in Modern Languages.
Learning Plan:
Tutor models a lesson on ‘clothes’ using a variety of pedagogical approaches 
and resources to introduce, consolidate and practice vocabulary and 
structures.
Students are introduced to the different building block of language 
progression: phonics/vocabulary/grammar using activities that develop 
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. Approaches to cross curricular 
opportunities and how to make MFL inclusive to all learners are a considered 
(supported with reading).
Analysis of the content of 2 French lesson plans: opportunity to discuss and 
give feedback on the structure, cross curricular links and inclusive 
approaches of each LP.
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In this phase how to embed phonics and grammar in MFL planning will be 
considered.
Students will be taught how to incorporate phonics as part of a lesson or 


how it can be taught discretely; they will be introduced to activities (L,S,R W) 
to practice different sounds in the target Language. They will also 
develop their grammatical understanding and skills and devise activities 
focusing on specific grammatical points that could be used in the classroom.
Reference to CLT will be made to support the process of language acuisition.
To prepare students for placement and to support their observations and 
involvement in MFL activities in school there is a focus on developing their 
planning skills further.


Rationale for sequence
Core Content Framework links


Examples of key literature utilised


Other useful information


British Council (No date) , Primary Language Starter Pack
Connor, J. (2017) Addressing needs and disability in the curriculum Modern 
Foreign Languages, London, Routledge.
Conti, JF., Smith, S.(2021) Memory: What every language teacher should 
know.
Ellis, P. &Harris, L . (2018) Approaches to Learning and Teaching MFL: a 
toolkit for international teachers. Cambridge university press.
Jones, J. & Coffey, S. (2012) Modern Foreign Languages from 5 to 11 
London: David Fulton : Chapter 8-9
Kirsh, C.(2008) Teaching Languages in the Primary School . Continuum 
books, London
Sharpe, K. (2001) Modern Foreign Languages in the primary school 


London: Kogan Page
Mitchell, R. &Myles, F. (2019) Learning French in the UK setting: Policy, 
classroom engagement and attainable learning outcomes. Apples – Journal 
of Applied Language Studies Vol. 13, 1, 2019, 69–93
Watts, C., Forder, C., Phillips, H. (2012) Living Languages: an integrated 
approach of teaching Foreign Languages in Primary Schools. London, 
Routledge.


Students complete their own MFL audit and identify 
areas of development , they are encouraged to set 
their own targets and put in place an Action Plan.


The beginning phase helps the students to remove preconceptions 
about Language teaching and learning and gain confidence in teaching 
FL using ‘Raising Intercultural Understanding awareness’ in the 
Language classroom as a focus. Students are made aware that 
motivational factors such as:
•pupils’ perception of the usefulness of the language and involvement 
in intercultural activities and exchanges
•discovering more about other cultures and peoples, the context in 
which the language is rooted(Ofsted, 2021), are also relevant 
to language teaching and learning.
In the developing phase, students are introduced to the planning 
process, with a focus on structuring language learning.
Tutor models a language lesson, deconstructing learning and 
demonstrating activities/practical ideas, and strategies that underpin 
effective language teaching. Opportunities for cross curricular 
approaches are discussed.
In the extending phase it is the responsibility of students to 
autonomously increase their subject knowledge, particularly on 
phonics and grammar..


High Expectations –How Pupils Learn–– Students learn 
that the way they structure and support learning in 
Languages. It draws directly from theories around 
working memory, activating prior knowledge etc. (all 
statements)
Subject and Curriculum–Teacher subject knowledge is 
crucial . Using modelling, explanations and scaffolds, 
acknowledging that novices need more structure early in 
a domain/Providing sufficient opportunity for pupils to 
consolidate and practise applying new knowledge and 
skills.
Classroom practice –Modelling helps pupils understand 
new processes and ideas; good models make abstract 
ideas concrete and accessible
(all statements)
Adaptive Teaching - Adapting teaching in a responsive 
way, including by providing targeted support to pupils 
who are struggling, is likely to increase pupil success .
Assessment – using different kinds of assessment, 
understand prior learning to support next steps.







Module code and Title: CURC 4202 & CURC 5202, 6302 Religious Education element 
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Students are taught about the unique place and nature of RE in the 
primary curriculum and the legal requirements for RE and Collective 
Worship.  
Students are invited to consider their own attitudes to religions and 
Religious Education and the baggage they bring to the subject.  
 Through interactive modelled, engaging RE lessons students reflect on 
key features of effective RE and different types of knowledge in RE 
(Ofsted2021). 
Students are introduced to different types of concepts in RE. They are 
shown how to identify and use concepts to help them plan RE lessons.  
Students complete a subject knowledge audit and are given research 
task to use recommended books and reputable websites, so they 
understand where to go to develop their own subject knowledge gaps.  


Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


The RE is sequenced to help students become confident, 
enthusiastic and capable teachers of the subject. By starting 
with the students own attitudes and barriers in the 
beginning phase we can work on any misconceptions and 
support the students to develop an enthusiasm for and 
understanding of the subject and its impact for learners. 
The key features and the theories that underpin effective 
teaching strategies are modelled and developed with 
practical ideas linked to school placements. Opportunities 
for cross curricular approaches as well as discrete RE are 
discussed in the developing phase.  
In the extending phase the responsibility moves to the 
student to autonomously increase their substantive subject 
knowledge; their understanding about ‘ways of knowing’ 
and their personal knowledge. 


High Expectations  – Teacher expectations  
Impact of high quality teaching (1-6) 
How Pupils Learn–– students learn about effective RE 
pedagogy and how to combat religious stereotypes.  (all 
statements) 
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking 
their own substantive subject knowledge. (2-5,7,8,) 
Classroom practice – students learn how to plan effective RE 
lessons (all statements) 
Adaptive Teaching   - teaching whole class RE, how to 
respond to the needs of all (1-4,5,6) 
Assessment  – using different kinds of assessment in RE, 
understand prior learning to support next steps. (1,2,4-6) 
Professional Behaviours – Teachers need to model respect 
for religions and worldviews.  
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Following the beginning placement, students are taught about unique 
aspects of planning and assessment in RE to build on their generic input 
on this in their course and on placement.  
Students look at key concepts; how to plan for progression and cross-
curricular opportunities with RE. They are encouraged to represent 
religions as diverse and global. They consider how to make RE inclusive 
to all learners.  
Students are given further research tasks to build up their substantive 
subject knowledge. They consider the role of visits and visitors to enrich 
RE teaching.  


Examples of research and evidence  Other useful information and links 
• Clarke, C. and Woodhead, L. (2018) A new settlement 


Revised :Religion and Belief in school  available at 
http://faithdebates.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/07/Clarke-Woodhead-A-New-
Settlement-Revised.pdf  


• Elton-Chalcraft, S. ed (2015) Teaching RE Creatively 
London: Routledge (2nd edition due 2023) 


• James, M & Stern, J (2019) Mastering Primary Religious 
Education. London: Bloomsbury 


• Ofsted (2021) Research Review Series: Religious 
Education. London: Ofsted.  


• Webster, M. (2010) Creative Approaches to Teaching 
Primary RE. Harlow:Pearson. 


Students audit their own knowledge of Religions and Belief 
systems and are encouraged to set personal and 
professional targets to develop their own knowledge.  
The RE input in the CURC modules supports students in 
understanding disciplinary knowledge (Ofsted 2021) in RE, 
but also develop their substantive knowledge.  
On each placement, students will have opportunities to 
observe, teach and assess RE, developing their practice over 
the three phases.  
The tutor will be available throughout their course for 
individual support and advice. 
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 In this phase there will be a focus on thematic planning, assessment and 
reflection on subject knowledge.  
To prepare students for placement and to support their observations 
and involvement in computing activities in school there is a focus on 
developing their planning skills further with a focus on thematic 
planning.   
 


 



http://faithdebates.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Clarke-Woodhead-A-New-Settlement-Revised.pdf

http://faithdebates.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Clarke-Woodhead-A-New-Settlement-Revised.pdf

http://faithdebates.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Clarke-Woodhead-A-New-Settlement-Revised.pdf
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Learn that: the Design process supports development of products ‘fit for purpose’ both functionally and aesthetically


Topic area :Textiles Make activity -Design and manufacture focus Textiles–Puppets, Bags , slippers
• The 8 step process of DT, involving disciplinary skills and knowledge, should underpin planning;
• skills from the DT toolkit are used by designers and manufacturers.
• We can progress children’s skills through careful planning in a scaffolded, structured way.
Learn how to:
• Recognise the process and tools of Design and manufacture (disciplinary understanding ) which can help children learn scientific concepts (Substantive knowledge)
• Generate DT activities to support learning and awareness of specific branches of Design and Technology namely the areas of design, materials, structures, mechanisms, electrical control and nutrition.
• Apply skills, knowledge and understanding from the National Curriculum into practice. Plan activities that reflect the process below:
CONTEXT ; INVESTIGATE and EVALUATE - Look at products that currently meet that NEED and reflect on how they might be improved ; NEEDS ANALYSIS (criteria/specification); GENERATING IDEAS – sketch and reflect on how and why these ideas may be 


suitable.; FOCUSED PRACTICAL TASKS; DESIGN AND MAKE ACTIVITY – Chose materials and processes, consider H&S then make prototypes / development products for testing.; ASSESS AND OPTIMISE- How do you determine fitness for purpose? Test and make 
improvements. PRESENTATION
• Substantive skills related to textiles such as sewing, properties of different fabrics and adhesives, etc 


Topic area: Moving Mechanisms Make activity: Pop-up books and cards
Planning :
• Cross curricular and or thematic approaches because conceptual thinking skills alone have limited value without a substantive understanding of the process, knowledge of materials or functionality and referencing of appropriate 


scientific and mathematical principles.
• Craft activities and DT are NOT the same thing.
• DT should develop the concept of the definition of quality as a product that is ‘’FIT FOR PURPOSE’. For example Products must meet an aesthetic and/or a functional need whilst being durable enough for a required life before failure.
•Using the design method creatively.
•Substantive skills related to paper engineering such as properties of different adhesives, use of craft knives and self-healing boards, etc 


•PDA Topic area: Cooking and nutrition
•Make activity: Learn to make simple savour dishes
�The national curriculum requirements in relation to food.
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Learn that: Social Constructivist principles allow children to create high quality products through structured, planned, well resourced learning experiences.
Assessment of pupils’ Conceptual Thinking skills informs teachers’ planning for classes, groups and individuals (Adaptive planning) – doing the right thing, at the right time, in the right way.


Topic area :Moving Vehicles Make activity -Design and manufacture a wheeled vehicle
� The design method (from Beginning phase)
� Wheeled vehicles Substantive knowledge fixed and loose wheels and axels
� Substantive knowledge of wood working tool use / use of reclaimed materials
� links to science i.e. friction and mathematics i.e. geometry and accurate measurement.


Topic area :Moving Vehicles Make activity – manufacture test and optimise a wheeled vehicle
� The design process brings together science, Mathematics visualisation skills and uses these when problem solving.
� Revisit the need for attention to detail and how prototyping can help make the decision-making process more useful and effective.
� Understand and use mechanical systems in their products [for example, gears, pulleys, cams, axles, levers and linkages]


Topic area : Static Structures and Environmental recycling Make activity – Using a defined amount of paper and thin card design a tall tower to take a load of 750 g.
� The methodical investigation of the stability, strength and rigidity of a structures.
� The basic objective in structural analysis and design is to produce a structure capable of resisting all applied loads without failure during its intended life
� To know how struts fail and learn how struts can be strengthened. Struts are made from paper.


U d d h  i l i   h   







Design Technology Curriculum and Sequence Document
Programme of work
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Learn that: Carefully planned sequences of activity create a curriculum which generates new, usable knowledge for children which can be retained (Medium Term Planning).
Long Term school planning allows increasingly skilful application of designerly behaviours (Disciplinary Knowledge) and retention of scientific and engineering subject knowledge (Substantive knowledge)


Topic area :Leavers & Linkages and Pneumatics Make activity – Exploring and prototyping mechanisms devised of levers & linkages and pneumatics
• Revisit the process of DT, involving disciplinary skills and knowledge, which should underpin planning;
• We can progress children’s skills through careful planning in a scaffolded, structured way.
Learn how :
• Levers, pivots, and a fulcrum can create and change movement within a mechanism.  Confidently use terminology. (Substantive knowledge)
• Precision in design and execution is essential for mechanisms to work effectively (or at all!)  Application of mathematical measuring skills to engineering projects.


Topic area: Cams and Gearing Make activity: Design and Make Cam Toy and gearing construction kits
• Develop skills with woodworking tools and materials / reclaimed materials to produce in order to teach children effective tool use techniques 
• Evaluate protentional of constructions kits such as Lego technic for teaching structures and mechanisms elements of NC
• Substantive knowledge related to topic specific vocabulary


PDA Topic area: Professional Development and meeting the Teaching Standards in DT
•Reflect upon own subject knowledge and skills in terms of DT audit and plan further actions as appropriate.


Rationale for sequence
Core Content Framework linksExamples of key literature utilised Other useful information


Develop student’s knowledge of the 
requirements for Design Technology 
and the specific subject and pedagogical 
knowledge required to teach the 
subject effectively. Students will 
recognise the complimentary 
relationship between the domains of 
behaviour management, pedagogy, 
curriculum, assessment and 
professional behaviours in relation to 
Design Technology.


Successful learning in DT Success Criteria look like:
Enabling -I CAN the working out how things work 
and why they are fit for purpose
Capability and skills I CAN draw and model and 
communicate thoughts and ideas to others 
Confidence -I CAN articulate opinions on what I 
like and dislike and state why.
Recognition- I CAN pick the appropriate tools, 
techniques and processes 
Safety Awareness- I CAN work safely
Understanding -I CAN explain how the  world 
around me works and predict change in the future
Knowledge- I CAN select materials based on their 
properties. 
Team working –-I CAN work with others to meet 
time objectives
Commitment- I CAN show commitment to a 
challenge and achieve the objective.


Richardson, R.; (1996), Planning primary 
design & technology; London:John Murray
Ball, D. L., Thames, M. H., & Phelps, G. (2008) Content 
knowledge for teachers: What makes it special? Journal of 
Teacher Education, 2008 59: 389 DOI: 
10.1177/0022487108324554 [Online] Accessible from: 
https://www.math.ksu.edu/~bennett/onlinehw/qcenter/ball
mkt.pdf.


BAYNES, K. Design education: what’s the point?. Design and 
Technology Education: An International Journal, [S.l.], v. 11, 
n. 3, may 2008. ISSN 1360-1431. Available at: 
<https://ojs.lboro.ac.uk/DATE/article/view/Journal_11.3_10
06_R


EGGLESTON, John. Design & Technology Teaching. Design & 
Technology Teaching, [S.l.], v. 24, n. 2, Aug. 2009. ISSN 0958-
3017. Available at: 
<https://ojs.lboro.ac.uk/DTT/article/view/889


Lawson, B. (2006), How designers think: the design process 
demystified, 4th ed., Oxford; Burlington, MA: 
Elsevier/Architectural.


Lim S, Lim-Ratnam C, Atencio, M. (2012) Understanding the 
Processes Behind Student Designing: Cases from Singapore. 
National Institute of Education, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore.


High Expectations  – Teacher expectations (3) Impact of high 
quality teaching of the process of design and technology (6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the design process 
followed underpins learning in DT.  It draws directly from 
theories around working memory to apply understanding of 
other subjects ( particularly science and maths)   and the 
developing of hand  skills using a range  of tools.
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking their 
own subject knowledge alongside developing an awareness  of 
how technology has progressed and is likely to develop in the 
future. Teacher subject knowledge is crucial (2-5,7,8, 9,10)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective sequences' 
of learning opportunities that lead to a defined  outcome (all 
statements)
Adaptive Teaching  - Learn how  to model and scaffold the 
learning of  skills utilising the DT process to develop creativity, 
and problem solving  through teamwork. How to respond to the 
needs of all (1-4,5,6)
Assessment  –using different kinds of assessment, understand 
prior
learning to support next steps to converge  on an understanding 


of Quality as being ‘Fit for Purpose’ (1,2,4-6)



https://www.math.ksu.edu/%7Ebennett/onlinehw/qcenter/ballmkt.pdf

https://ojs.lboro.ac.uk/DATE/article/view/Journal_11.3_1006_REF

https://ojs.lboro.ac.uk/DTT/article/view/889
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Trainees will engage with the National Curriculum requirements for the Art 
and Design curriculum through the EYFS (Early Years Foundation Stage) 2021 
statutory framework, the National Curriculum 2013 programmes of study and 
the NSEAD (National Society of Educators in Art and Design) framework. They 
will learn the essential strands for all key stages are generate ideas and 
making; media, techniques, and the visual elements; knowledge and 
evaluating. Trainees will learn that the processing skills used to develop or 
create are invention, analysis, expression, imagination, and observation and 
that these should be planned and taught alongside technical skills relating to 
specific media and processes. They will know that high quality art and design 
education will provide opportunities for children to experiment, invent and 
create and a teaching sequence model of knowledge, investigate, analysis, 
make and evaluate can be used to plan lessons which do this, and they will 
plan an art lesson using this model. They will learn that the visual elements 
are line, shape, form, space, tone, pattern, colour, and texture. Trainees will 
understand that drawing is a key exploratory tool and the importance of 
teaching it across all key stages. Also, they will be introduced to the use of 
sketchbooks to develop drawing and the processing skills of art and design. 
Trainees will then explore the technical skills of drawing and painting and 
apply their understanding of the visual elements. They will understand how 
they can teach the visual elements through drawing and painting using 
various techniques to create line and mark making. Trainees will be 
introduced to planning progression in drawing and painting and what this 
would like in children’s work 


Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


The module starts with a focus on exploring the core strands of the subject across the key stages, so trainees have a clear 
understanding of national expectations in this subject area. Attention is placed on the importance and value of the Arts and 
creativity in school and society. Therefore, high-quality learning opportunities are essential for the holistic development of children. 
• The first phase provides knowledge and understanding of the key terminology and concepts that students require to make 


sense of the Art and Design National Curriculum 2013. Students are introduced to the processing skills which are developed 
during artistic activities: invention, analysis, expression, imagination, and observation. Trainees will understand that the visual 
elements of art are shape, form, line, texture, colour, pattern, space, and tone. They will learn technical skills in drawing, 
painting and colour mixing. Students will be given hands on experience to develop their skills in these specific techniques. 
Once students have a grasp of these skills, they will then plan sequences of lessons which incorporate a make, idea, 
knowledge and evaluate teaching sequence model. Trainees will learn the value and importance of using art sketchbooks to 
develop drawing and processing skills in the Art and Design curriculum and this will be a continuous learning tool throughout 
this module. 


• During the second phase, their knowledge of Art and Design curriculum is further developed into their understanding of 
critical studies (Know about artists, architects, and designers in history) and its role and purpose in the classroom. They will 
use their knowledge the visual elements, drawing and painting and apply it to   this strand of the curriculum. Considering their 
placement, students will reflect on the management and organisation of the art and design in the school environment and 
understand how the teacher and carefully designed activities can overcome these barriers. Trainees will continue to build 
their own technical skills in print making and clay work. Trainees will develop an understanding of how sketchbooks can be 
used during these techniques. 


• The third phase develops skills in textiles as this area pulls together many visual elements. It appears in the final phase as it 
requires teacher confidence and excellent knowledge in classroom management strategies. Students will evaluate assessment 
material and strategies to measure progress in Art and Design. To finish the module trainees will explore ways to promote 
curiosity through Art and Design. 


High Expectations – Teacher 
expectations  
Impact of high-quality 
teaching (1-6) 
How Pupils Learn–– students 
learn the way to structure 
and support learning in art 
and design for pupils to 
immerse themselves in the 
subject (2, 6, 7, 9) 
Subject and Curriculum– 
Teacher subject knowledge is 
crucial (2-7) 
Classroom practice – students 
learn to plan effective art and 
design (2-4, 6-9) 
Adaptive Teaching   - 
understanding of differences 
and needs with the art and 
design environment (1, 3, 7) 
Assessment – addressing the 
iterative process of 
assessment in art and design 
(1, 2, 4, 5) Examples of research and evidence  


https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/Governor%20Guides%20-
%20Arts%2C%20Culture%20and%20Creativity.pdf 
Barnes, R. (2006) Teaching art to young children 4-9. 2nd edn. Abingdon: Routledge Falmer 
Gregory, P et al. (2020) Mastering Primary Art and Design. London: Bloomsbury Academic. Hallam, J., Das Gupta, M. 
and Lee, H. (2011) ‘Shaping children’s artwork in primary classes insights from teacher child interaction during art 
activities’ in International Journal of Early Years Education, 19 (3-4) pp 193-205. 
Hearne, S, Cox, S. and Watts, R. (2014) Readings in Primary Art Education. London: Intellect Books. 
Hope, G. (2008) Thinking and Learning Through Drawing. London: Sage. 
Key, P. & Stillman, J. (2009) Teaching Primary Art and Design, Exeter: Learning Matters. 
Ogier, S. (2017) Teaching Primary Art and Design. Learning Matters 
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Trainees will consider their experience of Art and Design in school and relate 
to their previous learning. They will reflect how the management and 
organisation of the Art and Design curriculum can develop core processing 
skills. Trainees will be made aware of the barriers to learning and how the 
planning of activities which give opportunities to experiment, invent and 
create can overcome these barriers. Alongside this, trainees will be asked to 
reflect on the role of the teacher in creating high quality Art and Design 
lessons. A focus of this phase will be the knowledge of artists strand from the 
NC programme of study. Practical work will revolve around looking at works 
of art and design by notable artists, crafts people, architects, and designers. 
Trainees will know the value of studying artists, works of art and 
understanding the historical and cultural development of art forms. Focus will 
be given to the technical skills involved in printing and clay work. Trainees will 
use their growing knowledge of the Art and Design curriculum to plan a series 
of lessons using works of art and design as a starting point. 


Other useful information and 
links 
Discussions and exemplars 
based on students' own 
experiences and observations 
of art and design on school-
based placements. 
Links made to placement 
curriculum target setting 
where appropriate. 
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In the final phase, trainees relate their previous learning to the assessment of 
art and design across the key stages. They will know that the key areas to 
assess in art and design are generating ideas, making, evaluating and 
knowledge. Trainees will reflect on the learnt knowledge of the progression 
of technical skills in the taught processes to create assessment criteria across 
Key Stage 1. They will develop technical skills in textiles and recognise 
progression of skills in this area. Finally, trainees will know the importance of 
promoting curiosity in children and learn specific ways this can be done 
through the Art and Design curriculum. 



https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/Governor%20Guides%20-%20Arts%2C%20Culture%20and%20Creativity.pdf

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/Governor%20Guides%20-%20Arts%2C%20Culture%20and%20Creativity.pdf
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Trainees will engage with the National Curriculum requirements for drama 
through the EYFS (Early Years Foundation Stage) 2021 statutory framework and 
the National Curriculum 2013 English program of study.  
They will learn about the essential strands for the primary key stages. These are: 
To appreciate and enjoy a range of different literary devices. To identify with and 
explore the different characters they encounter through a range of literature. To 
read and recite aloud with a range of intonation, volume and action. To use role-
play and improvisation to develop their writing and test the quality of their ideas. 
To become more familiar and confident in their use of language and to write for a 
range of audiences. Preparing play scripts to read aloud and perform. They will 
learn that reading, re-reading, and rehearsing poems and plays for presentation 
and performance gives pupils a wonderful opportunity to discuss language, 
including vocabulary.  
 


Rationale for sequencing: 
The teaching has a focus on exploring the core strands of the subject across the 
key stages. This is so that trainees have a clear understanding of national 
expectations in this subject area. Attention is placed on the importance of 
drama in developing pupil confidence and in providing high-quality learning 
opportunities which are essential for the holistic development of children. 
The teaching provides knowledge and understanding of the key concepts that 
students require to make sense of relevant sections of the English National 
Curriculum 2013. Students are introduced to a range of different techniques 
for using performance to explore ideas connected with the understanding of 
character in literacy. This involves thinking about motives and the connection 
between expression and different abilities and experiences. They are then 
introduced to a range of simple techniques for exploring characters they have 
begun to create through performance. 


Students are then introduced to the idea of performing and reading scripts – in 
particular, poetry and narrative that they have chosen or written for 
themselves. They are taught about using rehearsal, tone and voice and 
different actions in order to read those scripts in front of others. They are also 
taught to think about the audience and how they may engage them with the 
performance. 


Links to CCF: 
High Expectations – Teacher expectations  
Impact of high-quality teaching (1-6) 
How Pupils Learn–– students learn the way to structure 
and support learning in drama for pupils to immerse 
themselves in the subject (2, 6, 7, 9) 
Subject and Curriculum– Teacher subject knowledge is 
crucial (2-7) 
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective 
drama (2-4, 6-9) 
Adaptive Teaching   - understanding of differences and 
needs that may be addressed through drama (1, 3, 7) 
Assessment – addressing the iterative process of 
assessment in drama. Also understand how drama is 
linked to assessment in English. (1, 2, 4, 5) 
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To understand how performance can foster an appreciation of meaning. To 
perform their own compositions so that the meaning is clear to others. 
To understand how drama enables pupils with SEND to think about and consider 
the motives and perspectives of others.  
Trainees will consider and reflect on their experience of drama in school. Trainees 
will be made aware of the barriers to learning and how the planning of activities 
which give opportunities to experiment, invent and create can overcome these 
barriers. Alongside this, trainees will be asked to reflect on the role of the teacher 
in creating high quality drama lessons.  
Focus will be given to the technical skills and different conventions used in drama. 
Trainees take part in activities which model the effective use of these strategies in 
the classroom. 


 


 


 Examples of research and evidence 
Woolard B.G. (2009) Teaching Primary Drama, Routledge, London. 
Farmer, D. (2011) Learning Through Drama in the Primary Years London:  
Winston, J and Tandy, M. (2001) Beginning Drama 4 - 11 David Fulton London: 
Bloomfield. A. (2000) Teaching Integrated Arts in the Primary School: Dance, 
Drama, Music, and the Visual Arts. Fulton. London 
Carlton, J.P. (2012) Story Drama in the Special Needs Classroom Step-by-Step 
Lesson Plans for Teaching Through Dramatic Play. Jessica Kingsley.  
Chalmers, D. (2015) A practical guide to teaching drama to children in the Early 
Years Foundation Stage. Routledge 
Bailey, S. (2021) Drama for the Inclusive Classroom: Activities to Support 
Curriculum and Social-Emotional Learning. Routledge, An Eye On Education 
Book. 


Other information:  
Discussions and exemplars will be based on students' own 
experiences and observations of drama on school-based 
placements. 
Links made to placement curriculum target setting where 
appropriate. 
 


 







Curriculum focus: Music


Essential knowledge
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Trainees will engage with the National Curriculum requirements for music 
through the lens of the DfE 2021 Model Music Curriculum. They will 
understand that the four strands are: singing, listening, composing 
and musicianship.
Trainees will learn the progression of learning in each strand from Year 1-
Year 6.
In singing, trainees will learn how to teach progression in singing; vocal 
warm-ups, vocal soundscapes, chants simple songs and rounds. Trainees 
will understand how the pentatonic scale is used to develop simple 
harmony and move onto understanding triads..
They learn and apply key vocabulary: dynamics, forte, piano. Trainees use 
simple chants to understand key concepts of pulse, ostinato, and layering 
and use this knowledge to apply to developing planning a lesson
Following this, trainees apply their knowledge of vocabulary to ‘listening’. 
They develop their questioning skills to draw out musical concepts from a 
piece of music and learn how to respond to the music through graphic 
visualisation. Trainees learn that composition follows on from listening and 
learn how to use tuned and untuned percussion to develop compositions, 
playing with accuracy, fluency, control and expression. Trainees learn basic 
staff notation and how to use symbolic and staff notation to communicate 
their compositions. Trainees then apply their understanding to planning for 
progression of learning in Music. They learn how to adapt published 
planning for the needs of a range of learners and 
understand the importance of a systematic, scaffolded progression of skills, 
knowledge and understanding in music.


Rationale for sequence
Core Content Framework links


Examples of key literature utilised Other useful information


.


Trainees develop their understanding of primary Music through school-based 
learning. They consider and reflect upon the music teaching they have engaged with 
in school and compare with the music learning and teaching in centre-based 
training. They triangulate their learning through exploring further reading, materials 
such as WHAT SHOULD AN EXCELLENT PRIMARY MUSIC SESSION LOOK LIKE? 
HTTPS://MUSICEDUCATIONSOLUTIONS.CO.UK/WHAT-DOES-AN-EXCELLENT-
PRIMARY-MUSIC-LESSON-LOOK-LIKE/


Learning is planned to begin with an overview of the National Curriculum and 
Model Music Curriculum 2021. This provides the rationale for exploring the 
subject through the strands of singing, listening, composing and musicianship.
Singing is taught first and is given more time as this provides a good context for 
setting a foundation for understanding musical vocabulary and concepts that can 
then be applied to the other three strands. Following this listening is taught as a 
set of skills that provide a scaffold for composing which in turn scaffolds 
musicianship.
Students apply their growing understanding planning learning through teaching 
singing and then the other three strands provide a vehicle for planning for 
progression of learning in music through half termly plan.


Research Review series – Music. Available at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/research-review-series-music


Burak, S. (2019). Self-efficacy of pre-school and primary school pre-service 
teachers in musical ability and music teaching. International Journal of Music 
Education. 37. (2). https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0255761419833083


Burnard, P and Murphy, R. (2013). Teaching Music Creatively. London. Routledge.


Daubney, A. (2017). Teaching Primary Music. London. Sage.


High Expectations – Teacher expectations (3) Impact of high quality teaching (6)
How Pupils Learn–– students learn that the way they structure and support learning in Music 
draws directly from theories around working memory, activating prior knowledge etc. (all 
statements)
Subject and Curriculum– students are regularly checking their own subject knowledge. 
Teacher subject knowledge is crucial (2-5,7,8, 9,10)
Classroom practice – students learn to plan effective opportunities (all statements)
Adaptive Teaching - sensory needs of learners, how to respond to the needs of all (1-4,5,6)
Assessment – using different kinds of assessment, understand prior learning to support next 
steps. (1,2,4-6)
Behaviour Management – clear instruction, routine, least intrusive interventions, checking 
understanding (1,2,5)


provide a useful tool to explore, discuss and benchmark their developing 
understanding of primary Music.



https://musiceducationsolutions.co.uk/what-does-an-excellent-primary-music-lesson-look-like/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/research-review-series-music

https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0255761419833083





Subject/module curriculum sequence document Safeguarding 
This runs through the Programme management sessions linked to placement preparation 
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An introduction to safeguarding.  Prior to Beginning placement 1 students 
consider what ‘safeguarding’ is and are introduced to key legislation and 
types of abuse.  They are instructed on their role when in school as a 
trainee teacher. 
 
Students’ knowledge and understanding is further developed prior to 
Beginning placement 2.  Previous learning is recapped and developed, 
including confidentiality and information sharing.  Online safety is 
introduced and the impact of cyberbullying.  
Students are required to complete level 1 Safeguarding training (provided 
online by local authorities) and Prevent training. 


Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


Due to the sensitive nature of ‘safeguarding’, it is 
introduced at key points in students’ course and 
carefully developed throughout their studies.   


High Expectations – well-being, role 
models, trust and respect, life chances 
Subject and Curriculum – build confidence, 
secure subject knowledge, explicit teaching 
Classroom practice – questioning, 
classroom talk,  
Adaptive teaching – understanding 
difference, targeted support, 
additional/adapted support 
Managing Behaviour – secure 
environments, resilience 
Professional behaviours – professional 
development, reflective practice, 
relationships 
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Students’ knowledge and understanding of ‘safeguarding’ is reviewed and 
then further developed.  School policies relating to ‘safeguarding’ are 
considered and trainee teacher responsibilities are addressed.  Students 
explore children as individuals and as part of a family and class.  Online 
safety is further developed with a specific focus on children with SEND; 
students are also encouraged to consider their own online presence and 
how to protect themselves. 
 
Students receive Child Exploitation and On-line Protection (CEOP) training 
to enhance their knowledge and understanding of safeguarding, child 
protection and online safety.  Once completed the students can access the 
ThinkUKnow resources to use in their own teaching. 
 


Examples of research and evidence  Other useful information and links 


Keeping Children Safe in Education (DfE, 2021) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-
children-safe-in-education--2 
What to do if you’re worried a child is being abused - 
Advice for practitioners  (DfE, 2015) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/what-
to-do-if-youre-worried-a-child-is-being-abused--2 
Statutory Framework for the EYFS (DfE, 2021) – 
Section 3 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-
years-foundation-stage-framework--2   
Cumbria Safeguarding Children Partnership  
https://www.cumbriasafeguardingchildren.co.uk/ 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
http://www.unicef.org.uk/Documents/Publication-
pdfs/UNCRC_summary.pdf 
NSPCC Information for Teachers 
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/safeguarding-child-
protection-schools/teaching-resources-lesson-plans 
The Troubled Families Programme (England)  (2020) 
file:///C:/Users/metca/Downloads/CBP-7585%20(4).pdf 


Students are required to undertake specific 
tasks prior to placement, such as 
downloading and reading ‘Keeping Children 
Safe in Education’ and printing part 1 to 
keep in placement folder.  These tasks have 
to be shared with the personal tutor at pre-
placement tutorials. 
 
Safeguarding sessions are either embedded 
within PLCC or LLTR modules. 
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Students are reminded of their responsibilities regarding safeguarding 
during pre-placement lectures. 
 
Students are also advised to undertake FGM online training to ensure they 
are aware of the signs and know what to do and where to get support. 


 



https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/what-to-do-if-youre-worried-a-child-is-being-abused--2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/what-to-do-if-youre-worried-a-child-is-being-abused--2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2

https://www.cumbriasafeguardingchildren.co.uk/

http://www.unicef.org.uk/Documents/Publication-pdfs/UNCRC_summary.pdf

http://www.unicef.org.uk/Documents/Publication-pdfs/UNCRC_summary.pdf

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/safeguarding-child-protection-schools/teaching-resources-lesson-plans

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/safeguarding-child-protection-schools/teaching-resources-lesson-plans
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Links to INCC modules Rationale for sequencing Links to CCF 


This module in the final year builds on the INCC 
modules (subject specialism modules) across the 
programme. This enhancement module gives trainees 
the opportunity to develop their understanding of 
teaching, and learning through the lens of their 
specific subject, aspect or phase. 
 
See INCC modules for sequence details. 
 students individually research an aspect of the 
enhancement in more detail in this module. 


High expectations: clear expectations, mutual trust 
How children learn – working memory, prior knowledge, purposeful practice 
and worked examples 
Subject and curriculum: misconceptions, critical thinking, building 
confidence, developing schemata, context 
Classroom Practice – scaffolds, questioning, steps, talk, practice 
Adaptive Teaching: SEND code, pupil difference, responsive teaching 
Assessment: assessment decisions, feedback, informing planning 
Managing Behaviour: Routines, environment, regulation, motivation 
Professional Behaviours: Professional Relationships, communication  
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Links to INCC modules 


Examples of research and evidence  Other useful information and links 


A wide range of suitable literature and research will 
be referred to and used. This is focussed on the aspect 
chosen, e.g. 
Laar, B. and Holderness, J. (2018) Reclaiming the 
Curriculum; Specialist and Creative Teaching in 
Primary Schools 
Sherrington, T. (2019) Rosenshine’s Principles in 
Action 
Waite, S (2011) Children Learning Outside the 
Classroom from Birth to eleven 
Cohen, L. (2018) Research methods in education  
Wisker, G. (2019) The undergraduate research 
handbook 


 
Visits to suitable educational sites and settings to develop the trainees 
understanding are included.  
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A small-scale research project falls within the need to ‘critique 
the range and nature of some of the major current issues’ 
related to the enhancement areas 
 
A culmination of research skills developed throughout the 
degree and across all modules especially the study skills within 
core ESTC/INCC modules and research.  
 
An expectation of independent study demonstrating application 
of learnt research skills to an extended study and ability to 
relate theory to practice in a structured and insightful manner, 
deepening understanding of the chosen enhancement area. 
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Programme: 4-year Campus Based Year 1 Subject: MAEA4001 English  Subject team: MC, KP, ME, SS, DG, HJ, 
DZ, SB 



Session Learn that/about – subject knowledge  Learn how to – pedagogical 
knowledge  



Evidence Base Rationale 



1 
 



Lecture – introduction to the module 



2 
 



The importance of oral communication: 
 
The importance, function and development of language 
in children and in relation to education. 
 
How oracy is presenting in the Early Years Foundation 
Stage Curriculum. 
 
A range of material to develop oracy in the classroom. 



Translate the presentation of oracy 
in the National Curriculum into 
more focused teaching. 
 
Use a range of activities to develop 
oracy in the classroom. 
 
Adapt our teaching of oracy to 
meet the needs of children with 
English as an Additional Language 
(EAL). 



Weisleder A and Fernald A. ‘Talking to children 
matters: Early language experience strengthens 
processing and builds vocabulary' Psychological 
Science 2013: volume 24, issue 11, pages 2143-2152 
 
The Reading Framework (2021) section 2 Language 
Comprehension: Developing Talk pp 19-27.  
 
Waugh, D. et al (2020) Primary English for Trainee 
Teachers – chapter 2 ‘Speaking and Listening: 
Spoken Language’ by Wendy Joliffe  
 
Bearne, E., & Reedy, D. (2018) Teaching Primary 
English Part 1 Spoken Language  
 
Medwell, J., et al (2017) Primary English: Teaching 
Theory and Practice – chapter 4 ‘speaking and 
listening: developing talk in the primary classroom’ 
 
Medwell, J., et al (2017) Primary English: Knowledge 
and Understanding – chapter 2 ‘Spoken English and 
Standard English’ and chapter 4 ‘the acquisition of 
language’ 



Spoken language underpins the whole of 
the English (and wider) curriculum. It is 
all-pervasive and that is why we are 
starting there:  
“A language-rich environment is one in 
which adults talk with children 
throughout the day. The more children 
take part in conversations, the more they 
will understand once they can read and 
the more vocabulary and ideas they will 
have to draw on when they can write…  
…Spoken language runs through the 
national curriculum programmes of study 
for English and all seven areas of learning 
and development in the revised Early 
Years Foundation Stage statutory 
framework.” -The Reading Framework 
(2021) p.20 



3 
 



Preparation for placement: 
 
What we might be observing and doing on our first 
placement in relation to English. 
 
The rationale for sharing stories for children. 



Select stories to share. 
 
Share stories. 
 
Engage children in the story 
sharing experience. 



Harrison-Palmer (2020) 
 
The Reading Framework (2021) Teaching the 
Foundations of Literacy 
 
Pie Corbett 
http://webfronter.com/lewisham/primarycommunit
y/menu1/Writing/Talk_for_Writing/Booktalk_by_Pie
_Corbett  



Sharing stories is a key way to engage 
children in reading for pleasure. 
 
There is a strong association between 
reading for pleasure and academic 
success. 
 
Therefore, it is important that we 
 □ Choose the right story and, 
 □ Present it in the most engaging way 
we can  
□ Understand that stories can both act as 
the starting point for learning and as a 
means of bringing pleasure 





http://webfronter.com/lewisham/primarycommunity/menu1/Writing/Talk_for_Writing/Booktalk_by_Pie_Corbett


http://webfronter.com/lewisham/primarycommunity/menu1/Writing/Talk_for_Writing/Booktalk_by_Pie_Corbett


http://webfronter.com/lewisham/primarycommunity/menu1/Writing/Talk_for_Writing/Booktalk_by_Pie_Corbett
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The Reading Experience: 
 
The importance of reading. 
 
The nature of reading. 
 
The complexity of reading comprehension. 
 
The different means of developing reading 
comprehension. 
 



Distinguish and construct different 
types of reading comprehension 
questions. 
 



Waugh et al Primary English for Trainee Teachers Ch. 
4 Reading 
 
Medwell et al Teaching Theory and Practice Ch. 5 
Teaching reading at and before KS1 
 
Bearne & Reedy Teaching Primary English Chs. 5 
Perspectives on Reading, 6 
Reading for pleasure, 8 Comprehension 
 
Tennent Understanding Reading Comprehension Ch. 
1 Locating Reading & 2 Locating Comprehension 
 
DfE (2021) The reading Framework: Teaching the 
foundations of literacy.  
 
Education Endowment Foundation (2020) Improving 
Literacy in Key Stage 1: 
Guidance Report. London: EEF  
 
Rose, J. (2006) Independent Review of the Teaching 
of Early Reading. London:DfES 
  
Wyse, D. and Styles, M. (2007) Synthetic phonics and 
the teaching of reading: the debate surrounding 
England's ‘Rose Report’  Literacy, Vol.41 Iss.1 pp. 35-
42  



The importance of reading and reading 
comprehension are the key concepts in 
this module and so this is where 
semester 2 work starts. 
 
The session works from the didactic to 
discursive and finally applied approach, 
embodying neo-Vyygotsian theory. 
 



5  
 



The Effective Teaching of Reading: 
 
How reading comprehension strategies might be taught, 
focusing on a whole class approach. 
 
The importance of reading fluency and its relation to 
reading comprehension. 
 
 



Develop a whole class reading 
session to start a lesson. 
 
Consider the selection of an age 
appropriate book to match both 
the interests of the class and 
requirements of the objectives 
being addressed. 
 
Apply the pedagogy of whole class 
teaching. 



Tennent section 2 Practices Chs. 9-11 
 
Waugh et al Ch. 4 Reading 
  
Medwell et al (Teaching Theory and Practice) Ch. 9 
Developing Reading comprehension 
 
Bearne & Reedy – Ch. 5 Perspectives on reading 
 
EEF Guidance Reports for EY, KS1 and KS2  



We are moving from conceptual to 
pedagogic knowledge in this session. 
 
Having established the importance of 
reading and begun to explore the 
complexity of reading comprehension, 
we will explore how it might be taught. 
 
This session will give you models on 
which you can build to develop your own 
whole class, shared reading session. 
 
Your 10 minute group session will, in 
turn, be further developed into your 
own, individual whole lesson plan. 
 



6 
 



Preparation for the mini-teach: 
 



  This session build on the previous 
sessions developing your conceptual and 











 
 



What constitutes a quality text. 
 
Planning 



pedagogic knowledge and offers you an 
opportunity to apply and extend what 
you have learned in a planning exercise. 
 
This exercise is deliberately constructed 
as a collaborative one following a social 
constructivist teaching model: you will 
develop your plan collectively and have 
your ideas challenged, developed and 
extended by your peers. This reflects how 
you might ask your class to work. 
 
You will deliver this plan in a future 
session and be given formative feedback, 
allowing you to reflect on and modify 
your work – much as you would do in the 
classroom. 



7 Grammar and Punctuation subject knowledge audit 
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Including all Learners and SPaG target setting: 
 
The nature and extent of inclusion in general and in 
relation to English. 
 
The nature of Speech, Language and Communication 
needs (SLCN) and how these might be addressed in 
English. 
Understand how specific planning and teaching can 
support EAL children’s development. 
 
Relate this to your planning for the assessment. 



Set targets to develop areas of our 
subject knowledge. 
 
Adapt our English teaching to meet 
the needs of all learners. 



Alexander, R. (2012) Children, their World, their 
Education. Final Report and Recommendations of the 
Cambridge Primary Review London & New York: 
Routledge 
 
Conteh, J. (2015) The EAL Teaching Book London: 
Sage 
 
EAL NEXUS   Pedagogic principles and teaching 
resources   https://ealresources.bell-
foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-
learners  
 
National Association for Language Development In 
the Curriculum (NALDIC) https://naldic.org.uk/ 
 
Spencer, V. (2013)  ‘How do we effectively meet the 
needs of children with EAL in the classroom?’ 
Available at http://www.consider-ed.org.uk/how-do-
we-effectively-meet-the-needs-of-children-with-eal-
in-the-classroom/  Accessed March 2017. 



This is our opportunity to review your 
punctuation and grammar audit and set 
subject knowledge targets that will be 
taken account of as your set targets for 
and move into your beginning placement. 
 
With an increasingly secure knowledge of 
the nature of reading and reading 
comprehension and associated 
pedagogy, we can now explore how that 
pedagogy may be adapted to meet 
diverse needs. 
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Philosophy for Children: 
 
The origins and aims of P4C. 
 
The main principles and practice of P4C. 



Create a positive environment 
where children feel safe and 
confident to enquire together in 
P4C. 
 



Cam, P (2006): 20 Thinking Tools: Collaborative 
Inquiry for the Classroom. Camberwell,  
Victoria: Australian Council for Educational Research 
Press  
 



We have been learning about Philosophy 
for Children which is a long-established 
approach to teaching that helps to 
develop children’s oracy and thinking 
skills, as well as benefitting their self-





https://ealresources.bell-foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-learners


https://ealresources.bell-foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-learners


https://ealresources.bell-foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-learners


https://naldic.org.uk/


http://www.consider-ed.org.uk/how-do-we-effectively-meet-the-needs-of-children-with-eal-in-the-classroom/


http://www.consider-ed.org.uk/how-do-we-effectively-meet-the-needs-of-children-with-eal-in-the-classroom/


http://www.consider-ed.org.uk/how-do-we-effectively-meet-the-needs-of-children-with-eal-in-the-classroom/








 
 



 
The benefits of P4C for children’s learning, in developing 
their oracy skills. 



Use P4C as an approach to help 
develop high quality oral language 
and thinking skills. 
 
Recognise the sequence of steps in 
the P4C process and value each of 
them. 



Fisher, R (2009): Creative Dialogue. Abingdon: 
Routledge  
Fisher, R (2013): Teaching Thinking (4th Edition). 
London: Bloomsbury  
 
Gaut, B & Gaut, M (2012): Philosophy for Young 
Children. Abingdon: Routledge  
 
Haynes, J (2002): Children as Philosophers: Learning 
Through Enquiry and Dialogue in the Primary 
Classroom. Abingdon: Routledge/Falmer  
 
Hymer, B & Sutcliffe, R (20 12): P4C Pocketbook. 
Alresford: Teachers’ Pocketbooks 
 
Lipman, M (1993): Thinking Children and Education. 
Iowa, USA: Kendall Hunt Publishing Company  
 
Prescott, G. (2015) Creative Thinking and Dialogue: 
P4C and the Community of Enquiry in Elton-Chalcraft, 
S. (Ed.) Teaching Religious Education Creatively. 
Abingdon: Routledge.  
 
Prescott, G. (2017) Challenging Assumptions and 
Making Progress in Anderson, B (Ed.) Philosophy for 
Children: Theory and Praxis in Teacher Education. 
Abingdon: Routledge.   



esteem and confidence.  Through 
experiencing the approach as a 
participant, you will be able to 
understand more clearly how it works in 
practice.  Although P4C is not part of the 
curriculum as such, it is a valuable 
approach to help you deliver the 
curriculum in a way that engages the 
children as active rather than passive 
learners. 



10 Assessing Reading: 
 
The EAEY4001 English assignment. 
 
The structure of a UoC lesson plan. 
 
The nature of assessment and how it relates to 
- Our lesson plan for the assessment (formative) 
- The assessment of reading (summative in relation 



to statutory assessment of reading) 



Complete a UoC plan. 
 
Integrate formative assessment 
into planning for English. 



Waugh et al Chs. 14 Planning for Delivery & 15 
Assessment 
 
 Medwell et al Teaching Theory and Practice Ch.15 
Assessing English 
 
Bearne & Reedy. Introduction & Ch. 9 Describing and 
assessing progress in reading  
 
DfE The Reading Framework – Assessment (p61-65) 
 



This session will help to build from your 
collaborative whole class reading session 
to an individual lesson plan for the 
assignment. 
 
We are now at the stage where you have 
explored the nature of reading and 
reading comprehension and been 
introduced to and explored approaches 
to teaching this aspect of English. 
 
Our focus is now on your planning and 
the role of assessment. 
 
Following this session, you will be in a 
position to address all aspects of your 
assignment. 
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Preparation for placement: 
 
Possible approaches to teaching English on your 
forthcoming placement, reminding you of what we have 
covered that might help you. 
 
The relation of this module to the requirements of the 
Beginning placement. 
 
The location of the Beginning placement paperwork and 
how to access it. 



Begin to plan lesson sequences, 
based on our experience of 
teaching single lessons. 



 This session will support you in preparing 
for Beginning placement in relation to 
the teaching of English. 



Beginning Placement 1 
During your first two weeks in school, you have the opportunity to observe teaching and learning in English (particularly Spoken Language and Reading), ask questions (of the teacher and children) and reflect on 
how your learning in university sessions links to your observations in the classroom. 
Engage with the following: 



• How do the teachers use, control, and encourage talk? 
• Engage in talk, e.g., question, probe, present challenges though role-play, drama, talk partners, group discussions. 
• How are books used in the classroom? 
• Observe shared and small group focused (guided) reading and discuss with the teacher. 
• Select and read/share a book with the whole class.  EY/KS1 – picture book; KS2 – short story, novel.  You may want to start with a small group and build up to the whole class. 



 
Beginning Placement 2 
The focus for this module has been Spoken Language and Reading, therefore your teaching should also try to focus on these areas. 



• Work with and adopt, share and work towards adapting mentors planning 
• Begin to produce individual plans that identify clear learning outcomes, activities, assessment opportunities and organisation.  You may want to start with planning for individual learners and build up 



to small groups and eventually whole class. 
 



 



 



 



 



 



Year 2 



Programme: 4-year Campus Based Subject: MAEA5001  Subject team: MC, KP, ME, SS, DG, 
HJ, DZ, SB 











 
 
Session Learn that/about – subject knowledge  Learn how to – pedagogical 



knowledge  
Evidence Base Rationale 



1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Introductory lecture: 
 
The nature and complexity of writing 
 
Motivation for writing. 
 
Purpose of writing. 
 
Approaches to teaching writing 
 
Text types 
 
Writing in the National Curriculum 
 
The Simple View of Writing  



 What is the research evidence on 
writing? Education Standards Research 
Team, Department for Education Ref: 
DFE-RR238 ISBN: 978-1- 78105-144-3 © 
Department for Education November 
2012  
 
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 Literacy 
Guidance Reports 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.
org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/  
 
Changing How Writing Is Taught Steve 
Graham First Published May 22, 2019 
Research Article 
https://doi.org/10.3102/0091732X18821
125  
 
What Works Clearinghouse, 2012;  
 
Gillespie and Graham, 2010; Andrews et 
al, 2009; Santangelo and Olinghouse, 
(2009) 
https://writing4pleasure.com/2020/09/1
0/the-dfe-and-writing-for-pleasure-what-
happened-and-what-should-happen-
next/  
 
Young, R., (2019) What is it Writing For 
Pleasure teachers do that makes the 
difference?The Goldsmiths’ Company & 
The University Of Sussex: UK [Online] 
Available at:writing4pleasure.com 
 



This module will focus on 
developing you as a teacher of 
English. 
It will enable you to identify key 
principles and practices in the 
teaching of English in the primary 
school. 
The focus will be on the 
knowledge and application of the 
teaching of writing, including how 
it links to oral communication 
and building on your previous 
work on reading. 





https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/


https://doi.org/10.3102/0091732X18821125


https://doi.org/10.3102/0091732X18821125








 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



Muijs, D. and Bokhove, C. (2020). 
Metacognition and Self-Regulation: 
Evidence Review. London: Education 
Endowment Foundation. 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.
org.uk/evidence-summaries/evidence-
reviews/metacognition-and-self-
regulation-review/ 



2  
 



Early writing and mark making: 
The developmental stages in writing, 
from role-play to proficiency 
The range of materials required to 
develop early writing 
 
Handwriting 



Support and encourage children 
in their development as writers 
 
Address barriers to progress as 
writers. 
 
Approaches to the teaching of 
handwriting 



 Students will learn that writing 
develops through a number of 
stages which need to be 
identified and supported. 
This session forms an important 
context for the following 
sessions. 



3 
 



Reading into writing: 
Quality writing arises from quality 
reading 
 
The role of texts as models for student 
writing 
 
Modelled, shared supported and 
independent writing 
 
The nature of kennings 



Plan and teach writing, based on 
prior reading in a careful 
sequence, over time 
 
Use a neo-Vygotskian model of 
scaffolded teaching to approach 
pupil independence 
 
Use success criteria to develop 
quality writing through self and 
peer assessment 



Medwell J., Wray, D., Moore, G., Griffiths, 
V. (2014)  Primary English, Knowledge 
and Understanding, Sage 



To demonstrate that writing does 
not occur in isolation and that all 
lessons are links in a chain: 
backwards to prior learning and 
forwards to subsequent learning 
 
To develop personal engagement 
and enthusiasm for writing via 
the student’s participation in the 
writing process (writing 
kennings). 
 
This session also models the 
planning process that students 
are asked to undertake as part of 
the assessment 



4 
 



Fiction Writing: 
A range of genres/text types. 
 
How particular skills can be supported 
within the writing process. 



Develop confidence in teaching 
different genres through speaking 
& listening and reading & writing. 
 



https://nha-
handwriting.org.uk/handwriting/ 
 
DfE (2021) The reading framework: 
Teaching the foundations of literacy 



To develop personal learning and 
reflection. 
 
To develop students as writers 
 





https://nha-handwriting.org.uk/handwriting/


https://nha-handwriting.org.uk/handwriting/








 
 



 Develop work on texts and their 
language features within shared 
writing. 
 
Stimulate writing  



 
Ofsted (2017). ‘Bold beginnings: The 
Reception curriculum in a sample of good 
and outstanding primary schools 
 
Medwell J., Wray, D., Moore, G., Griffiths, 
V. (2014)  Primary English, Knowledge 
and Understanding, Sage 



To develop knowledge and 
understanding of a range of 
genres and language features. 
 
To understand the role of shared 
writing – being creative. 
 
 
To develop the skill of 
modelling/scaffolding writing and 
developing children’s 
independence for different 
abilities and needs. 



5 
 



Non-fiction writing: 
The main non-fiction text types and 
language features. 
 
Ways to meet different abilities and 
needs in classroom practice. 
 
How particular skills can be supported 
within the writing process. 
 
The importance of contextualised 
grammar teaching 



Develop confidence in teaching 
writing in a range of non-fiction 
genres, making links between 
reading and writing. 
 
Identify and teach grammar 
elements of particular text types 
 
Develop work on texts and their 
language features within guided 
writing, including models and 
approaches such as : Extending 
Interactions with Non-Fiction 
Texts; Directed Activities Related 
to Text 
 



EXIT model 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.11
11/j.1467-9345.1995.tb00131.x/abstract 
 
Gilbert, I (2002) Essential Motivation in 
the Classroom London: Routledge Falmer 
 
Lewis, M Chapter 10 Exploring Non-
Fiction Texts Creatively; in  
 
Cremin, T (2009) Teaching English 
Creatively Oxford: Routledge); 
 
Mallett, M (2007) Active encounters: 
Inspiring young readers and writers of 
non-fiction 4 -11 UKLA www.ukla.org; 
 
Mallett, M (1992) Making Facts Matter: 
Reading Non-fiction 5 – 11. London: Paul 
Chapman 
Palmer, S.,  ‘Writing Across the 
Curriculum 



To develop personal learning and 
reflection. 
 
To develop knowledge and 
understanding of a range of 
genres and language features. 
 
To understand the role of shared 
writing – being creative. 
 
To develop the skill of 
modelling/scaffolding writing and 
developing children’s 
independence for different 
abilities and needs. 
 





http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9345.1995.tb00131.x/abstract


http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9345.1995.tb00131.x/abstract


http://www.ukla.org/








 
 



6 
 



Grammar: 
The nature of grammar 
 
The purpose of teaching spelling, 
grammar and punctuation. 
 
Word level grammar 
 
The debate on teaching grammar 
discretely and/or in context. 
 
The need to develop deep personal 
subject knowledge (marking and target 
setting following audit) 
 
Role of Spelling 
Grammar and Punctuation subject 
knowledge audit 
 



Approach the teaching of 
grammar through engaging 
activity. 
 
Word level focus 
 
Approaches to teaching spelling 



Waugh, D., Warner, C. and Waugh, R. 
(2013) Teaching Grammar, Punctuation 
and Spelling in the Primary School. 
London: Sage. 
 
Copping, A (2016) Being Creative in 
Primary English London: Sage 
 
Cremin, T (2015) Teaching English 
Creatively Oxon: Routledge 
 
 Medwell et al (Knowledge and 
Understanding) Ch.7 The Grammar of the 
Sentence in Standard English & Ch.8 The 
Components of Sentences 
 
Bearne & Reedy. Chapter14 Grammar 
and Punctuation 
 
Corbett, P. & Strong, J (2016) Jumpstart! 
Grammar 
 
Wyse, D. et al (2022) Grammar and 
Writing in England’s National Curriculum 



The core of this module aims to 
develop students understanding 
of the nature of writing, the 
writing process and how to teach 
it effectively. A key element of 
this is SPaG as mastery of 
grammar and punctuation 
facilitates clear communication in 
writing, hence the focus on the 
audit, 2 grammar sessions, mini 
teach preparation and delivery of 
the mini-teach. 
The delivery of these two 
sessions addresses both the 
pedagogy of grammar teaching 
and students’ own subject 
knowledge 



7 
 



Exploring Poetry: 
The main poetic text types and language 
features. 
The role that oral interaction [including 
reading aloud, reciting, performing and 
learning by heart] poems in developing 
pupils’ response to and appreciation of 
poetry.  
Ways to consider creativity in classroom 
practice. 
How s can be supported within the 
writing process. 
 



Experience the use of a writing 
frame to scaffold writing 
 
Teach writing in a range of poetic 
styles, making links between 
reading, writing and spoken 
language. 
 
Consider creativity in classroom 
practice. 



Brownjohn, S, (1994) To Rhyme or not to 
Rhyme?   
 
Chambers, A. in ‘Tell me: Children’s 
reading and talk  
 
Corbett, P. (2008) Jumpstart! Poetry.  
 
Cremin, T. (2015). Teaching English 
Creatively 2nd ed’n. London. Routledge  
 
Myhill D(2001) Using talk to scaffold 
pupils’ learning 



To develop personal learning and 
reflection. 
 
To develop students as writers 
 
To develop knowledge and 
understanding of a range of 
poetic forms and language 
features identified. 
 
To understand the role of shared 
writing – being creative. 
 











 
 



To develop the skill of 
modelling/scaffolding writing and 
consider how to plan for learning. 



8 
 



Drama and playscripts: 
The use of drama to develop 
comprehension and writing  
 
Why drama is valuable. 
 
The conventions of play scripts. 
 
The challenges of conveying an entire 
story mainly through dialogue. 
 
The importance of separating 
composition from preparation and 
performance. 



Use drama techniques (freeze 
frame, thought tracking, time 
out, talk partners, conscience 
alley, hot-seating) to develop 
comprehension and as a prelude 
to writing 
 
Identify and meet the challenges 
of conveying an entire story 
mainly through dialogue. 
 
The role of roleplay in script 
generation/drafting 
The importance of moving from 
composition into subsequent 
preparation and performance. 
 



Day, A. (2011) Drama sessions for primary 
schools and drama clubs . 1st ed. London: 
Routledge. doi:10.4324/9780203827307 
 
Baldwin, P. (2008)The Primary Drama 
Handbook; Sage   
 
Clements, J., Tobin, M. 
(2021)Understanding and Teaching 
Primary English; Sage 
  
Cremin, T. et al (2009) Jumpstart! Drama. 
 



This session links back to the Y1 
module in its focus on the use of 
text and drama to develop depth 
of understanding before moving 
on to consider drama/role play as 
a basis for their own writing 
 
To develop knowledge and 
understanding of the role and 
conventions of playscripts. 
 
To develop students as writers 
To understand the role of oral 
rehearsal and being creative. 
 



9 
 



Planning a unit of work and Assessing 
writing for inclusion: 
 
The purpose of planning teaching and 
learning in English. 
 
Assessment, its purposes and benefits - 
revision 
 
Formative and summative assessment 
processes 
 
Current policy on writing assessment. 



Plan to ensure children are 
moving on in their learning. 
 
Demonstrate you are meeting 
staged expectations. 
 
Reflect on your own and 
children’s learning. 
 
Consider marking and feedback. 
 
Identify progression against key 
criteria. 
 



Placement documentation 
 
NLT (2017) Transforming Writing: 12 key 
classroom approaches 
 
Bearne, E. (2017) Assessing children’s 
written texts: a framework for equity. 
Literacy, 54(2) pp74-83 
 
Eliminating unnecessary workload around 
marking (OFSTED 2015) 
 
 Early years foundation stage profile 
handbook (2022) 
 
Final report of the Commission on 
Assessment without Levels (2015) 



To begin to use knowledge and 
understanding of English (from 
this module and first year 
module) to plan for children’s 
learning when on placement. 
 
To have an understanding of the 
role of assessment to: 



• inform planning and 
learning 



• track progress 
• identify priorities 



 











 
 



 
Teacher Assessment Frameworks at the 
End of KS1 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/g
overnment/uploads/system/uploads/atta
chment_data/file/740343/2018 
 
Teacher Assessment Frameworks at the 
End of KS2 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/g
overnment/uploads/system/uploads/atta
chment_data/file/740345/2018-
19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_
the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf 
 
Statutory framework for the early years 
foundation stage (2021) 



Developing Placement  
Engage with:  



• Statutory and non-statutory guidance in the teaching of English  
• How the application of research and policy in the classroom impact on pupils’ learning  
• What creative approaches support learning in English, including through ICT  



  
The expectation for the teaching of English:  



• adapt/develop/update medium term, weekly, individual lesson plans to support and sustain teaching for all learners  
• sustain learners’ interest and engagement in age/ability appropriate learning activities that meet intended learning outcomes  
• plan and carry out formative and summative assessment to inform next steps in learning and teaching to support pupils’ progress in writing  



Where possible develop plans for a unit of English that work from Reading through to Writing with Spoken Language supporting all aspects.  The unit should produce an 
outcome (related to ‘writing’) and should either incorporate, or work alongside discrete, small group focused (guided) reading, spelling, grammar and punctuation teaching 
and learning. 
  
 



 



Year 3 





https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/2018


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/2018


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/2018


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf








 
 



Programme: 4-year Campus Based Subject: MAEA9001 English  Subject team: MC, KP, ME, SS, 
DG, HJ, DZ, SB 



Session Learn that/about – subject 
knowledge  



Learn how to – pedagogical 
knowledge  



Evidence Base Rationale 
 



 At the start of the module all students will take part in a subject knowledge audit.  Based on the outcome of the audit, 15-minute starter sessions will be 
delivered during each session below.  The content of these starter sessions will not be outlines until after the audit.  
 



1 What will this module teach and how 
is it organised and assessed? 
 
Introduction to the module. 
Module ILOs, module sessions and 
structure, formative assessment 
requirements, placement activities.  
 



Access materials on Bb, 
engage with module reading 
list. Learn how to make 
sense of the ILOs.  



N/A This introductory session helps 
to set the module up smoothly, 
so trainees have access to all 
relevant materials and 
understand where this module 
lies in their overall English 
Curriculum.  



2 Why is Subject Knowledge so 
important? 
 
Secure subject knowledge helps 
teachers to motivate pupils and teach 
effectively. 
 
Research shows that teachers’ subject 
knowledge has a great impact on 
children’s outcomes.  
 
Whose responsibility is it to develop 
my subject knowledge? 
 
It is the responsibility of each trainee / 
teacher to continually develop subject 
knowledge to be able to teach 
effectively.  
 
It is also the school leadership’s 
responsibility to support trainees/ 
teachers to develop subject 



To learn how to prioritise 
subject knowledge 
development. 
 
To learn how to take 
ownership over subject 
knowledge development.  



Hattie, J., 2008. Visible learning: A synthesis 
of over 800 meta-analyses relating to 
achievement. routledge. 
https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-
influences-effect-sizes-learning-
achievement/ 
 
Coe, R., Rauch, C.J., Kime, S. and Singleton, 
D., 2020. Great teaching toolkit: evidence 
review. 
https://evidencebased.education/great-
teaching-toolkit-evidence-review/ 
 
Coe, R., Aloisi, C., Higgins, S. and Major, L.E., 
2014. What makes great teaching? review of 
the underpinning research. 
https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/10/What-Makes-
Great-Teaching-REPORT.pdf 
 
Rosenshine, B., 2012. Principles of 
instruction: Research-based strategies that 



It is important that trainees 
understand the real impact that 
their own subject knowledge 
has on teaching and learning. 
This should be the driver for 
trainees to be motivated to 
reduce gaps in subject 
knowledge and to develop 
confidence. 





https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/


https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/


https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/


https://evidencebased.education/great-teaching-toolkit-evidence-review/


https://evidencebased.education/great-teaching-toolkit-evidence-review/


https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/What-Makes-Great-Teaching-REPORT.pdf


https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/What-Makes-Great-Teaching-REPORT.pdf


https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/What-Makes-Great-Teaching-REPORT.pdf








 
 



knowledge and to identify any school 
needs. 



all teachers should know. American 
educator, 36(1), p.12. 



3 What do we mean by Subject 
Knowledge? 
 
English subject knowledge is more 
than just understanding spelling, 
punctuation, and grammar.  
 
There are many aspects to our English 
subject knowledge: 
 
Subject knowledge of resources: 
trainees should know how to find 
great children’s literature to use at 
different ages and levels.  
 
Pedagogical subject knowledge: 
Trainees should know; How do 
children learn to read, how does 
writing skills develop, the stages of 
language development. (This is 
recapping from 1st and 2nd year) 
 
Standard English – our own use of and 
how to teach, model and reinforce it. 
 
Subject knowledge of progression, 
achievement, and attainment – The 
various stages and development of 
speaking, listening reading and 
writing. 



To identify different aspects 
of subject knowledge.  
 
To identify which aspects of 
subject knowledge are 
strengths and need 
development.  



Bearne, D. & Reedy, E., 2017. Teaching 
Primary English: Subject Knowledge and 
Classroom Practice 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publicatio
ns/curriculum-research-review-series-
english/curriculum-research-review-series-
english 
 
Twiselton, S., 2006. The problem with 
English: the exploration and development of 
student teachers' English subject knowledge 
in primary classrooms. Literacy, 40(2), pp.88-
96. 
 
Patmore, M., Woodhouse, S., Petronzi, R. 
and Mosey, C., 2021. Fundamental English 
and Mathematics Skills for Trainee Teachers. 
SAGE. 
 
https://clpe.org.uk/blog/investing-teacher-
subject-knowledge-improving-pedagogy-
practice-and-progress-your-school 
 
 



Before trainees can truly 
identify where the gaps in their 
subject knowledge lie, they 
need to understand the 
different aspects of subject 
knowledge. All too often 
trainees focus on grammar as 
an area of development, but 
this can often distract trainees 
from equally important 
knowledge.  



4 How do we assess our own Subject 
Knowledge? Part 1 
 
Reflection is an important part of 
developing our subject knowledge.  



Draw out strengths and 
areas for development in 
English.  
 



Ewens, T. (2019) Reflective Primary 
Teaching: Meeting the Teachers’ Standards 
throughout your professional career (Critical 
Teaching). 
 



It is important for trainees to 
take responsibility for their own 
subject knowledge 
development and understand 
the implications of their subject 





https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/curriculum-research-review-series-english/curriculum-research-review-series-english


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/curriculum-research-review-series-english/curriculum-research-review-series-english


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/curriculum-research-review-series-english/curriculum-research-review-series-english


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/curriculum-research-review-series-english/curriculum-research-review-series-english


https://clpe.org.uk/blog/investing-teacher-subject-knowledge-improving-pedagogy-practice-and-progress-your-school


https://clpe.org.uk/blog/investing-teacher-subject-knowledge-improving-pedagogy-practice-and-progress-your-school


https://clpe.org.uk/blog/investing-teacher-subject-knowledge-improving-pedagogy-practice-and-progress-your-school








 
 



 
Assessment of pupils’ learning can 
inform us of how effective our 
teaching is, and often identify 
misconceptions of our own subject 
knowledge.  
 
Secure subject knowledge helps 
teachers to motivate pupils and teach 
effectively. 
 
 



Use reflection of teaching 
practice to identify areas for 
development in subject 
knowledge.  
 
 



 
https://reflectingenglish.wordpress.com/ 
 
 



knowledge on teaching and 
learning. We start with this 
learning so that trainees 
understanding the rationale for 
this module. 
 
This connects well with the 
ESTC module in 3rd year where 
trainees will be learning in more 
detail about what effective 
reflection is.  
Recapping of key knowledge 
from 1st and second year. 



5 How do we assess our own Subject 
Knowledge? Part 2 
 
End of Key Stage Assessments help us 
to identify areas of strength and areas 
for development. 
 
Audits are an effective way of 
assessing subject knowledge.  
 
Teacher assessment exemplifications 
can help trainees to identify strength 
areas and gaps in subject knowledge.  



To identify different aspects 
of our subject knowledge 
and how to improve them. 
 
How to identify the key 
skills, understanding needed 
in each question on the 
statutory end of key stage 
assessments. (SPAG, 
Reading, Writing) 
 
To recap on the key learning 
from previous English 
modules.  



This is an online subject knowledge audit: 
https://study.sagepub.com/content/subject-
knowledge-test-english 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections
/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-
materials 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publicatio
ns/2018-teacher-assessment-
exemplification-ks1-english-writing 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publicatio
ns/2018-teacher-assessment-
exemplification-ks2-english-writing 
 



Over the course of the next few 
weeks trainees will take part in 
the EOKS 1 and 2 Assessments.  
 
When the trainees take part in 
the assessments that children 
must take it can draw attention 
to areas of low confidence or 
lack of knowledge.  
 
Trainees also need to determine 
what skills and understanding 
need to be taught and in what 
order, for the children to 
successfully complete 
assessment tasks.  



6.  Now I have identified subject 
knowledge areas of development, 
how to I progress? 
 
Setting subject knowledge focused 
targets will help to boost confidence 
and knowledge in English.  
 



To identify different aspects 
of our subject knowledge 
and how to improve them. 
 
How to set effective targets 
for English subject 
knowledge development.  
 



https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/universit
y-of-cumbria-website/content-
assets/public/education/images/documents/
courses/partnership/Effective-Target-
Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-
26.01.22.pdf 
 



Trainees will set targets for their 
English subject knowledge 
based on their reflections from 
placement and their audits. 
These targets will be shared 
with school-based mentors and 
reviewed weekly. This session is 
important as it give those 





https://reflectingenglish.wordpress.com/


https://study.sagepub.com/content/subject-knowledge-test-english


https://study.sagepub.com/content/subject-knowledge-test-english


https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-materials


https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-materials


https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-materials


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2018-teacher-assessment-exemplification-ks1-english-writing


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2018-teacher-assessment-exemplification-ks1-english-writing


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2018-teacher-assessment-exemplification-ks1-english-writing


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2018-teacher-assessment-exemplification-ks2-english-writing


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2018-teacher-assessment-exemplification-ks2-english-writing


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2018-teacher-assessment-exemplification-ks2-english-writing


https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/Effective-Target-Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-26.01.22.pdf


https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/Effective-Target-Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-26.01.22.pdf


https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/Effective-Target-Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-26.01.22.pdf


https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/Effective-Target-Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-26.01.22.pdf


https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/Effective-Target-Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-26.01.22.pdf


https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/media/university-of-cumbria-website/content-assets/public/education/images/documents/courses/partnership/Effective-Target-Setting-for-ITE-Trainees-2021.22.PDFv1-26.01.22.pdf








 
 



Sharing English subject knowledge 
targets with mentors, subject leaders 
and TAs will support the development 
of subject knowledge. 
 



 http://www.itt-
placement.com/downloads/section-c/LJMU-
Guide-to-Target-Setting.pdf 
 



targets importance and allows 
the trainees to set them 
collaboratively and 
meaningfully.   



7.  How do I plan a professional 
development session? 
 
Planning and delivering a professional 
development session can build 
confidence in subject knowledge 
 
Delivering professional development 
sessions to colleagues can boost 
subject knowledge across the school.  
 



To be able to plan an 
effective professional 
development session to help 
to develop colleagues’ 
subject knowledge in a 
chosen area of English.  
 



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/gov
ernment/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/335707/Great-professional-
development-which-leads-to-great-
pedagogy-nine-claims-from-research.pdf 
 
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/100881
21/1/Spence-
Thomas_Leading%20professional%20develo
pment%20LCLL%20Chapter%202016.pdf 
 
 
https://my.chartered.college/research-
hub/effective-leadership-for-professional-
development-a-literature-review/ 



The trainees will plan a 
professional development 
session (choosing an area of low 
confidence) and deliver this 
session to the rest of the 
cohort. This will boost their own 
confidence in the subject area 
and support the ongoing 
development of the cohort’s 
subject knowledge. The chosen 
areas will be based on the 
outcomes of the audits and 
previous placements.  



8. How do work with others in the 
school to develop subject 
knowledge? 
 
Effective and positive working 
relationships support children’s 
learning.  
 
Building strong relationships between 
staff at school allows for effective 
professional development.  
 
Developing motivation of ourselves 
and others through coaching and 
mentoring.  
 



To be able to build effective 
relationships with others in 
school in order further 
develop and promote 
English.  
 
 



https://educationendowmentfoundation.org
.uk/education-evidence/guidance-
reports/teaching-assistants 
 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org
.uk/public/files/Publications/Teaching_Assist
ants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseO
fTeachingAssistants-Printable.pdf 
 
https://thirdspacelearning.com/blog/how-
the-best-schools-use-teaching-assistants-
effectively/ 
 
Chopra, R.V. and Giangreco, M.F., 2019. 
Effective use of teacher assistants in 
inclusive classrooms. The SAGE handbook 
on inclusion and diversity in education, 
pp.193-207. 



This session will allow the 
trainees to consider ways in 
which they can foster positive 
relationships with fellow 
trainees and with other 
members of staff when they are 
on placement.  
 
Trainees need to consider their 
own confidence / self- esteem 
levels when working to develop 
others.  





http://www.itt-placement.com/downloads/section-c/LJMU-Guide-to-Target-Setting.pdf


http://www.itt-placement.com/downloads/section-c/LJMU-Guide-to-Target-Setting.pdf


http://www.itt-placement.com/downloads/section-c/LJMU-Guide-to-Target-Setting.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335707/Great-professional-development-which-leads-to-great-pedagogy-nine-claims-from-research.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335707/Great-professional-development-which-leads-to-great-pedagogy-nine-claims-from-research.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335707/Great-professional-development-which-leads-to-great-pedagogy-nine-claims-from-research.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335707/Great-professional-development-which-leads-to-great-pedagogy-nine-claims-from-research.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335707/Great-professional-development-which-leads-to-great-pedagogy-nine-claims-from-research.pdf


https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10088121/1/Spence-Thomas_Leading%20professional%20development%20LCLL%20Chapter%202016.pdf


https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10088121/1/Spence-Thomas_Leading%20professional%20development%20LCLL%20Chapter%202016.pdf


https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10088121/1/Spence-Thomas_Leading%20professional%20development%20LCLL%20Chapter%202016.pdf


https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10088121/1/Spence-Thomas_Leading%20professional%20development%20LCLL%20Chapter%202016.pdf


https://my.chartered.college/research-hub/effective-leadership-for-professional-development-a-literature-review/


https://my.chartered.college/research-hub/effective-leadership-for-professional-development-a-literature-review/


https://my.chartered.college/research-hub/effective-leadership-for-professional-development-a-literature-review/


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/teaching-assistants


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/teaching-assistants


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/teaching-assistants


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Teaching_Assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable.pdf


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Teaching_Assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable.pdf


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Teaching_Assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable.pdf


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Teaching_Assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable.pdf


https://thirdspacelearning.com/blog/how-the-best-schools-use-teaching-assistants-effectively/


https://thirdspacelearning.com/blog/how-the-best-schools-use-teaching-assistants-effectively/


https://thirdspacelearning.com/blog/how-the-best-schools-use-teaching-assistants-effectively/








 
 



Self-esteem and imposter syndrome 
have an impact on our ability to 
support others.  



 
https://edtrust.org/resource/the-
importance-of-strong-relationships/ 
 
Bush, T (2011) Theories of Educational 
Leadership and Management.  4th Ed.  
London: Sage 
 
Bush, bell & Middlewood (2019) Principles of 
Educational Leadership and Management. 
3rd Ed.  London: Sage 



9. The purpose of school development 
plans. 
 
The role of English in the school 
development plan.  
 
 



As a leader of English in a 
school, how to promote and 
develop the subject through 
the school improvement 
plans.  
 
Ideas – school improvement 
plans, SEFs, how does a 
school improve English 
across the school? 
 



Bush, T (2011) Theories of Educational 
Leadership and Management.  4th Ed.  
London: Sage. 
 
Bush, bell & Middlewood (2019) Principles of 
Educational Leadership and Management. 
3rd Ed. London: Sage 
 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org
.uk/support-for-schools/school-planning-
support 
 



The session begins to develop 
students’ understanding of how 
schools develop English as a 
subject and ensure appropriate 
staff development in line with 
school priorities. 



10. The role of the subject lead. 
 
The format and content of a subject 
leader file.  
 
The activities that an English subject 
lead and how these support the 
school development plan.  
 
 
 
 



To work alongside the 
subject leader to support the 
development of English.  
To show good leadership 
skills within a subject area.  
 
How to organise a subject 
leader file? 
 
Subject hubs and other 
supports? 



Baldwin, L., 2018. Leading English in the 
Primary School: A Subject Leader's Guide. 
Routledge. 
 
https://primaryenglished.co.uk/blog/english-
subject-leadership-through-dodd-principles 
 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.u
k/education-evidence/guidance-
reports/literacy-ks2 



It is important for the trainees 
to understand the role of 
subject leader. These skills are 
transferrable to other subjects. 
Through connections with local 
schools, English subject leaders 
will be invited in to talk about 
their role in school and the 
purpose of the school 
development plan. 



Developing Placement 2 
 





https://edtrust.org/resource/the-importance-of-strong-relationships/


https://edtrust.org/resource/the-importance-of-strong-relationships/


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/support-for-schools/school-planning-support


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/support-for-schools/school-planning-support


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/support-for-schools/school-planning-support


https://primaryenglished.co.uk/blog/english-subject-leadership-through-dodd-principles


https://primaryenglished.co.uk/blog/english-subject-leadership-through-dodd-principles


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/literacy-ks2


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/literacy-ks2


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/literacy-ks2








 
 



Engage with:  
• Statutory and non-statutory guidance in the teaching of English  
• How the application of research and policy in the classroom impact on pupils’ learning  
• What creative approaches support learning in English, including through ICT  



  
The expectation for the teaching of English:  



• adapt/develop/update medium term, weekly, individual lesson plans to support and sustain teaching for all learners  
• sustain learners’ interest and engagement in age/ability appropriate learning activities that meet intended learning outcomes  
• plan and carry out formative and summative assessment to inform next steps in learning and teaching to support pupils’ progress in writing  



 
Where possible attend staff training sessions relating to English and to work to support TAs and staff where appropriate. Where possible to shadow the subject leader 
to learn about subject leadership across the school, and the different priorities of the school improvement plan.  
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 











 
 
Year 4 



Programme: 4-year Campus Based Subject: MAEA6001 English   Subject team: MC, KP, ME, SS, DG, HJ, DZ, 
SB 



Session Learn that/about – subject 
knowledge  



Learn how to – pedagogical 
knowledge  



Evidence Base Rationale 



1   Introduction to the module  
2   Assessment of oral communication: 



 
The importance of assessing Spoken 
Language in children’s learning in 
English.  
  
Statutory and non-statutory guidance 
and assessment.  
  
The challenges around the 
assessment of Spoken Language.  
  
The role of listening in Spoken 
Language.  
  



Identify and assess 
children’s skills in oral 
communication and spoken 
language.  
  
Assess a sample of talk.  
  
To use templates/models to 
support assessment in oral 
communication and spoken 
language.  
  



Brown, A (2009) Developing language and literacy 3-
8. London. Sage.  
  
NALDIC Formative Assessment  Descriptors. 
http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teachi
ng%20and%20Learning/NALDICEALFormativeAssess
mentIntroductionfinal.pdf  
http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teachi
ng%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS1.pdf  
http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teachi
ng%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS2final.
pdf  
  
Tulloch,K; Cullen,J; Jones,E; Saunders, L; Turner, G 
(2012) Transforming QTS: Primary English Across the 
Curriculum. London. Sage.  



The students’ previous modules have 
focused on the curriculum for English and 
appropriate pedagogies.  This is module 
is an opportunity to focus on the 
assessment of English, exploring 
statutory and non-statutory, in-school 
practices, adapting assessment to suit the 
needs of all learners, using assessment 
data and developing confidence in a 
range of assessment strategies.  
  
This session intends to focus the students 
on considering the assessment of oral 
communication and reflect on placement 
experiences.  



3   Assessment of reading: 
 
Our understanding of the term 
‘reading’.  
  
Formative and summative 
assessment approaches for reading.  
  



Evaluate and systematically 
reflect on formative and 
summative assessment 
approaches for reading.  
  



EYFS, KS1 and KS2 ARA documents.  
  
Waugh et al Primary English for Trainee Teachers 
Ch. 4 Reading  
  
Medwell et al Teaching Theory and Practice  
  
Bearne & Reedy Teaching Primary English  
  
Saunders, L (2015) Progression in Primary English 
London: Sage  
   
Wyse, D. and Styles, M. (2007) Synthetic phonics and 
the teaching of reading: the debate surrounding 



The students will focus on their 
understanding of statutory and non-
statutory reading assessments.  Students 
should reflect on their own 
experiences.  Consider the collection of 
data.  





http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICEALFormativeAssessmentIntroductionfinal.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICEALFormativeAssessmentIntroductionfinal.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICEALFormativeAssessmentIntroductionfinal.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS1.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS1.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS2final.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS2final.pdf


http://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/NALDICdescriptorsKS2final.pdf








 
 



England's ‘Rose Report’  Literacy, Vol.41 Iss.1 pp. 35-
42  



4  Assessment of writing: 
 
A range of different approaches to 
the assessment of writing.  
  
Supporting children who are not 
meeting expected outcomes.  
  
Statutory summative assessment.  



Use formative summative, 
and   
diagnostic assessment 
strategies in the classroom 
to support learning.  
  



EYFS, KS1 and KS2 ARA documents.  
  
Keeping up – Pupils who fall behind in writing in KS2 
(2007)  



The students will focus on their 
understanding of statutory and non-
statutory writing assessments and how 
children can be supported in their 
writing.   Students should be able to 
reflect on their own placement 
experiences.  



5   EAL learners and their assessment 
needs: 
 
EAL learners in primary schools.  
  
Statutory requirements relating to 
EAL learners.  
  
Challenges and barriers to learning 
and assessment.  
  



Assess EAL learners.  
  
Adapt assessment for EAL 
learners.  
  
Consider the context of 
learning.  
  



Arnot, et al (2014) School Approaches to the 
Education of EAL students Cambridge: The Bell 
Educational Trust  
  
Conteh, J. (2012) Teaching Bilingual and EAL 
Learners in Primary Schools Sage: London  
  
  
EAL NEXUS   Pedagogic principles and teaching 
resources   https://ealresources.bell-
foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-
learners   
  
National Association for Language Development In 
the Curriculum (NALDIC) https://naldic.org.uk/  
Spencer, V. (2013)  ‘How do we effectively meet the 
needs of children with EAL in the classroom?’  
  
Warner, E & Elton-Chalcraft, S (2017) ‘Race, Culture 
and Ethnicity: teachers and children’ in Elton-
Chalcraft, S. & Cooper, H. (3rd ed). Professional 
Studies in Primary Education. London: Sage.  



So far, we have looked at the assessment 
of spoken language, reading and writing 
in relation to the National Curriculum.  
  
This session is intended to develop your 
understanding further by considering 
specific challenges to assessment 
(learners with English as an Additional 
Language).  
  
A background to EAL learners in England 
will be explored and resources suggested 
to support your practise.  
  



6   Speech, language, and 
communication assessment needs: 
 



Identify and compare good 
practise in assessing and 
monitoring children with 
SLCN.  



https://www.hsrpsychology.co.uk/services/specific-
assessments/speech-language-and-
communication/   
  



So far we have looked at the assessment 
of spoken language, reading and writing 
in relation to the National Curriculum and 
EAL learners.  





https://ealresources.bell-foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-learners


https://ealresources.bell-foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-learners


https://ealresources.bell-foundation.org.uk/teachers/effective-teaching-eal-learners


https://www.hsrpsychology.co.uk/services/specific-assessments/speech-language-and-communication/


https://www.hsrpsychology.co.uk/services/specific-assessments/speech-language-and-communication/


https://www.hsrpsychology.co.uk/services/specific-assessments/speech-language-and-communication/








 
 



Speech, Language and 
Communication Needs in primary age 
children.  
  
Statutory guidance relating to SLCN.  
  
Expected language and 
communication development in 
children.  
  
Communication skills and links to 
English.  



  https://ican.org.uk/i-cans-talking-
point/professionals/tct-resources/   
  
DfE (2020) SEND Code of Practice   
  
www.afasic.org.uk.   
  
Chapter 3 Agitation over Assessment in Griffiths, F 
(2013)  Communication Counts.  Speech and 
Language Difficulties in the Early Years London: 
David Fulton Publishers  



  
This session is intended to develop your 
understanding further by considering 
specific challenges to assessment 
(learners with SLCN).  
  
Supporting resources will be evaluated.  
  



7  
  



Assessment processes and 
interventions: 
 
The purpose and use of interventions 
to support learning in English.  
  
The purpose of marking policies and 
how they support teaching and 
learning.  
 The use of marking codes  
  



Create intervention 
strategies.  
  
Mark children’s writing.  
  



Kendall,S., Straw,S., Jones,M., Springate, I., & 
Grayson, H.et al,(2008). A Review of the Research 
Evidence: Narrowing the Gap in Outcomes for 
Vulnerable Groups. Slough: NFER.  
   
Literacy and numeracy catch-up strategies. 
(2017  DFE-20010-
2017 www.gov.uk/government/publications   
  
Ofsted (2011) ‘Assessing pupils’ progress’ initiative – 
Key findings  
  



Through the module we have looked at 
the assessment of each aspect of English 
and considered how assessments can be 
adapted for diverse learners.    
  
There may be times when your 
assessment identifies particular needs in 
individual or small groups of children and 
this session is designed to help you plan 
to meet those needs.   
  
We will also consider how marking 
policies can support teaching and 
learning in English.  



 





https://ican.org.uk/i-cans-talking-point/professionals/tct-resources/


https://ican.org.uk/i-cans-talking-point/professionals/tct-resources/


http://www.afasic.org.uk/


http://www.gov.uk/government/publications
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Programme: Q4 Developing 
MA 



Subject/Module: Mathematics   
Module LOs 
*demonstrate ability to analyse the development 
of children’s problem solving skills within 
Mathematics; 
*observe and evaluate the opportunities for 
problem solving skills to be used in real-life 
contexts and other areas of the curriculum; 
*apply and reflectively evaluate your own 
knowledge and understanding when planning 
activities to assess and develop that of the 
children; 
 *plan, assess and reflect upon whole class 
mathematics lessons. 



Subject Leader: John 
Dudgeon Module 
Leader:  Nick Tinsdeall 



Module Assignment: 
Title: A critical evaluation of the role of problem solving 
in facilitating children’s mathematical development in 
relation to this module and school experience. 
     The assignment will consist of 2 parts, A and B  
 A) A definition of mathematical problem solving: (200 
words) 
 Using a variety of sources, construct your own definition 
of mathematical problem solving. 
B) What is the role of problem solving in mathematics 
teaching and learning? (800 words) 
This should also include reflection on the implications for 
your personal and professional practice. 



D Learn that/about Learn how to Evidence Base Rationale 



1 Problem solving (PS) and 
reasoning  
Learn that: 
*Problem solving and 
mathematical reasoning are 
viewed as key aspects of 
mathematics, in both 
mathematics education 
literature, and in the NC and 
EYFS 
*Problem solving skills and 
mathematical reasoning can be 
broken down into a number of 
separate components (eg 
conjecturing etc) 
*There are a variety of 
different types of problems 
which can be presented in 
different ways (words, visually 
etc) 
*Teachers are key role models 
who can influence the 
attitudes, values and 



Learn how to: 
*tackle mathematical problems and recognise PS skills and 
mathematical reasoning used within the PS process in order 
to use this to incorporate within planning and teaching 
mathematics  
*access a range of problem solving activities that can be used 
to support planning and teaching 



Haylock, D. (2019) 
Mathematics explained for 
primary teachers /. 6th edition 
/. Edited by R. Manning. Los 
Angeles :: SAGE  
(throughout module) 
 
Barmby, P. (2014) 
Understanding and enriching 
problem solving in primary 
mathematics /. Edited by D. 
Bolden and L. Thompson. 
Northwich, England: Critical 
Publishing  (throughout 
module) 
https://educationendowmentf
oundation.org.uk/education-
evidence/guidance-
reports/maths-ks-2-
3 (throughout module) 
https://educationendowmentf
oundation.org.uk/education-



Having focused on the fundamentals of mathematics and the use of 
images and resources to support conceptual understanding in 
MATC4402 (NC Aim 1) , this module moves on to develop student’s 
understanding of mathematical reasoning and thinking (NC Aim 2) and 
problem solving (NC Aim 3). The introductory session considers the 
place of these in the NC and also in the EYFS framework, to underline 
their significance to students, and the students then engage in solving a 
series of problems, designed to exemplify a variety of aspects of 
problem solving and reasoning (e.g. conjecture, generalise, 
communicate etc). As follow-up, students begin reading for Part A of 
the assignment – a definition of mathematical PS, exploring the 
research in the process and further developing understanding of the 
topic. 





https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/early-maths


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/early-maths
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behaviours of their pupils, with 
regards to PS, including feeling 
‘stuck’ and persevering.  
*Working through examples 
together can be used to 
develop and highlight  PS skills 
and reasoning. 
*Questioning is a key tool in 
helping children to develop PS 
and high quality classroom talk 
can be used to help develop PS 
and reasoning skills. 
*Group activities can be used 
to develop PS skills and 
reasoning, but children need to 
be supported with these.  



evidence/guidance-
reports/early-maths 
(throughout module) 
https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_d
ata/file/335158/PRIMARY_nati
onal_curriculum_-
_Mathematics_220714.pdf (thr
oughout module) 
https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_d
ata/file/974907/EYFS_framewo
rk_-
_March_2021.pdf (throughout 
module) 



2 Problems including word 
problems.  
Learn that: 
*the EYFS characteristics of 
effective teaching and learning 
provide a foundation for 
developing mathematical PS 
and reasoning 
*mathematical PS and 
reasoning can be developed 
through play activities 
*research has identified 
various steps in the 
mathematical PS process and 
various strategies that can be 
used, and that children can be 
introduced to these and learn 
to apply them 
*research has identified 
challenges with teaching 
children to tackle word 
problems, and how these may 
be tackled 
*that various representations 
including bar models can help 
children with the mathematical 
structure of problems 
*that PS can be included at 
different points within 



Learn how to: 
*recognise PS and reasoning within EY play activities 
*recognise stages and strategies within the PS process, and 
how these may be taught and learnt within the classroom  
*how to plan for the particular challenges around teaching 
word problems  
*how to use bar models and other representations to support 
the PS process 
*how to tackle challenges around when to include PS in 
learning sequences, and how to use resources such as the 
nrich curriculum planning to support integration of PS with 
NC topics 



Barmby, P. (2014) 
Understanding and enriching 
problem solving in primary 
mathematics /. Edited by D. 
Bolden and L. Thompson. 
Northwich, England: Critical 
Publishing  (throughout 
module) 
Jones, L. (2003) ‘The Problem 
with Problem Solving’ in 
Thompson, I. Enhancing 
Primary Mathematics 
Teaching, Berkshire:McGraw-
Hill Education 
Polya, G. (2004) How to solve 
it : a new aspect of 
mathematical method /. 2nd 
ed. Princeton, N.J. ;: Princeton 
University Press  
Burton, L. (1995) Thinking 
things through : problem 
solving in mathematics /. 
Oxford :: Nash Pollock.  
Ofsted  (2015) Better 
Mathematics Conference 
Keynote Spring 2015. Paper 
presented at the Better 
Mathematics Conference, 
Norwich, Norfolk. Available at: 



Students continue to develop understanding of PS skills and processes 
through analysing a video of a child in and EY play setting, an making 
connections with the EYFS characteristics of effective teaching and 
learning, and developing foundations of mathematical PS and 
reasoning. Their initial exploration of PS skills and process (through 
formative assignment Part A) is developed through practical PS 
activities followed by reflection and discussion.     





https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/early-maths


https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/early-maths


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974907/EYFS_framework_-_March_2021.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974907/EYFS_framework_-_March_2021.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974907/EYFS_framework_-_March_2021.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974907/EYFS_framework_-_March_2021.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974907/EYFS_framework_-_March_2021.pdf


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974907/EYFS_framework_-_March_2021.pdf
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teaching sequences, and what 
some of the 
advantages/disadvantages of 
these might be (including 
within mastery approaches) 
 



https://www.slideshare.net/Of
stednews/better-mathematics-
keynote-spring-2015. Accessed 
14.1.22 
https://nrich.maths.org/conten
t/id/11796/RoleMasteryNurtur
ingYoungMathematicians.pdf 
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/cla
ssroom-resources/pm-
reasoning-skills/ 



3 Algebra 
All students will learn that: 
Numerical understanding and 
algebra are interconnected 
from EYs onwards. 
Pattern, relationships and 
generalisations are 
fundamental to conceptual 
understanding pf number. 
How to introduce Symbolic, 
and more specifically algebraic 
notation to show 
understanding, and facilitate 
problem solving. 
 
 



 Haylock, D. (2019) 
Mathematics explained for 
primary teachers /. 6th edition 
/. Edited by R. Manning. Los 
Angeles :: SAGE  
https://assets.publishing.servic
e.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_d
ata/file/335158/PRIMARY_nati
onal_curriculum_-
_Mathematics_220714.pdf  
Garry, T. (2020) Mastery in 
Primary Mathematics 
[electronic resource] / A Guide 
for Teachers and Leaders. 
London: Bloomsbury Education 
 
 



The key focus here is to understand the necessary embedded principles 
of algebra in conceptual number understanding.  The session will 
possible highlight key areas for independent subject knowledge 
development. The session will also highlight physical, practical and 
visual modelling of algebraic principles. 



 On Developing placement, all 
students will: 



Collect evidence of how aims 2 
and 3 of the Mathematics NC 
(2013) are being addressed in 
school (ensure pupils reason 
mathematically and can solve 
problems by applying their 
mathematics to a variety of 
routine and non-routine 
problems). This might include 
notes from observations, 
children’s work, examples of 
activities set etc and will be 
used to support your 
assignment for this module. 



  Collecting evidence of Problem solving for later analysis is a 
fundamental pedagogical imperative to assessing , and planning for, 
childrens’ PS development. This will be a key part of the assignment to 
demonstrate their ability to identify constituent PS Skills, knowledge 
and understanding. 





https://www.slideshare.net/Ofstednews/better-mathematics-keynote-spring-2015.%20Accessed%2014.1.22


https://www.slideshare.net/Ofstednews/better-mathematics-keynote-spring-2015.%20Accessed%2014.1.22


https://www.slideshare.net/Ofstednews/better-mathematics-keynote-spring-2015.%20Accessed%2014.1.22


https://www.slideshare.net/Ofstednews/better-mathematics-keynote-spring-2015.%20Accessed%2014.1.22


https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/11796/RoleMasteryNurturingYoungMathematicians.pdf


https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/11796/RoleMasteryNurturingYoungMathematicians.pdf


https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/11796/RoleMasteryNurturingYoungMathematicians.pdf


https://www/


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf%C2%A0


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf%C2%A0


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf%C2%A0


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf%C2%A0


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf%C2%A0


https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335158/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Mathematics_220714.pdf%C2%A0
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4 Measures.   
Learn that: 
*teaching measures begins 
with foundational concepts 
and skills which involve 
comparison and non-standard 
units, prior to the introduction 
of standard units  
*some ways that standard 
measures can be introduced 
(cm/m debate) 
*measurement is based on the 
principle of transitivity 
*practical approaches enable 
children to learn to measure 
and estimate, selecting 
appropriate equipment and 
units; 
*there are a variety of 
potential misconceptions 
relating to measures and use of 
measuring equipment, and 
ways that these may be 
addressed during teaching eg 
issues with reading scales 
*connections can be made 
between conversions of units 
of length and the place value 
system (including decimals) – 
relationships x 10, x100, /10, 
/100 etc 



Learn how to: 
*use a variety of practical activities in planning and teaching 
measures 
*use knowledge of potential misconceptions to anticipate 
these within teaching.  
 



Haylock, D. (2019) 
Mathematics explained for 
primary teachers. 6th edition. 
Los Angeles: SAGE  
Mooney, C. (2021) Primary 
Mathematics: Knowledge and 
Understanding. 9th Edition. 
SAGE Publishing. 
Clements, D.H. and Stephan, 
M. (2003) Measurement in Pre-
K to Grade 2 Mathematics in 
Douglas H. Clements et 
al. (2011) Engaging Young 
Children in Mathematics : 
Standards for Early Childhood 
Mathematics Education. 
Mahwah, N.J.: Routledge 
(Studies in Mathematical 
Thinking and Learning).  
Smith, John & van den Heuvel-
Panhuizen, Marja & Teppo, 
Anne. (2011). Learning, 
teaching, and using 
measurement: Introduction to 
the issue. ZDM. 43:617-20 



This seminar covers a further area of mathematics, not included in the 
MATC4402 Yr 1 module, exploring as with other topics progression EY, 
KS1, KS2,, misconceptions, and practical approaches. However, this 
seminar also lays the foundations for session 6 in the following week, as 
it provides the mathematical content which is then applied during the D 
and T PS task which the students undertake.  



5 Assignment Lecture 
Lecture provides detailed 
guidance on the requirements 
of the module assessment (see 
above for assignment details) 



  Whole cohort lecture provides students with consistent messaging 
around assignment preparation and requirements.  



6 Applying mathematics – 
Design and Technology Task  
Learn that: 
*aspects of mathematics are 
integral to fully develop 
knowledge, skills and 
understanding in another 
curriculum area (exemplified 
through DT) 
*other curriculum areas can 
provide a context for 



Learn how to: 
*identify the mathematics knowledge, skills and 
understanding, PS and reasoning applied within a DT task 
*identify a variety of tasks which might provide a context for 
mathematical PS and reasoning, in other curriculum areas 
*recognise the impact of the affective domain on PS, through 
carrying out a PS activity themselves 



Barmby, P. (2014) 
Understanding and enriching 
problem solving in primary 
mathematics /. Edited by D. 
Bolden and L. Thompson. 
Northwich, England: Critical 
Publishing  
Fox, S. (2010) Mathematics 
across the curriculum : 
problem-solving, reasoning, 
and numeracy in primary 



This seminar puts the students in the role of a ‘problem solver’ and 
encourages them to reflect on the processes and skills which are 
involved in PS, also highlighting the significance of the affective domain. 
The seminar follows on from ‘Measures’, with this knowledge being 
applied (along with geometrical knowledge from Yr 1) to the design and 
construction of perfume packaging. This supports the students in 
looking for opportunities in school to apply mathematical knowledge 
and skills in other curriculum areas. Reflections feed into the 
assignment.  
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mathematical problem solving 
and application 
 
 



schools /. Edited by L. Surtees. 
London :: Continuum  
 



7 PDA – Audit/Targets/Actions 
Optional assignment tutorials 
Students use this PDA time to 
carry out their mathematics 
audit for this module, and to 
use the results of this to 
identify targets and record 
these on their Target Tracking 
Document, along with 
appropriate actions to address 
these. They also use the time 
to ensure all actions from Yr 1 
are completed, and to begin on 
Yr 2 actions.  
Individual tutorials support 
assignment preparation.  



  Audits, Targets, Tracking Document and (evidenced) actions are a key 
part of students addressing gaps in their own subject knowledge, and 
time is given during each module for students to work on these. 



8 Statistics 
Learn that: 
*foundations of statistics begin 
in EY with 
same/different/sorting 
*there are a variety of 
components of the data 
handling cycle – not all of 
which will be undertaken every 
time 
*data can be represented in 
different ways and these will 
be introduced at different 
stages in KS1 and KS2 (eg 
pictograms/bar charts/line 
graphs). 
*there is a difference between 
continuous and discrete data 
and these are represented in 
different ways. 
*that application of the data 
handling cycle to PS scenarios 
and across different curriculum 
areas provides a context for 
the teaching of statistics and 
helps children recognise and 
explore real life applications 



Learn how to: 
*plan for opportunities for foundational concepts of 
same/different/sorting in EY 
*plan appropriate activities in statistics, recognising the 
progression in representing data in the NC and specifically 
teaching these  
*plan for opportunities for statistics to be applied within the 
context of other curriculum areas such as science or history 



Haylock, D. (2019) 
Mathematics explained for 
primary teachers /. 6th edition 
/. Edited by R. Manning. Los 
Angeles: SAGE  
Donaldson, G. (2014) Handling 
Data in Taylor, H. and Harris, A. 
(eds) Learning and Teaching 
Mathematics 0-8. London:Sage 



 
This seminar will highlight the opportunities to develop learning across 
and within other areas, in this case, Science and in particular, statistics. 
The representation, interpretation of data across both subjects will be 
shown to mutually strengthen fluency, confidence and 
contextualisation of mathematics. 
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9 Group tutorials – 



Audit/target/actions – 
discussion and file check 
Students bring their audits, 
Target Tracking Sheets and 
evidence of Actions, as well as 
their Mathematics Files to 
group tutorials. Students are 
encouraged to share their 
approaches to addressing their 
targets, including sharing 
useful resources and 
approaches. Links are made to 
preparing to teach topics on 
placement, which are less 
familiar to students. 



  Students provide peer support regarding useful sources and 
approaches. Tutors are able to track engagement with the process and 
arrange follow up meetings where necessary. Any gaps in session notes 
in files can also be addressed.  



 



 








			Return to Staged Expectation: 













Q4: Mathematics Beginning MAEA4001 
Session Learn that (Subject knowledge) Learn how to (Pedagogical knowledge) Evidence base Rationale 
1 Introduction to Maths 



• a raised awareness of the impact of 
teacher beliefs on effective mathematics 
teaching and considered the implications 
for your own learning  



• a raised awareness of the features of good 
practice in primary mathematics  



• begin to develop some familiarity with 
current documentation and approaches  



 



They will have mathematics activities modelled 
to them and consider what and how they would 
help the children to learn.  
Learning theories and the role they play in 
practice – links to working memory 
high quality teaching & learning 
Planning for learning 
Understand the importance of a practical and 
discussion-based approach to the development 
of children’s mathematical understanding 
Identify the elements involved in good practice 
in primary mathematics and evaluate the 
appropriateness of different learning and 
teaching approaches within those elements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Boaler, J. (2016) Mathematical mindsets: unleashing 
students’ potential through creative math, inspiring 
messages, and innovative teaching /. Edited by C. Dweck. San 
Francisco, California: Jossey-Bass 
Garry, T. (2020) Mastery in Primary Mathematics [electronic 
resource] / A Guide for Teachers and Leaders. London: 
Bloomsbury Education 
Garry, T. (2020) Mastery in Primary Mathematics [electronic 
resource] / A Guide for Teachers and Leaders. London: 
Bloomsbury Education 
Statutory framework for the early year’s foundation stage 
Setting the standards for learning, development and care for 
children from birth to five  
(2021) 
Mathematics programmes of study: key stages 1 and 2  
(2013) 
 
 



The mathematics is sequenced to help students 
become confident, enthusiastic and capable 
teachers of the subject. By starting with the 
students’ own attitudes and fears we can start to 
help the students to develop a love of the subject, 
as we work on their own understanding and 
address misconceptions. 
 



2 Foundations of Numeracy 
• Introduced to the Audit, Tracking 



Document and Maths File 
• To understand the principles of counting 



and representing number.  
• To identify progression in children’s 



counting skills.  
• To be aware of children’s difficulties in 



counting and representing number.  
 



Learning theories and the role they play in 
practice – links to working memory 
A CPA approach. 
 



Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for primary 
teachers /. 6th edition /. Edited by R. Manning. Los Angeles: 
SAGE 
Hansen, A. (ed.) (2020) Children’s errors in mathematics. 5th 
edition. London: Learning Matters 
The Counting principles 
Rochel Gelman and C. R. Gallistel (1986)  
rews, D. and Hansen, A. (2007) Using resources to support 
mathematical thinking: primary and early years.  Learning 
Matters. 
 
 
 



The key features and the theories that underpin 
effective teaching are modelled and developed with 
practical ideas linked to school placements 
throughout. These are initially developed alongside, 
and through, an exploration of the fundamentals of 
mathematics (as in the 1st aim of the mathematics 
NC), with particular focus on conceptual 
understanding of counting, calculation and shape 



 Effective use of resources 
Introduction to part A of assignment 
 •   A raised awareness of some of the features of effe
ctive resources 
•   Experienced and worked with some resources 
  
•   Made links to Part A of your assignment 
 



Learning theories and the role they play in 
practice – links to working memory 
A CPA approach and how the use of resources 
relates to this application of a theoretical 
approach. 
 



Drews, D. and Hansen, A. (2007) Using resources to support 
mathematical thinking: primary and early years.  Learning 
Matters. 
 



Resources play a crucial part in aiding children’s 
understanding.  
Early introduction to the assignment helps build 
knowledge through the module. 











3 Place Value 
• To further develop understanding of the 



place of resources in primary 
mathematics teaching 



• To consider what is meant by place value 
• To be introduced to some activities to 



develop an understanding of place value 
with children 



• To be introduced to some resources which 
can support teaching of place value 



 



Learning theories and the role they play in 
practice – links to working memory 
The use of resources to support learning 
Procedural and conceptual understanding 
 



Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for primary 
teachers /. 6th edition /. Edited by R. Manning. Los Angeles: 
SAGE 
Hansen, A. (ed.) (2020) Children’s errors in mathematics. 5th 
edition. London: Learning Matter 
Broadbent, A. (2004). ’Understanding Place Value. A Case Stu
dy of the  
Base Ten Game.’ Australian Primary Mathematics Classroom, 
Oct 2004,  
Vol. 9 Issue 4, p4546. 
Bruner, J. (1966). Toward a Theory of Instruction. London: 
Oxford University Press 
Cheung, P. and Ansari, D. (2021) ‘Cracking the code of place 
value: The relationship between place and value takes years 
to master’, Developmental psychology. United States: 
American Psychological Association, 57(2), pp. 227–240 
 
 



 
Place value is important because it provides the 
foundation for understanding our number system, 
regrouping, multiple-digit multiplication and more 
in the decimal system, as well as a starting point for 
the understanding of other base systems. 



4 Addition and Subtraction 
• Understand the inverse relationship 



between addition and subtraction and be 
introduced to some representations of 
these calculations.  



• Be aware of the variety and progression of
 mental calculations and understand the 
importance of developing fluency with 
these.  



• Develop conceptual understanding of 
written methods of 
addition and subtraction and know some 
ways children can be supported to learn 
these (including use of resources)  



• Have 
evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness 
of addition and 
subtraction written methods. 



 



Learning theories and the role they play in 
practice – links to working memory 
Procedural and conceptual understanding 
 
 



Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for primary 
teachers /. 6th edition /. Edited by R. Manning. Los Angeles: 
SAGE 
Hansen, A. (ed.) (2020) Children’s errors in mathematics. 5th 
edition. London: Learning Matters 
 



Addition and Subtraction helps children master the 
relationships between numbers and understand 
how quantities relate to one another 
 



5 Multiplication and Division 
• 
Consider the skills, knowledge and understanding to e
quip children to competently multiply and divide  
• Recognise the progression   
from mental calculations, through expanded methods
 to compact methods.  



Learning theories and the role they play in 
practice – links to working memory 
 



Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for primary 
teachers /. 6th edition /. Edited by R. Manning. Los Angeles: 
SAGE 
Hansen, A. (ed.) (2020) Children’s errors in mathematics. 5th 
edition. London: Learning Matters 
 



 
Understanding how to multiply and divide numbers 
is essential to be able to solve maths problems 
quickly 
 











• 
Be aware that mental calculations continue to play a 
vital role in written calculations. 
• Recognise common errors and misconceptions 
 •Recognise the need for children to approximate ans
wers in  
order to prevent errors  
• 
Identify areas for personal development of mathemat
ics knowledge and understanding 



6 3D Shape: 
Explored the use of 3D mathematical apparatus and a
ctivities as an aid to mathematical understanding.  
•  Used precise terminology related to 3D and shape 
and construction 
• 
Considered implications for your own Subject Knowle
dge. 
• Discussed opportunities for assessment   
2D Shape 
•  Explored the use of 3D and 2D mathematical appar
atus and activities as an aid 
to mathematical understanding.  
•  Used precise terminology related to 3D and 2D sha
pe and construction 
• 
Considered implications for your own Subject Knowle
dge. 
• 
Discussed opportunities for  
assessment  
 



The cycle of plan-teach-assess and effective 
formative assessment 
 



Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for primary 
teachers /. 6th edition /. Edited by R. Manning. Los Angeles: 
SAGE 
Hansen, A. (ed.) (2020) Children’s errors in mathematics. 5th 
edition. London: Learning Matters 
Wiliam, D. (2017), Embedded Formative Assessment: 
(Strategies for Classroom Assessment That Drives Student 
Engagement and Learning), Solution Tree, Bloomington, 
Indiana. Available from: ProQuest Ebook Central. [22 
December 2021]. 
 
 



Learning shapes not only helps children identify and 
organize visual information, it helps them learn 
skills in other curriculum areas 
 



7 Placement tutorial 
 



The cycle of plan-teach-assess and effective 
formative assessment 
 



Wiliam, D. (2017), Embedded Formative Assessment: 
(Strategies for Classroom Assessment That Drives Student 
Engagement and Learning), Solution Tree, Bloomington, 
Indiana. Available from: ProQuest Ebook Central. [22 
December 2021]. 
Drews, D. and Hansen, A. (2007) Using resources to support 
mathematical thinking: primary and early years.  Learning 
Matters. 
 
 



Student support for assignment task and 
introduction to the planning cycle 



8 Placement return and assignment support    
9 Group Tutorials 



File check/Audit/Tracking Document 
 Mooney, C. (2014) Primary mathematics: knowledge and 



understanding.7th edn. London: Learning Matters. 
 











 
 








			Return to Staged Expectation: 













Q4 Primary Mathematics Extending MAEA9001 
Session Learn that (Subject knowledge) Learn how to (Pedagogical knowledge) Evidence base Rationale 
1 Introduction to the Module and the Assignment 



Lecture provides detailed guidance on the 
requirements of the module assessment (see above 
for assignment details) 
 



 
 
 
 
 



  



2  
Mathematics Mastery 
Learn that: 
*’mathematics mastery’ approaches to teaching 
mathematics have been into the UK, responding to 
research and East Asian approaches – historical 
context and what some of these are (eg NCETM 
Maths Hubs, White Rose, particular text books etc) 
*Some key aspects can be identified – exploration 
of these 
*Use of concrete-pictorial-abstract is central to 
some – alongside bar models – exploration of these 
 



Learn how to: 
*Access resources to support this approach when 
in school (eg White Rose, NCETM resources) 
*Apply a CPA approach as part of teaching, to 
support conceptual understanding 
*Use bar models to clarify mathematical structure 
 



. Garry, T. (2020) Mastery in Primary 
Mathematics [electronic resource] / A Guide 
for Teachers and Leaders. London: 
Bloomsbury Education 
 Mark Boylan (2019) ‘Remastering 
mathematics: Mastery, remixes and mash 
ups’, Mathematics Teaching, (266), pp. 14–18. 
NAMA (2016) Five myths about Mathematics 
Mastery Available at: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/crhb0mwuaiksbs
s/Five%20Myths%20about%20Mathematics%
20Mastery.pdf?dl=0 
 
 
 
 



This module explores broader current issues within primary 
mathematics education and begins with exploration of current 
‘mastery mathematics’ approaches, as many schools are adopting 
these in some form, which the students may be asked to follow on 
placement or in their first teaching posts. 
This seminar provides an introduction, including historical context, 
areas of debate and exploration of some key features, before the 
students begin a draft of Part 1 of the assignment, reading to gain 
a deeper understanding of the topic. 



3 Statutory Assessment and Transition 
Learn that: 
*There are a variety of statutory assessments 
relating to early and primary mathematics, and 
what the content and use of these is (eg Baseline 
assessment, SATs, Multiplication check) 
*That there are particular transition points of 
relevance to 3-11 teachers (eg EY to KS1 and KS2 to 
KS3 particularly), and that there are various ways 
that schools can support children with these 



Learn how to: 
*Support children through significant transitions 
especially EY-KS1, and KS2-KS3. 
*Use knowledge of statutory assessment when in 
school, to support staff and children in preparing 
for this, and to inform teaching 



https://www.gov.uk/government/publications
/key-stage-2-tests-2019-mathematics-test-
materials 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/reception-
baseline-assessment 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/
multiplication-tables-check 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications
/key-stage-1-teacher-assessment-guidance 
Ollerton, M. (2019) Preparing for transition to 
secondary mathematics in Pope, S. and 
Mayorga, P. (eds) Enriching mathematics in 
the Primary Curricullum London:Sage 
 



Students need to be aware of the statutory requirements 
regarding assessment within EY and Primary School (Teachers’ 
Standards 6 and Part Two). 



4 Teaching EAL learners and mathematics from 
different cultures 
Learn that: 
*Teaching can be adapted to support the needs of 
children with EAL in a variety of ways 
*Learn what some of these adaptions might be, 
such as use of visual clues, oral work, resources, 
bilingual Tas 



Learn how to: 
*Make effective use of teaching assistants 
(including bilingual TAs) 
*Adapt teaching to meet the needs of children 
with EAL 



https://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC
/Teaching%20and%20Learning/Documents/M
aking-Maths-more-accessible.pdf 
https://www.bell-foundation.org.uk/eal-
programme/guidance/guidance-by-
curriculum-subject/teaching-eal-learners-in-
maths/ 



Children with EAL have particular needs in mathematics lessons, 
and their ability in the subject can sometime be underestimated 
because of language issues. Within this seminar, students explore 
a range of adaptations to teaching which might support students 
with EAL in response to this.  
Mathematics is an important human activity which has developed 
across cultures; exploration of aspects of this can support inclusion 
and value the cultural heritage of all children.  





https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-2-tests-2019-mathematics-test-materials


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-2-tests-2019-mathematics-test-materials


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-2-tests-2019-mathematics-test-materials


https://www.gov.uk/guidance/reception-baseline-assessment


https://www.gov.uk/guidance/reception-baseline-assessment


https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/multiplication-tables-check


https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/multiplication-tables-check


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-1-teacher-assessment-guidance


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-1-teacher-assessment-guidance


https://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/Documents/Making-Maths-more-accessible.pdf


https://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/Documents/Making-Maths-more-accessible.pdf


https://www.naldic.org.uk/Resources/NALDIC/Teaching%20and%20Learning/Documents/Making-Maths-more-accessible.pdf


https://www.bell-foundation.org.uk/eal-programme/guidance/guidance-by-curriculum-subject/teaching-eal-learners-in-maths/


https://www.bell-foundation.org.uk/eal-programme/guidance/guidance-by-curriculum-subject/teaching-eal-learners-in-maths/


https://www.bell-foundation.org.uk/eal-programme/guidance/guidance-by-curriculum-subject/teaching-eal-learners-in-maths/


https://www.bell-foundation.org.uk/eal-programme/guidance/guidance-by-curriculum-subject/teaching-eal-learners-in-maths/








*Including mathematics from a variety of cultures 
can support inclusion and promotes a holistic view 
of learning 



*Learn about some possible approaches 
for including mathematics from a range 
of cultures in primary mathematics 
teaching 



Trakulphadetkrai, N.V., Courtney, L., Clenton, 
J., Treffers-Daller, J. and Tsakalaki, A. (2020) 
‘The contribution of general language ability, 
reading comprehension and working memory 
to mathematics achievement among children 
with English as additional language (EAL): an 
exploratory study’, International journal of 
bilingual education and bilingualism, 23(4), pp. 
473–487. 
doi:10.1080/13670050.2017.1373742. 
 



(This is also explored within the Assignment Part 2) 
 



5 PDA – Adapting mathematics teaching to meet 
specific needs  



(see Session 6 below – students 
research, prepare and give a 
presentation exploring ways to adapt 
teaching to meet the needs of children 
with a specific need as below) 



 
 



  



6 Student Presentations – adapting mathematics 
teaching to meet specific needs 
Learn that: 
*Mathematics teaching should be adapted to meet 
the needs of children with specific needs (see the 
Teachers’ Standards and Introduction to the NC and 
SEND Code of Practice) 
*That there will be adaptations that will be 
particularly appropriate for specific needs – and 
what these are 
*Learn about strategies to adapt teaching for 
children with: dyslexia and dyscalculia; autism, 
hearing impairments, visual impairments, speech 
and language difficulties *assessment plays a 
critical role in providing teachers with information 
about children’s needs 
 



Learn how to: 
*Adapt mathematics teaching including making 
use of formative assessment, use of resources and 
visual representations, the use of oral work, the 
use of TAs. 



https://www.gov.uk/government/publications
/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-
curriculum 
Students use a range of sources such as: 
National Charity websites (eg 
https://autismsociety.org/)  
Adkins, J. and Larkey, S. (2013) Practical 
mathematics for children with an autism 
spectrum disorder and other developmental 
delays. London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers. 
Henderson, A. and Henderson, A. (2012) 
Dyslexia, dyscalculia and mathematics: a 
practical guide. 2nd ed. London: Routledge. 
doi:10.4324/9780203803882. 
 



 
Throughout the Beginning Mathematics and Developing 
Mathematics modules, students have explored ways that children 
can be supported to learn mathematics through the use of, for 
example, resources, visual images, and mathematical talk. Within 
these two sessions, the students research and share what barriers 
to learning children with specific needs might face, and what 
adaptations to teaching might particularly help to overcome these.  
(This is also explored within the Assignment Part 2) 



7 Teaching time – making connections 
Learn that: 
*The topic of time covers duration of time and 
telling the time, and what the progression within 
both is 
*That the progression for time follows the 
‘measures’ progression introduced in MATC5402 
*This topic exemplifies the importance of making 
connections between different areas of 



Learn how to: 
*Plan for progression within the topic of time 
*Use a variety of concrete and online resources to 
support teaching and learning 
 



Haylock, D. (2019) Mathematics explained for 
primary teachers /. 6th edition /. Edited by R. 
Manning. Los Angeles: SAGE 
 
Hurrell, D. (2017) ‘Is it time to start 
reconsidering the teaching of time?’, 
Australian primary mathematics classroom, 
22(3), pp. 33–37. 
 



The topic of time is one that students report as find challenging to 
teach, so, although ‘measures’ is covered in Yr 2, this seminar 
focuses on this as the final ‘mathematics’ topic covered in the 
modules. As previously, key concepts, progression EY to KS2, 
possible activities and resources, and potential misconceptions 
provide a foundation for students to develop independently. 





https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-curriculum


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-curriculum


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-curriculum


https://autismsociety.org/








 



mathematics – here time with angles, fractions, 
(skip) counting /multiplication facts 
*Learn about a range of activities and resources 
(including online resources) to support teaching 
duration of time and telling the time in the 
classroom, from EY to KS2 
*Learn about potential misconceptions and how to 
anticipate these 



8 Making use of games in mathematics teaching 
Learn that: 
*games can be used as an engaging way to practice 
a wide range of mathematical facts and skills, 
consolidating learning and developing fluency. 
*Games can motivate and provide a context for 
problem solving and communication. 
*Learn about a range of games that can be played 
in whole class, group or pair settings 
*Learn about some resources where ideas for 
games can be accessed 



 



Learn how to: 
*Recognise where games can be useful to support 
mathematical learning, to include these in 
planning 
*Make use of mathematical games in the most 
effective way to support learning 



Woodham, L. (2020) Going for games 
Available at: https://nrich.maths.org/6691 
Dabell, J. (2009) Games, ideas and activities 
for primary mathematics. Harlow: Longman. 
Cohrssen, C. and Niklas, F. (2019) ‘Using 
mathematics games in preschool settings to 
support the development of children’s 
numeracy skills’, International Journal of Early 
Years Education, 27(3), pp. 322–339 
TRINTER, C.P., PHD., BRIGHTON, C.M., PHD. 
and MOON, T.R., PHD., 2015. Designing 
Differentiated Mathematics Games: 
Discarding the One-Size-Fits-All Approach to 
Educational Game Play. Gifted Child Today, 
38(2), pp. 88-94. 
Huntley, R. (2019) Games for Learning 
Mathematics in Pope, S. and Mayorga, P. (eds) 
Enriching mathematics in the Primary 
Curricullum London:Sage 



Students end their mathematics course with a return to 
consideration of the affective domain and explore the motivation 
and enjoyment that can be engendered through a range of 
mathematical games. Consideration is also given to how these can 
consolidate learning and fluency through practice of a range of 
skills and number facts. 



9 Group tutorials – Audit/Target/Actions – discussion 
and file check 
Students bring their audits, Target Tracking Sheets 
and evidence of Actions, as well as their 
Mathematics Files to group tutorials. Students are 
encouraged to share their approaches to 
addressing their targets, including sharing useful 
resources and approaches. Links are made to 
preparing to teach topics on placement, which are 
less familiar to students. 



   



 On Extending placement, all students will: 
 There is no module specific task, but all students 
will be involved in planning and teaching 
mathematics during their extending placement.  
 



   





https://nrich.maths.org/6691
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